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Editor’s note
It’s already October, which means that if the holidays aren’t on your horizon,
they probably will be soon. I’ll bet that you haven’t dug out your carving knife
just yet, but you’re probably wondering where you put those fall-themed decora-
tions. (I know exactly where our decorations are: They’re in a box, somewhere in
the basement. Or, possibly, a closet. I should probably start looking for them.) 

Chances are, you’re also thinking about all the family you’ll see, whether they’re
coming to visit, or you’re heading there. Over the next few months, your com-
puter will likely see an influx of digital media–photos and video in particular–as
you record family get-togethers on digital cameras and camcorders and then
transfer them to your PC. 

If you’re like me, you’ll be dumping that data onto your PC from now until New
Year’s, and by January, you’ll be ready to start organizing pictures, editing video,
and burning CDs and DVDs. You’ll want your PC to be at the top of its game,
and you won’t want to spend time in January getting it ready–not with all those
fun pictures and videos that need your attention. 

That’s why we’re getting our PCs in tip-top shape now. Once you fine-tune it,
your PC will have the space it needs to accommodate all those new files and the
speed that you want when you step away from the party to empty your camera’s
memory card. By the time you’ve finished fine-tuning your computer, you might
just remember where those decorations are–or so I keep telling myself.

Joshua B. Gulick
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T E C H N O L O G Y N E W S &  N O T E S
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D E S K T O P S  &  L A P T O P S

Satellites Hover Nicely 
In Midrange Space
B y now, most consumers know

there are great deals to be
found in the laptop market, with
retailers often advertising sub-
$400 models that are surprisingly
powerful and feature-packed. Al-
though the allure is strong amid
the bargain laptops, midrange lap-
tops are also receiving a nice in-
fusion of features at affordable
prices, and Toshiba’s Satellite
A300 line is a prime example.

The A300 and A305 laptops aim
to integrate style and performance
into one package. At the low end,
the A300-ST4004 ($939 for the
base model; www.toshiba.com) in-
cludes a 15.4-inch widescreen Tru-
Brite LCD with 1,280 x 800 native
resolution and a choice of graphics
options, including Intel integrated

graphics (included in the base
model), an ATI Mobility Radeon
HD3470 with 256MB of memory,
or a Radeon HD3650 with 512MB
of memory.

A 1.86GHz Intel T2390 dual-
core processor powers the laptop
(in the base model), but the unit
can be upgraded with an Intel
Core 2 Duo processor at up to
2.5GHz (the processor upgrades
range from $130 to $350). Also 

included are a 120GB hard drive,
1GB of RAM, a DVD SuperMulti
drive, integrated wireless, four
USB 2.0 ports, and an integrated
Web cam.

At the next level, the A305-
S6861 ($999.99) adds in enough
horsepower to rival most midrange
desktop computers. Standard is a

2GHz Core 2 Duo, 4GB of RAM,
Mobility Radeon HD3470 graph-
ics, 320GB hard drive, DVD Super-
Multi drive with Labelflash, 5-in-1
bridge media adapter, and an
ExpressCard slot. Finally, the
A305-S6864 ($1,149.99) includes
most of these same features but
ups the ante with a 2.26GHz Core
2 Duo processor.

The USB ports in each of these
laptops are “sleep-and-charge,”

which means the ports can be used
to charge USB devices, even when
the laptop is asleep. Some of the
A300 models include an FM tuner
that comes with an easy-to-use in-
terface for presetting favorite radio
stations, scanning for new sta-
tions, and controlling volume and
other settings. ❙

Finding a sweet spot in the midrange laptop market is
growing easier, as proven by Toshiba’ s Satellite A300 series,
which offers a lustrous design and a wide range of powerful
options at price points that won’ t break the bank.
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S T O R A G E

T E C H N E W S

A s devices around it continue to enjoy mounds of inno-
vation, the traditional hard drive can do only so much

within its technological confines. Sure, 500GB-and-
up drives are certainly appealing, but
when it comes to speed, these drives
haven’t advanced much in recent years.
However, some manufacturers, such as
Western Digital, are trying to squeeze
every last drop of performance from
this aging breed.

The Western Digital VelociRaptor
($299.99; www.wdc.com) is by no
means cheap, particularly when con-
sidering it has a capacity of just
300GB. However, if you already have
plenty of storage—and many con-
sumers do, all told with multiple in-
ternal and external hard drives—a
drive such as the VelociRaptor can
easily find a deserving home as the pri-
mary drive in any PC.

This SATA (Serial Advanced Technology Attachment)
drive boasts a 10,000rpm speed, a 3Gbps (gigabits per second)
interface, and a 16MB cache, all combining to make the

VelociRaptor 35% faster than the
drive’s older brother, the Western
Digital Raptor. The drive also features
the IcePack mounting frame that’s de-
signed to keep the drive extra cool;
RAFF, or Rotary Acceleration Feed
Forward, technology that optimizes op-
eration when used in vibration-prone
chassis; and NoTouch ramp load tech-
nology, which ensures the recording
head never touches the disk media
(preventing wear). ❙

D I S P L A Y S

VelociRaptor Taps Into Primal Speed

Could New Display Tech Trump LCD?

There is no question that the LCD is now the
reigning champion of the monitor world,

thanks to its slim profile and low power
consumption. However, if recent re-
search revealed by Microsoft is any in-
dication, LCDs shouldn’t get too
comfortable in that position.

Along with a graduate student
at the University of Washington,
the Microsoft researchers built a
display screen prototype that they
say mimics telescope optics at the
scale of individual display pixels.
That might sound meaningless to
the layman, but the technology could
result in a display that’s faster and more
energy-efficient than an LCD.

According to the researchers, today’s LCD is
actually inefficient because it is lit from the back, and

less than 10% of the light actually reaches the
screen’s surface. On the other hand, the tele-

scopic pixel design uses reflective optics
wherein each pixel functions as a

miniature telescope. Using mirrors
and voltage, the light is reflected
onto the screen, and the re-
searchers say they get about 36%
of the backlight out of a pixel—
or more than three times the
light of an LCD.

This rate is expected to grow—
perhaps up to 75%—as design

improvements are implemented.
This technology also switches pixels

on and off more quickly than an LCD.
The telescopic display can go from dark

to light and back to dark in 1.5 milliseconds,
or twice as fast as an LCD pixel. ❙

Traditional hard drives might not be as sexy as
newer options, such as SSDs (solid-state
drives), but Western Digital’ s VelociRaptor is
certainly appealing thanks to speeds that blow
away those found in other traditional drives.
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When building a new PC, inevitably the first consid-
eration is the CPU. Intel or AMD? Single core,

dual-core, or quad-core? Retail box or bare chip? These
are undoubtedly important questions, but motherboard
technology continues to advance so quickly that a new
build demands plenty of research solely for the mother-
board buying decision.

That’s why it’s wise to keep up with technologies such
as Hybrid SLI, a feature that appears in the Nvidia nForce
780a SLI chipset, which graces motherboards such as the
XFX MD-A72P-7509 (about $140; www.xfxforce.com).
Hybrid SLI encompasses two technologies that can
help to boost or scale back the graphics
processing power, depending on the cur-
rent user needs.

With GeForce Boost, an Nvidia graphics
card can be paired with the onboard (or inte-
grated) graphics chipset, which will then
work together to boost graphics performance.

Because GeForce Boost is meant to work with graphics
cards that closely match the onboard graphics (which aren’t
terribly powerful), this technology works best with lower-
end cards to get a bigger overall boost than what’s possible
with the card or onboard graphics alone.

HybridPower, on the other hand, is designed to scale
back graphics processing when big-time performance isn’t
needed. This technology works best with a high-end
graphics card, which will kick into action when high
graphics performance is needed. In fact, the user’s monitor
is plugged directly into the motherboard—not the card—

and the motherboard’s GPU (graphics processing unit)
handles most computing tasks, such as those done in of-
fice applications, Web surfing, and others. ❙

T E C H N E W S

P R I N T E R S  &  P E R I P H E R A L S

C P U s ,  C H I P S  &  C A R D S

Mako Redefines Desktop Sound

For many consumers, the PC is becoming a hub for en-
tertainment. After all, it’s where they can find most of

their downloaded music and other multimedia content. But
if you’re spending hours upon hours listening to MP3s
while sitting at your computer, does it make any sense to be
listening through the tinny, cheap speakers that came with
your system? Probably not.

Although you don’t have to drop ridiculous amounts of
cash for a speaker system that rivals the average living room
speaker setup, there is indeed a wide range of speaker prices
on the market today. At $399.99, the Razer Mako 2.1
system is on the higher end of that scale, but it delivers
quite a punch for the price.

Co-designed by Razer (www.razerzone.com) and THX
(www.thx.com), the Mako is the first desktop speaker
system to use the THX Ground Plane and THX Slot
Speaker technologies, which use a downward-firing design
to eliminate sound distortion common in other desktop
systems. The system includes 300W (watts) of total power, a
touch-sensitive Control Pod, auxiliary line-in, and ampli-
fied headphone-out. ❙

Motherboard Tech Puts Spin On Graphics

Motherboards sporting Nvidia’s HybridPower technology, such as this
Asus model, allow graphics to be run from the integrated

chipset or from the higher-powered graphics card, 
depending on the graphics need at hand.

Not only does the Razer Mako 2.1 speaker system look 
revolutionary, but it also delivers sound using a 

unique downward-firing design to eliminate sound 
distortion inherent in other systems.
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T E C H N E W S

My hard drive is extremely hot to
the touch. Is this bad?

Although hard drives generally 
become warm when in use, they
shouldn’t get so hot that you can’t
leave your finger on a drive without
burning it. If that’s how hot your
drive is, check that your case fans are
working properly (assuming you
have case fans). Fix them if they’re
not. If they’re running properly, it
might be time to consider a more
cooling-efficient case.

Should I uninstall old video drivers
before installing new ones?

Some users never encounter trou-
ble when installing newer drivers di-
rectly on top of old drivers. However,
to be safe, it’s best to remove the 
old drivers first. In Windows XP and

Vista, you can use the Device Man-
ager or the Control Panel’s uninstall
tool (Add Or Remove Programs in
WinXP; Uninstall A Program in
Vista). If no option exists for unin-
stalling drivers, consider using a pro-
gram such as Driver Cleaner ($9.99;
www.drivercleaner.net) before in-
stalling new drivers.

I spilled some liquid on my keyboard,
and now some keys are sticking.

If you’ve tried carefully cleaning be-
tween the keys with a Q-tip and a little
rubbing alcohol and still have no suc-
cess, a last-resort method is to put the
keyboard in the dishwasher on the top
rack with the keys facing down. Run a
cycle with no detergent. Afterward, let
the keyboard dry for four to five days
(a fan directed at the keyboard can

help speed the drying time). This
method doesn’t always work, but it’s
worth a shot before throwing away the
keyboard. On the other hand, consid-
ering that many keyboards cost less
than $50, replacing it outright might
be the easiest solution.

Should I use the thermal paste that
came with my CPU or buy a pre-
mium brand?

Premium thermal paste manufac-
turers, such as Arctic Silver (www.arc
ticsilver.com), claim their pastes can
result in lower temperatures than
other pastes, and in many cases, that’s
probably an accurate claim. However,
because the difference is usually just a
couple of degrees, the paste that’s in-
cluded with CPUs is usually adequate
for most users. ❙

D I G I T A L  M I S C E L L A N E A

Wal-Mart To Offer Tech Support

Thanks to the expertise found on Smart Computing pages
month after month, many of our readers feel relatively

comfortable performing basic repairs on their own PCs. In
fact, many readers find themselves in the role of the com-
puter tech when friends or family call for help
with ailing PCs. After all, they have the exper-
tise, and (as subscribers) they can turn to
Smart Computing’s toll-free tech support
team ([800] 368-8304) for help solving
complicated problems.

These days, computer users can also
turn to Wal-Mart, which announced
that Dell will be offering computer re-
pair and home-theater installation 

services at 15 stores in the Dallas area. The Solutions Station
will offer a variety of services, with prices estimated to run $29
for installing PC memory in-store or $99 for installing

memory at the customer’s home. Installing a wall-
mounted TV, connecting cables, and integrating

three video components would run $289.
The program joins the burgeoning
consumer service market, which is

dominated by Best Buy’s Geek Squad,
Circuit City’s Firedog, and similar
services. At press time, Wal-Mart
hadn’t announced plans to extend
the program outside of the select
Dallas stores. ❙

P R O B L E M - S O L V E R : T R O U B L E S H O O T I N G  T H E  N E W S
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T E C H N E W S

D U L Y Q U O T E D

By most accounts, Apple’s iPhone is
the consumer smartphone to own.

But perhaps you’re having a problem
finding any dealer that actually has the
highly popular device in stock. Or may-
be you don’t want to use the AT&T
service that the iPhone requires you to
use. Or maybe you just want to be dif-
ferent. For each of these scenarios,
there’s an answer: the iPhone clone.

Device manufacturers aren’t blind to
the massive appeal of the iPhone’s
beautiful screen, slick interface, and
limitless usability, so they’re hopping
onboard and pumping out iPhone
clones with impressive features. Here’s
a look at some of the many devices that
can put iPhone looks and functionality
in your pocket, even if you don’t actu-
ally own one. (Note that the prices
listed are MSRP, but prices can vary
based on instant savings offers, mail-in
rebates, and service plans.)

LG Voyager ($409.99; www.lgmo
bilephones.com). Although the LG
Voyager isn’t quite as sleek as the
iPhone, it holds a little secret: a full
QWERTY keyboard inside its clam-
shell design. You’ll get the best of both
worlds with the Voyager—a large,
bright external touchscreen and an
identically sized internal screen, along
with the keyboard. This Verizon phone
includes integrated GPS (global posi-
tioning system), EVDO (Evolution
Data Optimized) support, Bluetooth
stereo support, and more.

Attack Of The Clones

C O N V E R G E N T  T E C H :  P D A s &  S M A R T P H O N E S

“This is the mother lode all right, from the point of view of Internet 
criminals looking for easier access to other people’s money and secrets.”

—Paul Vixie, president of the Internet Systems Consortium, describes a devastating new 
online vulnerability in which computer users are tricked into thinking they’ve 

arrived at a legitimate Web site, but the site can be a scam 
created through a flaw in the Internet’s design.

Source: The Associated Press

Samsung Instinct ($449.99; www
.instinctthephone.com). Not only
does the Instinct include a big, ap-
pealing touchscreen that rivals the
iPhone’s screen, but it also features 
a 2MP (megapixel) camera, video re-
cording and streaming, dynamic
music support, mobile printing sup-
port, and Bluetooth. This Sprint-
exclusive phone doesn’t include Wi-
Fi, but it does have robust GPS abili-
ties and haptic feedback, which
generates small vibrations when the
screen is touched.

LG Vu ($299.99; www.lgmobile
phones.com). The LG Vu lets you
watch live streaming TV on its 3-inch

multitouch display, but you can also
surf the Web, watch videos, listen to
music, and more. This AT&T phone
also includes 3G capability, a 2MP
camera, instant messaging ability, 
and Bluetooth.

LG Dare ($409.99; www.lgdare
.net). This phone packs plenty of
punch with a 3-inch touchscreen
with included handwriting recogni-
tion, 3.2MP camera and camcorder
with face detection, 8GB of storage,
photo- and video-editing software,
Bluetooth capability,  and more.
Compatible with Verizon, the Dare
supports the service’s V CAST music
and V CAST videos. ❙

Who needs an iPhone? With 
options such as the LG Voyager 
becoming readily available at 
wireless service providers, the
iPhone is no longer the only 
smartphone in town to boast a big,
sleek touchscreen and loads of 
multimedia functionality. 
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T E C H N E W S

News From The Help Desk
Our Most Common Tech Calls COMPILED BY SETH COLANER

Click the iPod icon under Devices and click the Summary tab
in the main window. Check the Manually Manage Music And
Videos box and click Apply for the changes to take effect.

Next, put all your music in one place. Click Edit and then
Preferences (or iTunes and then Preferences on a Mac). Click
the Advanced tab and then the General tab. Check the Copy
Files To iTunes Music Folder When Adding To The Library
box and click OK. Click Advanced, Consolidate Library, and
Consolidate when the window appears. Close iTunes.

Find your iPod on your computer and navigate to your
iTunes folder (inside your Music [Mac] or My Music [PC]
folder). Drag the iTunes folder to the iPod icon. Disconnect
your iPod (use the iTunes Eject button), open iTunes on the
new computer, and connect your iPod to it. Double-click the
iPod icon, locate the iTunes folder you created, and drag it to
the Music or My Music folder on the new computer. (If you
already have an iTunes folder on the new computer, make sure
you back up those files elsewhere. You can add them back in
after this step.) For more info see “DIY Project: Back Up &
Move Your iTunes Library” in our September 2008 issue.

Q I have two full-featured antivirus programs installed. I
thought this would give my computer double the pro-

tection, but can it cause problems?

A Often, when you’re talking about security, two is al-
most always better than one. Two locks on your door?

Harder for thieves to break in. Two body guards? Twice as
many arms to knock paparazzi out of the way. However,
when it comes to antivirus, you should only have one.

Think of it this way: Would you have two security systems
installed in your house? They’d probably interfere with one

Each month, we receive numerous technical support calls and
email messages. Some computer problems are fairly common,
and we find that many callers struggle to resolve the same issues.
In this article, we cover some of the most common or timely tech
support questions and provide our solution for each of them.

Q I just set up a wireless network in my home. In the list of
available wireless networks on my computer, my net-

work is listed as “unsecured.” What does that mean and how
do I make it secure?

A An “unsecured” network is a wireless network whose
signal is not encrypted. Anybody within range of your

wireless signal can access your network. Leaving a network
unsecured is unsafe and unwise for several reasons.
Basically, an unsecured network is an open invitation for
any low-level hacker to access your files. In this day and age,
leaving a network unsecured is not an option.

Fortunately, securing your wireless network is easy to do.
You’ve already done the hard part in setting up the network
in the first place.

Check your router’s users manual to find its IP (Internet
Protocol) address and enter it into the Address bar of your
Internet browser. Because every router is different, every
configuration screen is different. However, they’re generally
easy to navigate, especially with a little help from the
router’s manual. Your router will have a default password;
you should definitely change it in the configuration menu
to something only you will know.

Every configuration interface will eventually lead you to a
screen where you can select either WEP (Wired Equivalency
Privacy) or the newer, more secure WPA (Wi-Fi Protected
Access) or WPA2. Whichever you choose, you’ll be given a
long password. You can use it or create your own. Save
what you’ve done, write down the passkey and store it in a
secure location, and log on to your newly secured network.

Q Is there a way I can transfer the music on my iPod 
to a new computer?

A Short answer: Yep, there is. And here’s how to do it.
First, be sure you have the most recent version of iTunes on

both the old and new computers. You need to have at least
iTunes 7. You then need to enable disk use on your iPod.
Open iTunes on the old computer and connect your iPod.

With a few simple steps, you can copy music from your iPod 
to a new computer.

Smart Computing / October 2008 11



T E C H N E W S

Feature Package Topics
Each Smart Computing issue includes tips, reviews, and in-
formation about a variety of topics. However, each issue
also has a featured group of articles about a selected topic.
Below is a list of the Feature Packages from the previous
year. As a Smart Computing subscriber, you have access to
all of our archived articles at www.smartcomputing.com.

October 2007: Build It Yourself: How To Create 
The Perfect PC

November 2007: How To Edit, Protect & Restore 
Critical PC Settings

December 2007: Laptops Take Over
Get It All: Power, Price & Portability

January 2008: Time For A PC Tune-Up: Improve 
Speed, Performance & Reliability

February 2008: Get More Out Of Your PC: 
Here’s What You Can Do!

March 2008: Solve Common PC Problems; 
Fix It Yourself Step-By-Step!

April 2008: The Perfect Home Network: 
A Step-By-Step Guide

May 2008: Protect Your PC & Your Privacy: 
Block Intruders & Malware

June 2008: Go Wireless: Share Audio, 
Video & Data Without Cable Clutter

July 2008: Clean Out Your PC: 
Preventive Maintenance

August 2008: Troubleshoot: Software 
Get Rid Of Glitches

September 2008: Do It Yourself Notebook Repair

software. There are many programs that can do the trick, but
Audacity (audacity.sourceforge.net) is a powerful application
that also happens to be a free download.

To actually convert an audio file, open it in the audio
editor of your choice. (At this time, you can also use some
of the program’s features to edit the audio if need be—
trimming, copying, or otherwise manipulating the file.)
Highlight the portion you wish to convert, and in
Audacity, click File and Export As [file type]. Click OK to
save the converted file. ❙❙

another with all those wires and signals, and it would be 
a pain to deal with. Two security codes to punch in? Two
companies to call to cancel a false alarm? No thanks.

In the same way, antivirus programs are not designed to
work together. They’ll interfere with one another and pos-
sibly make your system more vulnerable. Having two an-
tivirus programs running at once will slow your computer’s
performance down considerably; they’ll both launch at
startup and remain running in the background.

If you want to try out different security software, by all
means do; after all, many of the best programs available offer
free trial downloads. But before you install a new antivirus
program, completely uninstall the other, or they may clash.

The only time it’s OK to have more than one security ap-
plication installed at once is if they do different things. For
example, a firewall application and software that roots out
and eliminates malware on your computer will complement
each other. One keeps garbage out, and the other cleans up
any garbage that happens to sneak through.

However, most of the security software available offers
comprehensive protection, so there’s really no reason to
have anything more.

Q I just replaced my hard drive and reinstalled Windows in
my computer, and now I can’t set the video resolution

to anything above the lowest setting. What’s going on?

A This is one of those problems that fortunately has a
simple solution. First, if you have any video at all—even

at a low setting—it’s good. It means that something is driving
the graphics. The fact that the resolution is low tells you that
your computer’s graphics processing is being done via inte-
grated graphics instead of a dedicated graphics card.

Unlike a dedicated graphics card, integrated graphics are a
chip on the motherboard. Though integrated graphics tech-
nology is improving, a dedicated card is still almost always
more powerful. When you install a dedicated graphics card, it
essentially shuts off the integrated graphics and runs the show. 

The problem you’re experiencing indicates that your
graphics card is not functioning properly and the integrated
graphics have taken over. When you put in the new hard
drive and reinstalled Windows, you neglected to install the
drivers for your graphics card. Using the disc that came with
your graphics card (or one that accompanied your computer,
if you purchased it as a complete system), simply install the
drivers on the new hard drive. Then you’ll be able to adjust
your video settings as high as your graphics card allows.

Q I need to convert several audio files to a different format.
What’s the best way to do this?

A Although some media players, such as iTunes, have
built-in file conversion functions, none is as efficient 

nor offers more functionality than dedicated audio editing 

The best way to convert your favorite audio files to a different format is
with an audio editor such as Audacity (Free; audacity.sourceforge.net).  
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A place for everything, and everything
in its place. I have been reporting on 

a lot of storage devices these days, and a
couple of interesting drives I’ve had a
chance to take a look at deserve further
comment. One of these drives is an ex-
ternal disc burner that does it all; the
other is a $38 USB flash memory drive
that would look right at home on a high-
powered CEO’s keyring. 

LG BE06

This remarkable external drive can read
BDs (Blu-ray Discs), DVDs, and CDs; can
write the recordable and rewritable ver-
sions of each, including DVD-RAM; and
even can read HD DVD movie discs. It
connects to your PC with a USB 2.0 cable.
USB 1.1 ports need not apply.

Crafted in tasteful ebony and ivory, the
BE06’s enclosure is the size of a hardcover
novel. It slips into a removable stand that
lets you mount the drive on its side, which
saves desk space. However, if you have a
camcorder that uses mini DVDs, you’ll
have to lay the drive flat before you insert
one of those discs. 

The BE06’s eject control definitely
takes some getting used to. It’s a silver
strip that responds to your touch. It is
not a typical button, so there’s no tactile
“click” when you press it, and by the
time you feel the outline of the button
underneath your fingertip, the tray has
already started moving. Thus I was in-
variably startled every time the disc tray
opened or shut. It turned into a game.
The LG won. 

This drive also supports LightScribe
disc labeling, plus SecurDisc password
protection on any disc format. It comes
with BD-capable versions of CyberLink
PowerDVD for movie disc playback,
PowerProducer for video DVD and BD
authoring, as well as backup and other
useful utilities.

The BE06 took only 5:48 (minutes:sec-
onds; 11.5MBps [megabytes per second])
to save a 4GB folder of mixed file types to
a 16X DVD-R. A 20GB write to a 2X, re-
writable BD-RE included with the drive
took nearly an hour and a half (1:26:10;
3.9MBps). The latter should be much
faster on recordable BD-R media, espe-
cially if you can find some that supports
this drive’s 6X writing speed.

SuperTalent Pico-C Gold 8GB

This San Jose, Calif., company is best
known for the RAM it sells, but lately its
flash memory products have been grab-
bing attention. The Pico Series of USB
flash memory drives are tiny things, just
more than an inch long and no thicker
than a dinner mint. SuperTalent sells
Picos ranging from 1 to 8GB. 

The Pico-C is the rugged member of
the family. It’s tough and water-resistant,
with no cap to lose and no swiveling parts
to break. 

The gold plating on the Pico’s steel case
is beautiful, but it collects fingerprints.
There’s no activity LED (light-emitting
diode), so you can’t tell by looking at the
drive whether it’s busy at the moment.
The Pico comes with a small lanyard with
a gold-plated chain and a clip, so you can
wear the drive on a belt loop or keyring. 

Despite its minimalist look, the Pico-C
does fit into a USB port—but just barely. I
really had to wiggle mine to get it into a
couple of slots on my test PC. The drive
supports USB 2.0, and, of course, it is back-
ward-compatible with USB 1.1 ports. It
comes preformatted with the FAT32 (32-
bit file allocation table) file system, as are
the majority of USB flash and hard drives. 

SuperTalent says that the Pico can
move files at up to 30MBps. On my
Windows Vista test system, my Pico took
6:23 to save 100MB, but only 11 seconds
to read it back. That equates to a write
speed of 0.3MBps and a read rate of
9.1MBps. When I copied a 4GB folder to
the Pico, it took hours. Regular readers
know that Vista is occasionally horrible at
file transfers, making some drives seem
much slower than they are under a dif-
ferent OS (operating system). ❙❙

Blu-ray Over USB
& A Bit O’ Gold 

Send your comments to
marty@smartcomputing.com

Marty Sems

TECH DIARIES

BE06
$399.95 

LG 
(800) 243-0000

us.lge.com

Pico-C Gold 8GB
$38

SuperTalent
(408) 934-2560 

www.supertalent.com
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R ecently, I received a stimulus check
from the good people at the IRS.

Rather than selfishly stashing the cash
away for a rainy day, I went shopping for
a laptop to replace my aging desktop
system—for the good of the economy, of
course. I didn’t have a specific model in
mind when I began shopping, so I did a
lot of looking and comparing, consid-
ering, and reconsidering. I’ll share some
thoughts on the process that might come
in handy if you decide to help jump-start
the market with a PC purchase. 

Budget Sense

A wise person once told me that when
deciding on what sort of specs you need in
a computer, you should first decide on a
budget and then get as much of and the
best of everything that you can afford, and
that’s exactly what I tried to do. It’s really
that simple. Of course, if you’ll only ever
use your computer to check your email,
you shouldn’t buy a $2,000 machine simply
because that’s how much you have socked
away. But chances are good that you’ll al-
ways need more RAM, more processing
power, and a bigger hard drive. Getting the
best I could (rather than the minimum that
I currently need) means I’ll be able to keep
up with the requirements of new applica-
tions longer. Also, it’s always a good idea to
look for a computer with significant up-
grade potential so you’ll be able to use the
same machine well into the future. 

There are some extras most of us can
forgo. Take, for instance, a Blu-ray Disc
drive. It would be nice to watch the latest
releases in all their HD (high-definition)
glory, but it’s just not affordable yet. Adding
a BD drive to a laptop these days will add
about $200 to your bottom line. I’d rather
have a more powerful computer and watch
slightly less-spectacular movies while I wait
for prices to drop. Other things I avoided
include that significantly discounted printer

that online retailers try to throw in. (I’d
prefer to choose a more expensive, better-
quality model than purchase a lower-end
printer that might cost me a lot more in 
ink refills.)

Don’t leave out essentials such as a
surge protector and the all-important an-
tivirus. Do it on your own terms, though.
You aren’t limited to the software or
hardware that retailers offer to bundle
with your new computer. Sometimes it’s
preferable to shop for these items sepa-
rately. Also, note that the majority of new
machines won’t come with a full-fledged
productivity suite. Work the cost of such
software into your budget. If there’s little
wiggle room in your budget, don’t rule
out open-source software. Suites such as
OpenOffice.org (www.openoffice.org)
offer a viable alternative to high-priced
productivity software. 

Settle In

The first thing I did (after fiddling with
the fun new features on my laptop) was
make myself comfortable. This meant
downloading Firefox, iTunes, and other fa-
miliar apps and transferring my photos and
other important data to my new, more
trustworthy hard drive. (For a comprehen-
sive guide to migrating data and applica-
tions to a new PC, see “DIY Project: It’s
Moving Time” in the March 2008 issue of
Smart Computing.) 

If comfort for you means settling into
the familiar grooves of Windows XP, note
that many manufacturers still sell new
computers with the older OS (operating
system). Support for WinXP will eventually
fade, but Microsoft recently announced it
would back the OS until 2014. Even so,
you’ll likely eventually have to switch to
Windows Vista (nagging alerts and all);
now might be the time to bite the bullet. 

For me, the laptop-finding journey
ended when I found a good deal on an HP
Pavilion dv6910us ($729.99; www.hp
.com) from a local retailer. It fit my
budget and fulfilled more than my basic
computing needs, and it offered some ex-
tras such as Bluetooth and a built-in Web
cam. Here’s hoping your PC hunt will be
similarly successful. ❙❙

Shop Wisely
Computer Buying Tips

Send your comments to
tara@smartcomputing.com

Tara Simmons

TECH DIARIES
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I t’s late summer in Nebraska as I write.
Survive 24 summer hours in the Corn-

husker state and you know “scorching.” 
All day the sky is as blue as Frank Sina-
tra’s peepers. At night, though, stars start
punching millions of holes in the sky, put-
ting to bed another day full of humidity so
choking a vise grip would be proud. And al-
though temps don’t back off much when 
the sun melts into the Nebraska horizon, 
if there’s a better place for stargazing in the
Midwest, I haven’t found it. The experience
has been all the better in recent weeks thanks
to IntelliTouch’s eos wireless speaker system.

I’ve used a handful of speaker systems
over the years designed
for outdoor use, in-
cluding a few that
output better-quality
audio than the 2.1
stereo digital audio the
eos system produces,
but the eos is by far the
easiest (I’ve used) to
configure. In fact, “con-
figure” really isn’t ac-
curate. Rather than
stringing wires or estab-
lishing a wireless con-

nection between a receiver and speakers, the
eos merely requires plugging the base station
and each wireless speaker into individual
power outlets. Dock an iPod (all models sup-
ported) in the base station, give each speak-
er’s volume knob a twist, and you’re set.

In addition to the base station, which
sports two 1-inch neodymium drivers and
one subwoofer, a core eos system ($249.99)
includes one wireless speaker with the same
drivers/subwoofer. The base station can sup-
port up to four speakers ($129.95 each),
which receive signals up to 150 feet (indoors)
300 feet (outdoors) away. With four speakers
in tow, piping audio to five separate rooms
and/or outdoors is as easy as pie. An antenna
on the station and each speaker flashes a blue
LED to indicate power status. 

IntelliTouch states the eos outputs inter-
ference-free audio by “combining digital
2.4GHz adaptive frequency hopping spread
spectrum technology with our proprietary
technology, enabling the transmitters to
search for open channels in order to avoid
interference from and to other 2.4GHz de-
vices.” In other words, microwaves, cordless
phones, Wi-Fi networks, and Bluetooth
products won’t bother the eos. Additionally,
the eos integrates an error-correction system
that resends any missed audio packets. I
spread the base station and speakers across
two floors in my home, as well as a deck,
garage, and front porch. I also placed the
station next to a microwave, cordless and
cell phones, and computer with Bluetooth
installed without encountering any hiccups. 

The eos supplements its iPod support by
placing an auxiliary input on the base station
that accepts nearly any DAP (digital audio
player). I used an iPod nano, Creative Zen,
SanDisk Sansa e200, and Toshiba Gigabeat
all without problem. I also connected the
base station to a home-theater system and
portable DVD player. IntelliTouch integrates
SRS WOW technology to bolster audio, but I
found audio leaning toward the tinny side
overall with bass lacking a convincing
thump. Still, audio is definitely serviceable.

The eos’ adaptability goes a long way to-
ward compensating for any audio inade-
quacies. Each component’s power supply,
for example, is detachable, giving you some
wiggle room when plugging into various
power outlets. Better, the ease with which
you can move speakers from room to room
or outdoors and kick out tunes in seconds
is fantastic. Buttons on the base station let
you instantly cut audio transmissions to the
speakers and switch between iPod and aux-
iliary-attached devices. LEDs, meanwhile,
indicate whether an iPod or other device is
active and how many speakers are synced.
Further, you can assign a unique ID to the
system to prevent picking up signals from a
neighbor’s wireless system. 

The eos comes in black or white and dons
silver speaker grilles. Each component has a
hard-plastic feel but will stand up to most
wear. An infrared remote, iPod dock adap-
ters, and auxiliary cable are included, and the
base station also charges docked iPods.
Stargazing has never been as fun. ❙❙

Plug N’ Play
eos Speakers Deliver iPod Audio Without Wires

Send your comments to
blaine@smartcomputing.com

Blaine Flamig

TECH DIARIES

eos Wireless Speakers for iPod
$249.99 ($129.95 for each 

additional speaker)
IntelliTouch

(877) 465-3927
www.eoswireless.com
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W hen Bill Gates showed a prototype of
the first Tablet PCs in 2001, he said,

“It’s a PC that is virtually without limits—
and within five years I predict it will be the
most popular form of PC sold in America.”
Sadly, those predictions have fallen short:
While Tablet PCs are widely available
today, traditional notebook PCs have
higher sales numbers. 

Ever since Gates’ announcement, I have
been intrigued by the concept of Tablet
PCs. Even so, my interest has not resulted
in a purchase, mostly because of cost. I
love the idea of Tablet PCs and everything
they are supposed to do. Plus, the thought
of being able to take handwritten notes
and store them on my computer is very
cool—I’d much rather deal with digital
clutter than paper clutter, so I’ll digitize
whenever possible. Still, I have a hard
time justifying almost $1,000 for this
handy computer. Size is another nail in
the coffin: I don’t want to haul a multi-
pound notebook everywhere I go. 

Because a Tablet PC is not a good op-
tion for me at the moment, I had all but
given up on digital notes for the time
being. Then, Dane-Elec approached me
with a promise of fulfilling my digital-
note-taking dreams using the Zpen, a dig-
ital pen and receiver. Experience has
taught me that concept and implementa-
tion don’t always go hand-in-hand, so I
was a bit skeptical that the Zpen was re-
ally as easy and great as the company

claimed. As a result, I was eager to see
for myself just how well the

product worked. 
It didn’t take long be-
fore I was ready to
jump on the Zpen
bandwagon. The pen is

comfortable to write with
(it’s about the same size as a regular pen),
and the receiver and software are very easy
to use. Perhaps most important, my digital
notes looked great! 

To use the Zpen, you literally only have
to turn on the receiver, clip it to your
paper, and write with the pen. That’s re-
ally all there is to it. When you’re finished
writing, unclip the receiver and plug it
into your computer. Because the receiver
has a USB plug built right in, you don’t
have to deal with excess cables. The re-
ceiver also doubles as a 1GB USB flash
drive that stores the software for the de-
vice (so you don’t have to keep track of a
separate CD), your notes, and other files
of your choosing. 

There are two viewing programs on the
receiver: one that requires installation 
and one that does not. The Pen&Ink
Viewer can be used on any computer, no
installation necessary. This is particularly
handy for anyone who wants to view her
notes on a friend’s computer without
cluttering the computer with unnecessary
software. The more advanced MyScript-
Notes program must be installed before
you can use it, but it can convert your
handwriting into text while leaving any
drawings or graphics intact. Both pro-
grams worked very well. I loved being
able to view my notes quickly and easily
from anywhere using the Pen&Ink
Viewer, while the MyScriptNotes pro-
gram impressed a colleague and me with
its ability to recognize and convert my
notes into text. The process of training
MyScriptNotes to recognize your hand-
writing isn’t bad, either: It took about 20
to 30 minutes.

Of course, digital pens aren’t entirely
new; they’ve been around for a while.
What sets the Zpen apart from some of
the other digital pens is the fact that it
doesn’t require special paper or ink refills.
You can literarily write on any surface
using the pen and receiver because the
Zpen uses sonar location technology, not
optical technology with dotted paper like
other digital pens. What’s more, the ink
refill is a standard replacement item that
you can purchase at a number of office
supply stores. 

The Zpen exceeded my expectations
for a digital pen. The price is reasonable,
the pen is comfortable to use, and the
software makes uploading and conver-
sion easy. ❙❙

Zpen For Everyone
Digitize Your Notes

Send your comments to 
jennifer@smartcomputing.com

Jennifer Johnson

TECH DIARIES

Zpen
$99.95

Dane-Elec 
(888) 451-3263 

www.danedigital.com
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Top Image-Enhancing
Applications

P hoto-editing software has changed the
way consumers take pictures. Photo-

editing tools let you manipulate photos in
many ways, from minor tweaks to total
overhauls, so you don’t have to spend so
much time setting up the perfect shot. 

Built-in Editors

Windows XP comes with a couple of
photo-related tools: the venerable Paint
and a simple program called Picture And
Fax Viewer. Paint does some very rudimen-
tary edits, but nothing along the lines of
real digital manipulation. In addition to
these two, Vista’s Windows Photo Gallery
also offers a few elementary editing tools
for new digital photographers. Photo
Gallery includes a basic Auto Fix function,
and you can also manually adjust bright-
ness, contrast, and color, as well as crop
and fix red-eye. 

These programs might be OK in a pinch
for extremely simple photo editing, but
only if nothing else is available. And,
luckily, something else is available. More
sophisticated third-party software lets you
explore a variety of techniques, from layers
to all types of photo-finishing effects. If you
plan to do even minimal editing—even
something as simple as cropping—you
should skip the Windows accessories com-
pletely and try out third-party programs.
At the very least, you can download Goo-
gle’s free Picasa photo viewer, which we
discuss further below. 

Let’s take a look at some of the biggest
names in consumer-level photo-editing
software to help you find one that suits
your needs and interests.

ACDSee Photo Editor 2008

The ACDSee interface is clean and easy to
understand. The main functions for 

rotating, cropping, and adjusting colors can
be found along the top of the screen. Pick a
particular tool, and additional options show
up in another toolbar immediately below.

A solid selection of photo effects is
crammed into a tiny window off to the
right. Below that is another sidebar window
showing editing layers, which makes more
complex photo manipulation easier to sort
through. You don’t have to sit and wonder
what these commands do, either—ACD-
See comes with a nice set of tutorials 
(located above the 
photo effects op-
tions) that bring
you up-to-speed 
on the program’s
various tools. You
can choose a how-
to, click the Start
button, and then
see a more detailed
explanation appear
in a new sidebar to the right. It’s helpful to
see the tutorial, along with examples, next
to the main editing screen so you can try
out techniques as you read. 

Beyond teaching you how the tools
work, ACDSee offers a plethora of project-
based tutorials, such as creating CD covers,
birthday cards, and scrapbook pages. Here,
you’ll get practical tips for making projects
beyond mere photo touch-ups. If you’re
using photo-editing software primarily for
home project creation, ACDSee is a great
product for your purposes.

Adobe Photoshop Elements 6 

Photoshop Elements, Adobe’s consumer-
grade answer to Photoshop CS3, ramps up
the usability in version 6 with a fantastic
wizard-like Guided Edit. Full Edit, with its
panoply of 22 tools, is still available, as is the
speedy Quick Edit with its minimal four—
but Guided Edit is where most new users
should begin. It divides possible editing
tasks into bite-sized pieces, offering detailed
instruction on how they work. When you
first click the Guided button, you’ll see the
question “What would you like to do?” fol-
lowed by categories of frequently used tools:
Basic Photo Edits, Lighting And Exposure,
Color Correction, Guided Activities, and
Photomerge. Each category has options 

Head-To-Head
Photo-Editing

Software

ACDSee Photo Editor 2008

Tips and tutorials: As with
most types of application, us-

ability in photo-editing soft-
ware is critical. There’s no

point to fancy features if they
only lead to frustration. Look

for software with built-in wiz-
ards that automatically fix

common problems, such as
red-eye, brightness, and

crooked lines. Tutorials are an
added bonus—there’s

nothing like seeing how the
tools actually work. 

B U Y I N G T I P S
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Software Information
Contact 

Price Company Information URL Notable Features

ACDSee Photo $49.99 ACD Systems (250) 419-6701 www.acdsee.com
Editor 2008 (Canada) or 

Online form

Adobe Photoshop  $99.99 Adobe (800) 833-6687 www.adobe.com 
Elements 6

Corel Paint Shop $99.99 Corel (800) 772-6735 www.corel.com
Pro Photo X2

Google Picasa Free Google (650) 253-0000 picasa.google.com

Ulead $69.99 Corel (800) 772-6735 www.ulead.com
PhotoImpact X3

underneath. As soon as
you choose a task, the
Task Pane changes to re-
flect the adjustments re-
lated to that task. 

Elements offers a
handy Before And After
feature, so you can see
what’s happening as you
do it. Guided Edit also
houses another cool feature, Photomerge.
This command has two functions: Group
Shot and Faces. Each allows you to com-
bine parts of two photographs to make one
better image. For example, you could re-
place just your stern face with another of
you smiling from the same series of shots,
letting Photomerge line them up for the
best combination. 

In addition to the Editor component,
Elements also offers a built-in photo orga-
nizer and tools for creating photo projects
(such as slideshows) and sharing the output.
One note: There’s no printed users guide
with Elements, but it is available free online. 

Corel Paint Shop Pro Photo X2

Adobe Photoshop Elements’ fiercest com-
petitor is Corel’s Paint Shop Pro Photo X2.

Reviews

• Scrapbook-friendly tools and tutorials
make this a digital scrapper’s dream

• Easy-to-understand interface helps
new users

• Guided Edit offers excellent quick
editing that goes beyond the basics

• Photomerge lets you create the best
group shot out of two mediocre ones

• Makeover mode lets you make
people thinner and teeth whiter

• Full complement of tools makes this
feel like a far more expensive program

• Free of charge and designed to work
well with Google's online Picasa Web
albums

• Basic, easy-to-use touch-up tools

• Two modes (ExpressFix and Full
Edit) let you choose whether you
want a more complex editing environ-
ment or fast, simple photo fixes

• Web design tools make it easy to turn
pictures into online graphics

Adobe Photoshop Elements 6 

Corel Paint Shop Pro Photo X2

Like Elements, Paint Shop Pro Photo
comes loaded with considerable
editing tools along with some just-
plain-fun features. 

The fun comes with the Make-
over tools: Thinify, which makes the
subject thinner with a single click,
and Eye Drops, which makes the
whites of the eye just that much
whiter. Another highlight is the

ability to work in layers, which allows for
greater manipulation.

Editing tools take center stage in the pro-
gram’s dark gray interface. Paint Shop Pro
may seem a little crowded with op-
tions. Still, this is
one instance where
more is  more—
you certainly won’t
find yourself lack-
ing just the right
tool. The Express
Lab is the place to
go to make basic
i m p r o v e m e n t s ,
such as cropping
and removing red-eye, all at once. If you
can’t figure out how to begin, check out the 
integrated Learning Center on the left
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margin—it takes you step-by-step through
some of the most commonly used tools. For
more complicated edits, you’ll need to spend
time with the PDF (Portable Document
Format) manual, and there will be some trial
and error before you feel comfortable with
some of the more intermediate and ad-
vanced editing. It’s not the simplest to use,
but once you get the hang of it, you’ll be sur-
prised at how much you can accomplish
with this relatively inexpensive program. 

Google Picasa

Picasa is a free Google tool that organizes
photos on your own machine and gets
them ready to share on the Web. Naturally,
the program will export photos directly to
Google’s online Picasa Web Albums. It can
also download pictures from Picasa online
for editing or saving.

Picasa offers only the basics, but it wraps
them up in a package that is easy to use
even for beginners. If you want to crop, 
rotate, or straighten pictures, Picasa 
works fine. It can run an automatic color 

correction that helps to brighten up dark
pictures and add more contrast to washed-
out pictures. You can also try out a handful
of effects, such as black and white or sepia.
A red-eye correction tool can help keep
your Christmas pictures from looking like a
zombie convention.

While Picasa isn’t aimed at the expert
crowd, it includes a few features that go be-
yond what you’d expect for free. A batch-
editing command lets you perform some
edits, such as color correction or rotation,
on an entire folder of photos at once.
Picasa’s Geotag option can add location in-
formation to your photos using Google
Earth. The Collage tool can meld photos
together in fun ways, and a movie com-
mand will string photos together into a
slideshow.

Ulead PhotoImpact X3

Ulead’s PhotoImpact X3 is, at first
glance, a little bit of a mess. The inter-
face could certainly be cleaner—it’s not 

Reviews

Beyond editing: The best
products include all types of
output options, from photo
creations to sharing images

online and give you the tools
to make it happen, including

adjustments to file size and
resolution. A built-in organizer
that makes use of thumbnails,

tags, and more is an added
bonus—and saves on buying

“companion” software.

B U Y I N G T I P S

immediately clear which button does what.
This is a program that requires some study,
particularly if you are unfamiliar with photo
editing in general.

All of those menus, buttons, and sidebar
options do give you a lot of control over
your photos. PhotoImpact X3 supports
layers, which let you build an image with
different components on their own editing
layer. The program offers innumerable
tools for selecting sections of images,
marking on pictures, and manipulating
various aspects of photos. 

If  you’re after simple editing,  the 
program’s ExpressFix mode lets you try 
various automatic
adjustments to 
see if any do the
trick. It’s a little
like having two
programs in one.
ExpressFix ban-
ishes most of
PhotoImpact ’ s
commands for a
much simpler set of menus. By default,
you’ll see the original picture on the left
side of the screen and the same image with
your chosen adjustments on the right side.
Most correction tools offer a few choices by
way of thumbnails, so you can pick the
best-looking of the bunch. ExpressFix also
includes must-have tools such as crop,
straighten, and rotate, as well as some 
fun effects.

Editing Power

All the paid products we’ve covered here
offer some sort of trial, so try them for
yourself before you buy. Most of these pro-
grams offer more features than the casual
user may need—some people just want to
remove red-eye, straighten out crooked
photos, and crop out an errant thumb or
elbow. But if you’re interested in doing
more with your photos, whether it be ob-
vious manipulation such as aging or casting
a sepia tone, or simple corrections such as
lighting adjustments, take a chance with
one of these applications. You may find
yourself an exciting new pastime. ❙❙

BY ANNE STEYER PHELPS

Google Picasa

Ulead PhotoImpact X3
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Everyone knows the importance of
backing up our PCs, but all too often,
we don’t get around to it until we lose
irreplacable data. After all, backing up
can be a complicated, time-consuming
ordeal—unless your external hard
drive handles the entire backup pro-
cess automatically. Enter Clickfree™
Automatic Backup.

How It Works

Because there is no software to in-
stall, setting up the Clickfree™ auto-
matic backup is as simple as plugging
it into your computer. The drive au-

tomatically starts the backup process,
instantly searching your PC for more
than 350 file types and stores copies.
You can also configure the Clickfree™
device to back up specific files, but
you’ll find that the drive already
backs up important files, including
important documents and digital
memories.

Clickfree™ Automatic Backup also
supports multiple PCs, which means
you can back up every computer in
your home or office to a single drive,
all without a single click.

Features & Benefits

• Back up your PC without installing or con-
figuring any software, just plug it in

• Back up from up to 10 PCs on a single
external hard drive

• Included USB 2.0 cable that connects
the drive to your computer

• No power cord necessary; the
Clickfree™ Automatic Backup draws
power from your PC

Clickfree™ Automatic Backup    I   $149.99    I   www.goclickfree.com

Finally, Backup For Everyone

SMART SOLUTIONS
Advertisement
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How many times have you seen the
“Check Engine” light on your car’s
dashboard and worried what it meant?
Should you pull over? Call a tow
truck? Drive straight to the mechanic?
Maybe it’s just a loose gas cap. Thanks
to the revolutionary CarMD handheld
device, now virtually everyone who
owns a vehicle can quickly and easily
solve automotive repair mysteries—
right from home. 

How It Works

When your car’s “Check Engine”
light appears, plug the CarMD hand-
held device into your vehicle’s Data
Link Connector. (You can find the
connector under the dashboard on all
1996 and newer vehicles.)

Within a few seconds, CarMD’s built-
in LEDs let you know whether you can
resume driving (Green = OK; yellow =
possible problem; red = service required).

To learn more about your car’s
problem, connect CarMD to your PC
using the included software and USB
cable. CarMD customers gain free ac-
cess to an extensive online database
(www.carmd.com) that helps diagnose
the cause and estimate repair costs to
help you save time and money and
keep your mechanic honest.  

Features & Benefits

• CarMD works on 1996 and newer
OBD2 cars, light trucks, SUVs, and
minivans—foreign and domestic. For
sale and use in the U.S. only.

CarMD® Handheld Automotive Device & Software Kit I $98.99 I www.carmd.com

Check Car Problems Off Your List This Holiday!
CarMD Helps Diagnose Hidden Engine Problems From Home Or On The Road

SMART SOLUTIONS
Advertisement

• The CarMD handheld device helps
buyers identify lemons at used car
sales lots.

• Lifetime software updates keep your
CarMD device up to speed on car
trouble codes.

• CarMD includes toll-free access to
ASE Certified Techs.

• Great gift for car and truck owners!

• Plus, Smart Computing readers get
$10 off when you purchase online at
www.CarMD.com using promo 
code: SmartOct.  
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E arly this year, Intuit debuted an online ver-
sion of its industry-leading financial soft-

ware. The company doesn’t say so, but we
suspect it is trying to capture the interest of
young Internet users starting out with finan-
cial planning. Why do we think that, you ask? 

Quicken Online is easy and fast to use,
giving you access to your accounts anywhere
you have an Internet connection. Of course,
that approach could appeal to any busy
person who uses the Internet. More impor-
tantly for assessing its generational appeal,
Intuit has tapped into social networking and
data-sharing sites Facebook (www.facebook
.com), YouTube (www.youtube.com), Pod-
Cast (www.podcast.com), and Twitter (www
.twitter.com) to offer updates, product infor-
mation, interviews with financial experts, and
more, and its software is well-integrated with
the Apple iPhone. If you’re an Internet junkie
who frequents MySpace, you may love
Quicken Online. If you’re an existing Quicken
(or Microsoft Money) user, you likely won’t
see any reason to change gears.

Getting Started

Signing up for the service is a snap, and you
can do so even if Quicken software is installed
on your PC. There is a free, 60-day trial. 

When you sign up, you select a username
and password with which you will log in to
the Quicken Online site (www.quicken.com).
After you log in the first time and agree to the
terms of service, Quicken asks for bank infor-
mation. At each step along the way, it offers
links that answer common questions, such as,
“Why do you need my banking information?” 

Up & Running

After Quicken Online logs in to your bank,
it prompts you to identify a category (such as
credit card or checking) for each account and
retrieves the past 90 days of transactions for
accounts you want to monitor. The service
then presents a spending snapshot that com-
pares your past month’s income to outlay and
categorizes your spending in a pie chart. 

The snapshot also includes a payment
window displaying transactions Quicken
Online identified as likely recurring bills.
From this window, you can set up bill re-
minders to arrive via email or mobile alert
and adjust payment frequencies, amounts,
payees, and due dates. The snapshot is ac-
tually the main (Home) page and is only
one of three tabbed interfaces. The other
two, My Transactions and Track Spending,
let you view all account transactions or 
examine your spending habits in more 
detail, respectively. 

Basic Business

These features, and the ability to add or
delete accounts, pretty much sums up Quick-
en Online. However, the service has one other
trick. Rather than clicking the My Transac-
tions tab, you can view transactions by click-
ing the link to one of your accounts. Do this
and Quicken will present you with a Bank
Balance and a Real Balance. Real Balance is
what your balance would be if all uncleared
items were to post. To make this feature work,
you must provide info on payments you made
outside of Quicken; if you write a lot of
checks, provide this info and Quicken will
keep your Real Balance updated.

Because of Quicken Online’s basic fea-
ture set, we think users accustomed to the
more powerful Quicken software editions
may feel shortchanged. However, for folks
who want a basic accounting system to
help them keep tabs on spending, no
matter where they are, this service may be
just the ticket. ❙❙

BY JENNIFER FARWELL

Software Reviews Your Finances On The Web

$2.99 per month
Intuit
(650) 944-6000
www.quicken.com
Key Benefits:
• Convenient online 
access 

• Streamlined interface 
facilitates operation for 
those new to financial 
software

Quicken Online
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W hen we learned of PhoneFusion, an
Internet-based call answering and for-

warding service at a price far lower than most
live operator services, we were intrigued.
After reviewing the product, we were im-
pressed with the breadth of functionality. 

PhoneFusion gives you a phone number in
the area code of your choice and will answer
it with an automated message. It will then
forward the call to any or all of four phone
numbers you specify or have the caller leave a
message. For forwarded calls, PhoneFusion
can provide caller ID, and you can accept or
reject the call, transfer it to another number,
or send it to voice mail (one hour included
each month). The phone number also accepts
and redirects faxes and even lets you initiate
an instant message. You can also have Phone-
Fusion repeat the caller ID or turn off the
Find Me feature for future calls.

For missed calls or those sent to voice mail,
PhoneFusion can send a short email alert
and/or send the voice message to one or more
email addresses of your choice. (PhoneFusion

calls the alerting feature a “text message,” but
this is not an accurate description as the mes-
sage does not go to a phone number.)

The Standard service includes call confer-
encing (five participants), fax to email, and
speed dialing (five numbers). PhoneFusion
also offers an array of inexpensive add-ons
and two expanded service levels, one of which
includes unlimited VoIP (Voice over Internet
Protocol). Our one gripe is the recording that
plays when the system answers a call. It is not
user-configurable, and it begins with the
words “PhoneFusion.com.” It costs $10 a
month to remove that branding. ❙❙

BY JENNIFER FARWELL

F rom one of the world’s leading anti-
malware companies comes Anti-Theft File

Protection, which carves virtual drives from
existing, free hard drive or removable USB
drive space. During creation, you password-
protect the vaults; the software will encrypt
files you move there. An icon in your System
Tray lets you lock or unlock the vaults (right-
click the icon for the menu). You can create
multiple vaults, each with a user-configurable
amount of storage space.

When a vault is locked, its drive letter will
not appear in Windows Explorer (making it
undetectable both locally and over a network)
and no one will be able to see or access files
stored inside it. If someone attempts to open a
protected file from a recently used file menu,
they will see an error message that the file is
not available. The drive name will still appear
under the Unlock option on the Anti-Theft
menu, enabling those who have the password
to open it and access files. If you forget the
password, you can regain it by answering a 

series of questions you chose during setup. If
you attempt to lock a vault with a protected
file open, McAfee will prompt you to close it.

This solution is best for files you don’t ac-
cess frequently, because you’ll have to either
keep the vault open while working (reducing
security) or open it every time you need a
stored file. Nevertheless, this is a simple solu-
tion for securing important documents. ❙❙

BY JENNIFER FARWELL

Anti-Theft File Protection

Stay In Touch

Secure Your Data

$9.95 per month 
(Standard service)
PhoneFusion
(888) 208-7801
www.phonefusion.com
Key Features:
• Inexpensive solution for 
unified call and fax 
reception 

• Broad range of delivery 
options

$29.99
McAfee
(866) 622-3911
www.mcafee.com
Key Benefits: 
• Easy to use 
• Create file “vaults” you 
can use to hide data

PhoneFusion One

Software Reviews
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Microsoft News

Xbox 360 Gets Added Storage, Features

The Xbox 360 game console has received a big storage boost and some
new capabilities. The $349 bundle now comes with a 60GB hard drive, of-
fering triple the storage of the 20GB model that’s been standard since the
console launched back in 2005.

Microsoft also announced that the Xbox 360’s fall software update will
usher in a complete redesign of the console’s user interface, with 3D
menus and customizable player avatars. The Xbox Live online service is
also getting new features including movie rentals via Netflix and Xbox Live
Primetime, a game show channel where players can play against other
Xbox Live members. 

Compiled by Joseph Moran

Microsoft Equipt Combines Office & OneCare

Microsoft is offering a new all-in-one software bundle that combines
Microsoft’s Office Home And Student 2007 productivity suite with Windows
Live OneCare’s collection of security and performance utilities. Microsoft
Equipt will include Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote, along with an-

tivirus, antispyware, and firewall software,
among other utilities.  

Microsoft Equipt is compatible with
Windows XP Service Pack 2 and later and

Vista and will be initially
available in Circuit City
stores. The price tag is
$69.99 (estimated retail
price) which provides a
one-year subscription
that allows you to install
Microsoft Equipt on up
to three home PCs.  

Windows Home 
Server Patch Released

Microsoft has released a long-
awaited update for its Windows
Home Server operating system,
which fixes a data corruption
problem that could occur while
saving certain kinds of files.
Microsoft says that Windows
Home Server Power Pack 1 also
improves performance and
power consumption and adds
support for the PCs running 64-
bit Vista.  

Windows Home Server Power
Pack 1 is available via Windows
Update and will be installed au-
tomatically if the automatic up-
date feature is enabled. ❙
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Bring Back Vista’ s Disappearing Recycle Bin 

If you ever find the Recycle Bin icon missing from Windows
Vista’s Desktop, there’s an easy way to get it back. Right-click an
empty part of the Desktop, choose
Personalize, and then click Change
Desktop Icons. Finally, put a check
next to Recycle Bin and click OK,
and your Recycle Bin will reappear.

How does the Recycle Bin disap-
pear in the first place? Probably by
right-clicking it and inadvertently
choosing the Delete option when
you meant to choose Empty Recycle
Bin instead. It’s an easy error to
make considering the confusing ter-
minology—WinXP users don’t have
to worry about making this mistake,
because the WinXP Recycle Bin
lacks a Delete option.

Flip Through Running Vista Programs In 3D  

Many of us are long-accustomed to using the ALT-TAB keystroke
combination to switch between running programs, but if you’re
running Vista (any version except Home Basic) on a system with a
reasonably powerful graphics chip, you have another option. 

With Vista’s Flip 3D feature, you can view and select from among
all your running programs by shuffling through a 3D stack of win-
dows. To use Flip 3D, hold down the Windows Logo key instead of
ALT while pressing TAB to cycle through the group. To use Flip 3D
without having to hold down a key, press CTRL-Windows Logo-TAB.
Then use the TAB key to select the window you want and press
ENTER to choose the program at the front of the pack. (Hint: if you
have a mouse with a scroll wheel, you can use it in lieu of TAB.)

Save Time When Launching Multiple Programs In WinXP

When you use WinXP’s Start menu to run a program, the Start
menu disappears after you choose a program. This makes perfect
sense if you only want to start one program, but if you want to run
any other programs at the same time, you must open the Start
menu again for each one.  

Luckily, there is a way to streamline the process of launching
multiple programs from the Start menu. If you hold down the
SHIFT key after clicking Start, the Start menu will remain open as
you pick your programs, which will save you from having to repeat-
edly open the Start menu. (NOTE: this only works with programs
within All Programs, not with items pinned to the Start menu or those
in the recently used list.) 

WINDOWS CENTRALNews, Views & Tips

Vista makes it easy to 
inadvertently delete your
Recycle Bin icon, but getting
it back isn’ t too difficult.

Windows News
Windows Tips

Games For Windows Live Service 
Now Completely Free 

Microsoft has eliminated the dual-tier member-
ship scheme for
its Games For
Windows Live
online gaming service. That means all members
can now take advantage of premium features that
used to require a $49.99 Gold level membership,
including automatic matchmaking and the ability
to play against Xbox 360 gamers. ❙

Free Technical Support 
Available For WinXP SP3 & Vista SP1

Microsoft is offering free technical support for
problems related to WinXP Service Pack 3 or Vista
Service Pack 1. The support is limited to what
Microsoft calls “installation and compatibility” is-
sues and is being provided at no cost until April
14, 2009, for WinXP and March 18, 2009, for Vista. 

The service pack support is being offered via
email, online chat, or toll-free phone number. To
take advantage of this offer, visit snipurl.com/3bvxi
for WinXP SP3 or snipurl.com/3bvz2 for Vista SP1. ❙

Microsoft Launches Web Site 
To Check Vista Compatibility

Microsoft is hoping to make fence-sitters more
comfortable taking the plunge to Windows Vista by
making it easier for them to see if their existing
hardware and software will work with the latest OS
(operating system).

To that end, Microsoft has set up a new
Windows Vista Compatibility Center Web site
(www.microsoft.com/windows/compatibility)
where you can browse or search through thou-
sands of products in several dozen categories. 

The site will provide compatibility information
for both the 32-bit and 64-bit version of Vista
(the 64-bit version is increasingly being included
on consumer PCs) and provide a link to a
product vendor’s site in cases where an updated
driver is required. ❙
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T
o get by in life, it’s a good idea to make friends who
have special talents. Everyone should have a doctor
friend, lawyer friend, mechanic friend, and law en-

forcement friend. But one of the most valuable by far is the
computer expert friend.

The computer expert friend is the one you call late at night
when you have a computer problem. You think you’ve really
done it this time and killed your computer, but once again,
your tears dry as he calmly explains to you what you did,
how to fix it, and how to avoid it in the future. 

Sometimes, your computer friend has to come over to fix
your computer because the problem is too complex to deal
with over the phone. This is all fine and good until your
friend moves far away, say to Saskatchewan, Canada; 
then what can you do? It’s uncouth to make a different
computer friend just for the sake of convenience; wouldn’t 
it be great if your pre-existing
computer friend could just beam 
in to your computer from the 
cold North, take control of your
mouse,  and click your prob-
lems away?

If you can believe it ,  he 
can, thanks to a Windows tool:
Remote Assistance.

What It Is

Remote Assistance is an appli-
cation that allows you to let
someone take control of your
computer from a remote com-
puter. This is useful in situations
when you need help with a com-
puter problem that is too complicated to deal with over the
phone; you can ask a friend to help you out or use the fea-
ture with a help desk professional.

All you need is an Internet connection, Windows XP or
Vista, and a partner who has one of these OSes. Remote

Assistance is standard on
WinXP, but you may need to
enable it. Click Start, Con-
trol Panel, Performance And
Maintenance, and System.
Click the Remote tab and
check the box next to Allow

Remote Assistance Invitations To Be Sent From This
Computer. Click Advanced and check the box next to
Allow This Computer To Be Controlled Remotely.

Only let a trusted friend or help desk person access your
computer via Remote Assistance. Whoever has control of your
computer can open any documents and folders and even ad-
just settings; as a rule, only use remote access with someone
you would trust to physically work on your computer.

Setting Up A Connection

There are three ways to make a connection for Remote
Assistance. You can connect via Windows Messenger, send
an email from Microsoft Outlook (or Outlook Express), or
send a file. Let’s say you want to connect to your friend
Dave via Remote Assistance so he can troubleshoot a prob-

lem you’re having.
Windows Messenger. Log in to

your Windows Messenger (or
Windows Live ID) account. Click
Start, All Programs, Windows
Messenger, and sign in. (If you
don’t have an account, Messenger
will prompt you to sign up for a
free Windows Live ID account.)

Next, open the Remote Assist-
ance window. Click Start, All
Programs, and Remote Assist-
ance. Click Invite Someone To
Help You. 

You should see that Dave is
signed in to his Windows Mess-
nger account, as well. (If he isn’t,
you may need to add each other

as a contact.) Click Dave’s screen name and then click
Invite This Person. He’ll receive an invitation almost im-
mediately; when he accepts the invitation, you will be con-
nected via Remote Assistance. Click Yes when asked if you
want to let Dave view your screen and chat.

Windows XP

Remote Assistance Takes
Tech Support Online

From the Remote Assistance screen, you can connect
with a trusted friend or professional to solve a problem.
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Email. If you’d rather not use Windows Messenger,
send Dave an email that will  let him start Remote
Assistance. Open Remote Assistance and then enter his
email address under Or Use Email. On the next screen,
enter a personal message, and click Continue. You can
specify the duration of the invitation; this is to limit the
chance that someone other than Dave illegally gains ac-
cess. To further secure the session, create
a password for Dave to enter before the
session can begin. (You’ll have to com-
municate this password to him, or else
he won’t be able to log in.) 

Click Send Invitation. If any windows
pop up warning you that email is being
sent, dismiss them by clicking Yes.

Dave can accept the invitation by
opening the email message you sent and
downloading the attached file. He must
enter the password in the dialog box and
click Yes. When the Remote Assist-
ance screen appears, Dave must click 
Take Control, and you need to con-
firm permission.

Note that unless you use Microsoft
Outlook or Outlook Express for email (or another email
application with Simple MAPI technology), you won’t be
able to connect this way. For example, Web-based email
such as Hotmail and Yahoo! will not work.

File. From the Remote Assistance window, click Save
Invitation As A File. Enter your name in the From text field
and set an expiration date for the invitation. Click continue,
create a password, and click Save Invitation. Save the file
where you wish. 

You can attach this file to an email or put it in a shared
folder that Dave can access. He can download and open the
invitation (if from an email attachment) or simply open it
(if from a shared folder). He’ll need to open the attachment
using Microsoft Help And Support Center.

Dave will be asked for the password, which you will need
to provide him. Once the password is
entered, Dave must click Yes to
send the invitation back to you.
You’ll then click Yes to let Dave
view your screen, and he must
click Take Control to be able to
move your cursor and enter text.
Once you click Yes, Dave can
control your computer.

What You Can Do With 
Remote Assistance

Dave will be able to see exactly
what you see on your screen; on

his end, the only difference is that your screen is housed
within another window. Once Dave clicks anywhere in
his version of your screen, he can use his mouse and key-
board to click anywhere in your screen. He has virtually
as much control of your computer as if he was actually
there in person.

Now that the two computers are linked, you can
chat via Windows Messenger (or any
other IM application, although the
latter would require an additional
program to be running in a differ-
ent window), send files, or even chat 
audibly i f  both parties  have 
a microphone.

Sending files is very simple. Either
party can click Send A File in the
Remote Assistance window, browse for
and locate the file, and click Send. The
other user just clicks Save As when the
window pops up, selects a place to save
it, and clicks Save.

Even though Dave has control of
your computer, you can still use your
mouse and keyboard; in fact, your

movements will override Dave’s. You can take back con-
trol from Dave at any time by clicking Stop Control in
the Remote Assistance window or by pressing ESC.
When the session is over, either party can click
Disconnect to cancel the connection.

Remote Assistance is a powerful tool you can use to
help someone fix their computer problems or get help
for yourself from a more knowledgeable entity. Your
computer pal can help you fix whatever ails your com-
puter, even if you’re on your wireless network on the
beach in Miami and he’s sipping hot chocolate at his
desk in Canada. ❙❙

BY SETH COLANER

WINDOWS CENTRALRemote Assistance

Many people get con-
fused about the dif-

ferences between Remote
Assistance and Remote
Desktop. After all, in
name they sound like they
do about the same thing.
And in truth, they are very
similar applications; they
even run on the same un-
derlying technology. 

The primary difference
between the two is that
Remote Assistance is de-
signed for two people to in-
teract. The person receiving
assistance must be the one
to initiate the contact; that
person also has the power
to terminate the other
user’s control or cancel the
session at any time.

Think of Remote
Desktop as more of a
one-person operation,
designed for you to be
able to connect to your
home computer re-
motely so you have ac-
cess to all your files,
folders, and applications.
No one else is involved in
the equation. ❙

There are three ways to invite
someone to Remote Assistance: by
Instant Message, email, or via file.

Remote Assistance vs. Remote Desktop
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T
en years ago, in order to edit video on a computer,
you needed a hefty, proprietary, “non-linear” system
costing thousands of dollars, such as an Avid or a

DraCo Casablanca. Today, video-editing software comes
standard on the majority of new computers. And that, along
with faster hardware and the rise of broadband Internet, has
fueled the home-movie craze ex-
emplified by YouTube (www.you
tube.com) and podcasting. 

Microsoft’s editing application
bundled with Windows is called
Windows Movie Maker. Version
6.0 comes with Windows Vista.
To launch it, click the Start orb,
All Programs, and Windows
Movie Maker. We’ll hit some of
its highlights, but you can click
Help and Help Topics for more
detailed instructions. 

Capture

To open an existing video file
for editing, such as one on a hard
drive or flash memory card, click Videos under the Import
heading at the upper-left corner of the screen. Use the same
procedure with the Pictures and Audio Or Music headings to
import other content to use in your video project. 

If you need to capture video from a camcorder, Windows
Movie Maker can help. After turning on our Samsung Mini
DV camcorder and setting it to Player mode, we connected it
to our test PC via a FireWire cable, also known as a DV or
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) 1394
connection. Some camcorders use USB 2.0; both types of ca-
bles can carry the footage’s audio, as well as the video. Be sure
to plug the camcorder into its AC adapter, as the battery can
wear down during the long capture process. 

In Windows Movie Maker, under Import, click From
Digital Video Camera. (If your camcorder doesn’t have a 

digital connection, you might be able
to use a video capture card or device
to turn the footage into a digital video
file. Afterward, use the Import/Videos
instructions at the beginning of 
this section.) 

Type a name for the video file you
want to capture in the Name field and then select a place for it
in the Import To field. Because you’ll want to import your
video in the best format possible for a high-quality editing ses-
sion, you’ll need a lot of free hard drive space. We opted to
capture our DV tape as an AVI (Audio Video Interleaved) file
in the Format field which, Microsoft says, could take 13GB to

store an hour’s worth of video.
(After editing, you can convert
your project down to a suitable
format to fit on a DVD or upload
to a video site.) Click Next.

The default setting on the next
page of the wizard is Import The
Entire Videotape To My Com-
puter. However, if you only need
to capture a small portion of a
tape, click Only Import Parts Of
The Videotape To My Computer.
Click Next. 

We chose to capture the whole
tape, so Windows Movie Maker
told the camcorder to rewind and
play the tape. If the cable con-
nected to your camera doesn’t

support remote control by the PC, as does FireWire, you may
have to press your camcorder’s Rewind and Play buttons.
When our video ended, we clicked Windows Movie Maker’s
Stop button. 

Edit 

Editing can simply mean cutting out the parts of the video
you don’t want, such as the staticky bit at the end of the
recording. If you want to get more involved in the process,
you can add text or record a commentary voice-over track.
Advanced editors who aren’t afraid to do a lot of cutting and
pasting can create their own music videos or short films. 

After the capture process, click File and Save Project As,
name your project, and click Save. The middle of the screen

Windows Vista

Capture, Edit & Publish
With Movie Maker

Windows Movie Maker makes video editing about as
easy as it gets, and it’ s surprisingly full-featured for a
bundled program.
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shows you thumbnails of the video clips, photos, and audio
files you imported (some may be in subfolders). Note that
Windows Movie Maker automatically splits long video files
into manageable scenes. To check a scene’s contents, click it
and press the blue Play button on the right. 

Your scenes will be in chronological order, so press CTRL-A
to select them all. Next, drag and drop them onto the Drag
Media Here box on the Storyboard
at the bottom of the screen. The
Storyboard represents the order of
scenes in your edited, final video.
You also can add one scene at a
time or drag scenes left or right to
change the flow of the narrative.
Use the Play and Rewind Story-
board buttons near the left edge to
preview your composition. To re-
move a scene, right-click it and
choose Remove. 

If you need only part of a scene,
you can split it into pieces before
you drag the part you want to the
Storyboard. Click the scene to pre-
view it and move the slider above
the Play button to the beginning of
the footage you want to keep (use the Previous and Next
Frame buttons for fine-tuning). Click Split (press CTRL-Z to
undo it if need be). Likewise, you can move the slider to the
end of the desired video and then split it. The result should be
two or three scenes, one of which will be the clip you want. 

Special effects. Under the Edit heading on the left, you’ll
see links named Effects and Transitions. Click them to find
drag-and-drop items that change the way scenes on the
Storyboard look, such as the Pan effects, or how they change
from one scene to the next, such as the Fade transition. To
cull an effect or transition from the Storyboard, right-click it
and choose Remove. 

Click Titles And Credits for a wizard that layers text over
your video. Be aware that some users
find that their titles run off one
side of the screen in their finished
projects, for example, after burn-
ing to DVD. The workaround is to
add spaces to one side of the text
and reburn the project to disc. To
help you time the duration of titles
over scenes, click the Storyboard
button and choose Timeline.

Audio. Besides titles, another
thing that the Timeline view
makes easier than the Storyboard
view is the addition of music, nar-
ration, and other audio tracks.
Import a song. (It may appear in

the Imported Media library’s New Folder subfolder.) Drag
it to the Audio/Music layer of the Timeline and drop it
where you want the audio to start, say at the beginning of a
scene. Right-click the song to find options such as Volume,
Remove, and Fade Out (useful when you click and drag the
right edge of an audio clip to shorten the song). If you expe-
rience a glitch, such as a song that somehow repeats itself,

remove the clip and add it again. 
To record a voice-over, click

Timeline and choose Narrate
Timeline. You’ll need a working
microphone, of course. 

Publish

To “publish,” means to con-
vert the project to DVD, to a
particular type of file and quality
level (choose This Computer,
browse to a folder, click Next,
and select More Settings), or
even back to tape in a compat-
ible digital camera. 

We clicked DVD and OK,
which launched the simple, fun

Windows DVD Maker. The Options link let us adjust the
menu setting and aspect ratio (fullscreen or widescreen) of
our DVD before we clicked Next. We altered the name of
our video, chose a menu, and then clicked Burn to make
our DVD. 

Fade To Black

Windows Movie Maker isn’t perfect, but it is ex-
tremely easy to use and covers the majority of users’
needs. Take a bow, Microsoft. ❙❙

BY MARTY SEMS

WINDOWS CENTRALWindows Movie Maker

Like most free tools included with
Windows, Movie Maker offers basic

functionality in an intuitive package. On
the other hand, it’s limited in scope in a
variety of ways. 

Version 6.0 can handle HDV (high-
definition video; Home Premium and
Ultimate only), but not BD (Blu-ray
Disc) burning. If you need to edit more
types of high-def files and burn them to
BD, you need third-party software such 
as CyberLink PowerDirector 7 Ultra

($119.95; www.cyberlink.com) or
Pinnacle Studio Plus 12 ($99.99;
www.pinnaclesys.com). Also, third-
party apps can tailor video to specif-
ic mobile devices, such as iPods. 

Besides broader format and device sup-
port, you may find greater variety of ef-
fects (such as reversed video), transitions,
menu options, and even light animation
in third-party editing apps. On the other
hand, for the price (free with Windows),
Movie Maker is tough to beat. ❙

Video-Editing Software

If you have the hard drive space, capture your camcorder
video in a high-quality format for editing. You can always
downconvert it to DVD or another format later. 
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Are you juggling day planners,
sticky notes, and To-Do lists? If you
have trouble staying organized, it’s
time to check out TaskManager 2.
You’ll never send a late birthday card
or miss an appointment again. 

How It Works

TaskManager keeps you produc-
tive by letting you quickly see which
tasks need your attention now (and
which can wait). The color-coded
Priority column directs your eye to
important items and special tags dis-
tinguish personal errands from work-
related assignments.

Adding a task is a snap. Simply
enter a brief description in the Task
field and then press the ENTER key.
TaskManager automatically puts
your task in the list. Sorting your
growing task list is a breeze and you
can quickly change a task’s priority,
due date, and category with just a
few c licks. 

Install TaskManager on a Windows
PC or install the software on a USB
flash drive and then run it on multiple
Windows computers—right from the
flash drive. With your schedule in
your pocket, you’re ready for a pro-
ductive day.

Features & Benefits

• Store TaskManager on a USB flash
drive 

• Software encryption keeps your task
list private

• TaskManager includes free email tech
support

• A free 30-day trial lets you take
TaskManager for a spin, risk-free

FruitfulTime TaskManager 2     I     $29.99     I     www.fruitfultime.com

Manage Your Tasks With Ease

SMART SOLUTIONS
Advertisement
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The real value in home networks is
what industry experts call the network
effect; as you connect more devices to
the network, each device increases the
value of all the other devices on the net-
work. One cable modem or DSL router
becomes infinitely more valuable when
you have multiple computers able to ac-
cess it. The new color printer you re-
ceived as a Christmas gift is more useful
for the entire family when everyone can
print to it from their own computer. 

What Is Powerline Networking? 

Home networks have traditionally
used either Ethernet cables run through
walls or Wi-Fi transceivers to broadcast
radio signals throughout your home. In
contrast, powerline networks use your
home’s electrical system as a highway.
Although this may sound scary, in real-
ity it’s safe, performs comparably to its
competitors, and is easy to set up.

Powerline networking uses adapters
that plug into your wall outlets. Your
router and computers connect to these
adapters using either an Ethernet cable or
a USB cable. Network traffic travels from
your router to the powerline adapter,
through your home’s electrical system,
and to another powerline adapter. Each
computer typically needs its own power-
line adapter, though some adapters can
serve as switches. 

The powerline adapter sends a signal
across your home’s electrical wiring
using an unused spectrum that is re-
silient to most forms of interference.
However, some electrical devices create
“noise” on a circuit. In these situations,
you can use a noise filter (similar to the
filters often required with DSL connec-
tions) to block out the circuit noise.

Powerline Benefits

Powerline technology has two pri-
mary advantages over both Ethernet and
Wi-Fi. Because powerline devices utilize
your electrical system’s infrastructure,
there’s no need to pull Ethernet cables
through walls. For apartments where
you don’t have the approval to drill holes
in walls for a wired Ethernet connection,
a powerline network is a great solution.

Home networking has become a
staple for many computer users
seeking to increase the utility of

their printers and Internet connections
and for sharing files between computers.

While Wi-Fi networks or the more 
traditional Ethernet cable-based net-
works have been the most common
types of networks employed, advances
in design are pushing powerline net-
working as a viable alternative to the
networking incumbents.

Why A Home Network?

Computers have become so com-
monplace that it’s not unusual to find
households with two or more comput-
ers. Sharing peripherals is a natural use
of a home network, as is sharing an In-
ternet connection. Yet the real growth

in home network usage may come from
noncomputer-related devices.

Although futurists have predicted net-
work refrigerators and other home ap-
pliances, the most likely area of growth

in network devices is the TV. From TiVo
(www.tivo.com) devices to Slingboxes
(www.slingmedia.com), AppleTV (www
.apple.com) and Vudu (www.vudu.com),
the content we watch on our televisions is
increasingly coming from providers rely-
ing on Internet access and home net-
works. According to Shahab Moshajari
with Corinex (www.corinex.com), the
“market value for IPTV [Internet Proto-
col Television] should be around $27 bil-
lion by 2010.” And even devices that don’t
pull content from the Internet often rely
upon Internet connections to retrieve
channel guides and other features. 

High-Voltage
Networking 
Use Your Home’s Electrical System As A Backbone
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Even with new home construction, in-
stalling Ethernet cable may still be more
expensive than relying upon ubiquitous
electrical outlets. From a performance
standpoint, Ethernet is still the champ
when it comes to transferring data at the
fastest possible speed. Powerline is cur-
rently limited to 200Mbps (megabits per
second) although Moshajari reports that
Corinex is “planning to launch 400Mbps
adapters in 2009 and introducing Giga-
bit technologies soon thereafter.”

Although Wi-Fi offers the convenience
of no-strings networking, it is often diffi-
cult to get a steady signal. Some homes
have “dead spots” where no signal can be
received, and low signal strength can
mean slower transfer speeds. In con-
trast, powerline networks can reach al-
most every spot in your home (See our 
“Out of Sync” sidebar for exceptions) 

provided there is an outlet nearby. You 
can also use powerline adapters with 
your notebook computers, so moving 

your notebook from your 
home office to the patio is 
as easy as unplugging an 
electrical adapter. 

The Need For Speed

Although powerline ven-
dors tout speeds of up to
200Mbps, it’s important to
remember that as with Wi-
Fi and Ethernet technolo-
gies, these are theoretical
speeds. Real-life perform-
ance will be affected by 
the distance between each
adapter, electrical noise, and 
other environmental factors 
that you may not be able 
to control. 

In addition, most pow-
erline networks will share
the maximum available
bandwidth. For example, if you have

two computers and an AppleTV con-
nected via powerline adapters capable of
200Mbps, each device may only be able
to transfer data at 66Mbps. However, if
two of the devices are not sending or re-
ceiving data, the third device would have
all 200Mbps of bandwidth available.

As powerline technology advances,
network bandwidth will increase as it

has with Wi-Fi and Ether-
net. However, when you
are shopping for devices,
you will need to exercise
caution. A lot of the older
powerline devices are still
available, often at dis-
count prices. These de-
vices are usually slower as
they use older chips. For
example, HomePlug 1.0
devices have a maximum
transfer rate of 14Mbps.
Additionally, you should
note that these adapters
aren’t always interchange-
able (see our “Standards
Battle” sidebar for more
information).

What’ s Required

To set your home up
with a powerline-based network, you’ll
need to determine how many adapters

you require. Adapters (200Mbps
models) typically cost $80 per

adapter when you purchase a kit,
while slower adapters retail for

Corinex’s High Definition Video Connectiv-
ity Kit ($157.50; www.corinex.com) is 

perfect for consumers wanting to stream HD
(high-definition) material in their homes.

Today’ s networks need a
means of prioritizing traffic;
D-Link’ s DHP-300 ($99.99;
www.dlink.com) uses QoS
(Quality of Service) software
to enable smooth streaming
of video and gaming that’ s
free of lag.

Out Of Sync 
Powerline networking works well in most res-

idential homes with one large exception.
Many U.S. residences use split phase wiring to
save money. Electricity comes in from your util-
ity company and is split into two segments. The
effect of split phase wiring is to partition a
home’s wiring into two distinct segments. For
powerline networking, this poses a problem be-
cause adapters on one segment can’t communi-
cate with adapters on the other segment. You
may have to try plugging the adapters into dif-
ferent outlets, or in a worst-case scenario, have
an electrician install a phase coupler to act as a
bridge between the two circuits. ❙

Standards Battle 
What’s in a name? Powerline networking is an umbrella term that en-

compasses three different technologies; UPA (Universal Powerline
Association), HomePlug, and Panasonic’s HD-PLC technology. Although
the underlying infrastructure (your home’s electrical wiring) is the same,
each group uses different signaling methods and chipsets. The end result?
None of the three systems is compatible with their competitors. 

Much like the often-cited Betamax/VHS war, this standards battle has
the potential to seriously hinder the growth of powerline networking.
No consumer wants to be stuck with equipment that won’t play nicely
with other vendors’ equipment. This is one area that the Wi-Fi consor-
tium learned quickly when establishing standards.

Fortunately, the three competitors are working together to develop a new
IEEE standard (P1901). Until this standard is ratified and vendors market inter-
operable devices, it’s best to stick with a single vendor for your adapters. ❙

39% of Americans have home networks
Source: Harris Interactive
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under $50.
In addition, you’ll prob-

ably want to purchase a network switch,
so you can connect more than one com-
puter through one adapter. Although
most powerline adapters have a single
connection for your computer or device,
some are designed to act as switches and
include more than one port. 

You’ll also want to avoid plugging
your adapters into powerstrips or surge
protectors. Many of the powerline
adapters include surge protection, and
using a powerstrip, surge protector, or
an extension cord can interfere with the
signal’s strength and fidelity. If you find
that dishwashers or other appliances are
causing interference when they are
used, you may need to purchase a noise
filter for each appliance; this will help
minimize the interference.

In addition to the powerline adapters,
you’ll need NICs (network interface
cards) for each of the computers you
want to connect to the network. If your
computer doesn’t have a built-in Ether-
net NIC, you can easily add one for
under $25. You’ll also need a router and
an Ethernet cable to connect both your
router and computer to the powerline
adapters. Most powerline adapters will 

include a short Ethernet
cable with each adapter,
but you may require a
longer cable than the one
bundled with the power-
line adapter.

Powerline Security

Protecting your data is
always a concern, and pow-
erline design brings with it
some unique vulnerabili-
ties. Depending on how electricity is
brought into your home or apartment,
data you send across a powerline net-
work may “leak” into other homes. For-
tunately, most vendors include an en-
cryption capability that is turned on by
default; this means that although your
neighbors may be able to see your data
traversing the power grid, they won’t be
able to decipher it. 

This vulnerability isn’t a serious
problem because the powerline ven-
dors have been so proactive about ad-
dressing it, but be sure that if you
modify your network configuration,
you don’t inadvertently (or deliber-
ately) disable the encryption. As Wi-Fi
users can attest, it’s no fun when some-
one takes advantage of your network

and computers.

Electrical Downsides

Although powerline net-
works provide a convenient
alternative to the more estab-
lished Wi-Fi and Ethernet
systems, there are a few
downsides. The first is the
novelty of powerline net-
working. Finding local sup-
port for your new powerline
system may be troublesome,
though any computer tech-
nician worth his salt should
be able to figure out the de-
tails in short order. 

The second hurdle is
cost. Powerline adapters are
significantly more expen-
sive than Wi-Fi adapters, 
although Wi-Fi networks
may require more access
points to provide as much
range. If powerline does
eventually become a more
common choice for a net-
work, prices may drop.
However, it’s unlikely that
powerline networking will
ever approach the success
of Wi-Fi; instead its use of
your existing wiring is its
main advantage.

Future Trends In Powerline

The future is bright for powerline net-
working as it currently stands. There are
many homes and apartments where Wi-
Fi performance will never be suitable,
and installing Ethernet cabling is too
cost prohibitive. Yet the various power-
line vendors need to establish standards
for interoperability; this has been the key
to both Ethernet and Wi-Fi networking’s
success, and will assuage consumers’
fears of being locked into a dead-end
technology. According to Corinex, pow-
erline adapters will soon be able to reach
Gigabit speeds, matching the current
speed cap of consumer Ethernet.

Is It Right For You?

Whenever evaluating an “edge” tech-
nology that hasn’t achieved broad ac-
ceptance, it’s always prudent to be
cautious. Powerline networking solves
one major problem, affordably reaching
every room in your home or apartment.
Yet it’s not for everyone. If your net-
working requirements are more mod-
est, a small Ethernet network may be
perfect for you, at a more affordable
price. If you want the flexibility of a
wireless network, Wi-Fi is obviously a
better choice. The important goal is to
select the right tool for the right job.
And for many, powerline networking
has earned a place in their homes. ❙❙

BY CHRIS JACKSON

HomePNA 
Like powerline networking, HomePNA aims

to provide networking over familiar wiring
systems; your home phoneline or coaxial cable.
The HomePNA Alliance claims that data rates
of up to 320Mbps are attainable, and dedi-
cated service guarantees through QoS (Quality
of Service) technology ensures that specific de-
vices have the connectivity they require. Most
of the HomePNA technology is being used by
hotels and large apartment and condo com-
plexes as a way of delivering a multimedia tri-
fecta; phone, television, and Internet access.
AT&T’s U-verse (www.att.com) is an example
of this new technology. ❙

Panasonic’ s BL-PA100KTA ($149.95; www.pana
sonic.com) uses the proprietary HD-PLC technology
offering speeds of up to 190Mbps.

Instead of adding a
switch to expand your
powerline network, try
Netgear’ s XE104 ($99.99;
www.netgear.com)
adapter that includes
four Ethernet ports.
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W
e’ve all seen Web sites that
stream live video or dis-
play views with a regularly

updated picture. They range from
traffic cams to pages that let you watch
someone’s tropical fish. 

Why would you want to create a
multi-camera Web page of your own?
You may want to be able to check on
your summer home from another lo-
cation. If you run a business, you may
want to use images from your restau-
rant, ski lodge, or beauty salon on your
Web page to attract attention and cus-
tomers. You could desperately want to
share with the world your cat’s cute
antics. Lastly, if you use cameras for
surveillance and security, it can be very
useful to put all your camera feeds on a
single Web page so that you can see all
the images at a glance.

Streaming live video is more difficult
than setting up a page that regularly
displays images, because live video uses
many times the amount of Internet
bandwidth that uploading and viewing
still pictures does. Especially if you
want to monitor multiple cameras at

DIY Project
Create A Multi-Camera Web Page

the same time, it will usually be either
too expensive or simply impossible to
stream all of them.

In this article, we will show you how
to create a Web page that displays six
regularly updated camera images on
the same page, using only some simple
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)
and one program on your PC.

There are several programs that can
handle the task of putting Web cam 
images on your Web site, including
DeskShare’s Security Monitor Pro 
($189.95; www.deskshare.com), Coffee-
Cup WebCam ($34; www.coffeecup
.com/webcam), and Evinco’s CamShot
($24.95; www.evinco.com.hk/eng/cam
shot.html). To create a multi-camera
Web page, we chose to use Security
Monitor Pro; the program can handle
both snapping still pictures from each
camera on a schedule and uploading
them to your Web site. Setting up the
program takes only a few minutes using
the built-in wizards. To download a free
trial of the program, go to DeskShare’s
Web site, click Downloads, and scroll to
Security Monitor Pro. Click the Down
arrow icon to the far right. On the next
page, click Download Now. Install the
program and then choose to Continue
Free Trial. (In evaluation mode, the
program will only upload photos con-
tinuously for two hours at a time; to re-
move these limitations, you’ll need to
register the product’s full version.)

Create A One-Camera Web Page

We’ll first create a page that displays
and updates the image from one
camera. We’ll begin by configuring
Security Monitor Pro to take the pic-
tures and upload them. After installing
the program, any USB cameras that are

connected to your PC will automati-
cally appear in the program’s video de-
vice list. To add any networked IP
(Internet Protocol) cameras, click the
Add Camera Wizard button (the first
button on the left side of the program’s
toolbar) and follow the instructions.
Install at least one camera now. Each
camera in Security Monitor Pro ap-
pears in its own window preview.

Select the camera by clicking its pre-
view window. Click the Tools menu
and select Camera Monitoring Options.
The Settings window for the camera ap-
pears. Switch to the Monitoring tab and
select the Take Photo checkbox. Now,
click the Configure button for the Take
Photo option. The Take Photo Settings
window appears.

Create a unique File Name Prefix.
You will be using multiple cameras
later, so choose a name that will distin-
guish this particular camera from all
the others. In our example, we named
the images “Cam1” through “Cam6.”

Select the Overwrite Existing File
radio button. This means that when-
ever Security Monitor Pro takes a

COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS / DIY PROJECT

Using Security Monitor Pro, you can configure
your camera’ s photo settings. 
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photo, it deletes the previous picture
(from this camera) and replaces it with
the new one. Because only one image
from each camera will be used on the
Web site, there is no need to store older
ones. Set the Number Of Photos to 1.

Click OK to close the Take Photo
Settings window. At the top of the
Settings window, under the Run Alerts
heading, select the After Every radio
button and set the time to one minute.
Click OK. Click Tools and Application
Settings. We need to configure Security
Monitor Pro to automatically upload
pictures to the Web server. Select the
Remote Monitoring tab and click the
Configure button under Upload.

First, configure the FTP Server
Settings. The details of this will vary. If
you are not familiar with FTP up-
loading, contact your ISP (Internet ser-
vice provider) for assistance. The key
setting is the FTP Folder. You must be
sure to upload the images directly into
a folder that is part of your Web site.
Upload the photos into the same direc-
tory that you store your HTML files.

Select the Photos checkbox under
Upload What. Do not select the option
to Overwrite Photo Files With The
Name, because this will cause problems
when using multiple cameras by
making all photos from all cameras
have the same name. You should also
select Enable Automatic Upload When
Alerts Trigger Immediately After Media
File Creation. This means that as soon
as a snapshot is taken, it is uploaded to
your Web site. When you have changed
these settings, click OK. You have con-
figured Security Monitor Pro to create
and upload the snapshots. Now, it’s
time to create your Web page.

We’ll create a very simple Web page
that does nothing but display the photo
and a caption. If you are not familiar
with HTML code, here’s a bit of an ex-
planation to what we are creating: All
HTML files start with <HTML> and
end with </HTML>. Whatever text is
between the <Title> and </Title> tags
appears in the window title of the
browser when this page is loaded. <meta
http-equiv=“refresh” content=“60”>

COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS / DIY PROJECT
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tells the browser that every 60 seconds, it
should reload this page. Because we will
be uploading new images, this means
that every minute, the page will update
to show the new images. <p> and </p>
mark the beginning and end of para-
graphs. <img src=“name”> tells the
browser to place an image on the page
here. <br> tells the browser to include a
blank line. Here’s how the HTML code
will appear:

<HTML>
<HEAD><Title>One Camera</Title>
<meta http-equiv=“refresh” con-

tent=“60”>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<p>
<img src=“cam1.jpg”><br>
This is my camera.
</p>
</BODY>
</HTML>
Create a file named OneCamera.html

that includes this HTML and place it on
your Web server in the same directory
to which you are uploading your im-
ages. Be sure that the name in “img
src=” matches the prefix that you set for
the camera that is taking the photos. If
you are using a UNIX or UNIX-like
server, be sure that OneCamera.html is
world-readable.

Now, in Security Monitor Pro, click
the Start Monitoring With Alerts

button for the camera. The event log
for your camera (located at the bottom
of the preview window) will show
photos being taken and uploaded.

Open your Web page in a browser.
The exact address will depend on how
you set up your site, but generally it
would look like this: yoursitesurl.com
/OneCamera.html. If everything is set
up correctly, you now have a function-
ing live Web cam page.

Create A Multiple Camera Web Page

Now, we’ll move on to create the
multi-camera page. If you have not al-
ready done so, install and configure the
rest of your cameras. Configure their
settings to be the same as the first, ex-
cept that they each use a different File
Name Prefix for the photo file names.
Make a copy of OneCamera.html and
rename it AllCameras.html. Change
the title in the HTML code to say “All
Cameras” and the body to include an
<img> tag for each of your cameras so
that it looks like this:

<HTML>
<HEAD><Title>All Cameras</Title>
<meta http-equiv=“refresh” con-

tent=“60”>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<p>
<img src=“cam1.jpg”><br>
<img src=“cam2.jpg”><br>
<img src=“cam3.jpg”><br>
These are my cameras.
</p>
</BODY>
</HTML>
Again, upload this to your server.

Now, in Security Monitor Pro, click
Monitor and select Start Monitoring
With Alerts. (If a camera is already
monitoring, you may have to stop it
first.) Configure all the cameras to
start monitoring. You now have a
working multi-camera page.

However, it probably looks a little
odd (see Figure 1). The pictures are all
displayed in a single column, they’re
different sizes, and they don’t all fit on
the screen. We can fix that by creating

Adjust these upload settings for your own ISP
(Internet service provider).
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add a little spacing between the rows of
images for readability.

Figure 3 shows a live, six-camera
page. Now, we can check all six lo-
cations at a glance. One other tip:
You’ll notice that Security Monitor
Pro is configured to add the date and
time to each image. If you see that the
date and time are not current, you
know that there is probably a prob-
lem with uploading, so older images
are still on the server and have not
been overwritten.

Endless Possibilities

Use the code shown here to make
your own Web pages. You can use
these techniques for almost any pur-
pose: surveillance, marketing, or fun.
Of course, you can do many more
things with your multi-camera Web
page. You could, for instance, change
the background color of the page,
make each image a link to a live video
stream, or anything else your clever-
ness can come up with. ❙❙

BY CARL FINK

stretching or squeezing it to fit. By
making all the images the same size on
the Web page, we give it a more pro-
fessional look and also make it easier
to fit all the camera images on one
page. Figure 2 shows a three-Web cam
page with proper formatting.

Polish Your Web Cam Page

There are a few things you can do to
make your Web cam page look even
better. We can add some text ex-
plaining the nature of the page at the
top and add a caption for each camera
so viewers know what they are seeing.
At the top of the page, just before the
<table> tag, add:

<p>
This page shows 6 camera images.
</p>
Of course, you can use whatever text

fits your purpose. Now, change each
<td> tag to <td align=center> and
after each <img> tag, add this:
<br>Camera Name<br><br>. Replace
“Camera Name” with an actual name
for your camera, for instance, “Front
Door” or “Camera 3.” The <br> tags

an HTML table. For this example,
we’ll create a table that is three col-
umns wide. The HTML code would
look like this:

<HTML>
<HEAD><Title>All Cameras</Title>
<meta http-equiv=“refresh” con-

tent=“60”>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<table>
<tr>
<td><img src=“cam1.jpg”

height=“240” width=“320”></td>
<td><img src=“cam2.jpg”

height=“240” width=“320”></td>
<td><img src=“cam3.jpg”

height=“240” width=“320”></td>
</tr>
</table>
</BODY>
</HTML>
Here is an explanation of the HTML

code that we used to create the table:
<table> and </table> mark the begin-
ning and end of the table. <tr> and
</tr> mark the beginning and end of a
table row. <td> and </td> mark the be-
ginning and end of table cells.

Within each cell, we have added
height and width parameters. These
numbers, in pixels, resize the image (if
necessary) to the given size, either

COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS / DIY PROJECT
Create A Multi-Camera Web Page

Figure 1. This Web page displays three 
cameras, but its formatting is ugly.

Figure 2. This example shows a plain but attractive page with three live camera images.

Figure 3. Shown are six live camera 
images with labels. Notice that the 
“Main Office” camera is not sending
an image. This is another very useful 
feature of a page such as this: Simply
by looking at it, we know that we
need to check the camera in the
main office and see why it isn’ t
sending an image.
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Safe, Free Downloads
Every time I want to download a new program to
try out, the perfect site to do so is Download.com
(www.download.com). I have fixed many of my
friends’ computers by installing tune-up utilities
and running Registry cleaner software every day.

Victoria C., Berwyn, Pa.

Easier USB Access
Are your USB ports inconvenient to get to?
Do you wish it was easier to plug in your USB
flash card or your camera download cable using

the USB port on your computer?

If so, you can
buy a short
(3 feet) or
long (12 feet

or longer) USB
extension cable to plug into your com-

puter’s rear USB port. You can then
have the extended USB port posi-
tioned where it is easy to reach. It is
cheaper than buying a card reader.

Gilbert H., Moorestown, N.J.

Charting Made Easy 
For a super-fast way to create charts in Mi-
crosoft Excel, highlight the data you want to
chart and press F11. A chart containing the
highlighted information is immediately created
on a separate worksheet in your workbook. If
the chart toolbar doesn’t come up, from the
View menu, select Toolbars and click Chart. You
can manipulate your data to find the chart that
best suits your needs.

Sue B., Keller, Texas 

Scroll Through Long Lists
Probably 99% of users already know this, but I just

discovered that instead of using
the arrows on my keyboard
to scroll sideways in a Win-
dows Explorer list that’s

more than one column
long, the scroll wheel on my

mouse does the job. 

Daphne C., New Zealand

Remove All Traces Of Programs
After removing a program using
the Add Or Remove Pro-
gram feature in Win-
dows, do
the following to ensure
total removal.

From the Start menu, go
to Search and click All Files
Or Folders. Enter a word or
phrase in the text box re-
lated to the program you re-
moved and click Search. You
can then remove all remnants
found by right-clicking the item and
clicking delete.

M. G., New York, N.Y. 

Save A Few Keystrokes
In most Web browsers, there is often no need to
type “http://www.” or “.com” in the Address bar.
Just type smartcomputing, or whatever you
want, and press ENTER. The browser will usually
fill in the rest.

Karen L., Brook Park, Minn.

READERS’ TIPS

Short & Simple Tips 
To Make Things Easier

COMPILED BY JOY MARTIN

Many of our readers
come across fast, 
easy ways to solve 
a problem or 
accomplish a task.
Well, we’d like to hear
about it! If you have 
a great tip you’d like
to share, email us at
readerstips@smart
computing.com. If we
print your tip, we’ll
send you a free Smart
Computing T-shirt.
You’ll be the envy of
all (well, some) of
your friends. 

Please include your
first name, last name,
and address, so that
we can give you credit
if we print your tip.
(And so that we can
send your T-shirt to
you, of course.) Please
limit your tip to 200
words or fewer. Not all
tips received will be
printed, and tips may
be edited for length
and clarity.
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A SLICE OF APPLE by Seth Colaner
seth@smartcomputing.com

F
or all their differences, Macs and PCs have a lot in
common. One of those features, which happens to be
particularly annoying, involves uninstalling

applications. When you install and use an
application, it copies many asso-
ciated files onto your computer
that the program needs to run. 

The problem is that when you
uninstall a program, it leaves some,
many, or all of the associated files be-
hind, effectively littering your computer
with extra hard drive-space-eating rubbish.
It’s like if you go camping and just throw trash
and gear all over the campsite and then leave it
there when you drive home. (The Boy Scouts
would be nonplussed.)

Manual Zapping Is For Saps

You could be diligent and get rid of all those bits and
pieces by manually deleting them, but not only is that
method a severe pain in the neck, it’s also nearly impos-
sible. AppZapper (www.appzapper.com) is a program that
will easily clean up those extra files for you.

In order to use AppZapper, you need Mac OS X 10.4 or
Leopard. And although you get five free “zaps,” if you like the
program you’ll eventually need to purchase it for $12.95.

To download AppZapper, surf on over to www.appzapper
.com and click Download. When the file finishes down-
loading, double-click the icon to install it. Agree to the license
agreement and drag the AppZapper icon to your Applications
folder to finish installation. 

Lock & Load

Killing off an application is easy; just open AppZapper, lo-
cate the program you wish to terminate in
the Applications folder, and drag it to the
AppZapper window. (It’s hard to miss—it
says “Drag Apps Here” in big letters.)
After you drag the application to the
window, AppZapper will find all the files
related to it and present them for your
consideration. Click Zap; you’ll be greeted
by a loud zapping sound, and the program
you deleted will be no more.

Nobody’s perfect, and even the most
vigilant user is bound to accidentally
delete a program by mistake. AppZapper

offers two solutions to
this problem. One is that
you can make a Safe List
of programs that App-
Zapper won’t delete.
Click AppZapper, Pref-
erences, and the General

tab. Drag any applications
you want to protect where indi-

cated. If you do delete something by
mistake, just click Edit and then Unzap.

One rather handy function of AppZapper is
ZapGenie. To use it, click the little genie lamp icon in

the AppZapper window. It will automatically aggregate all
your applications and list the last time you used each one.
Check the ones you want to trash, click Go to see all of the ap-
plications’ associated files, and then—ZAP! They’re gone.

Erring On The Side Of Caution

The danger of using a program like AppZapper is that
there always exists the possibility that it will delete an impor-
tant file that you need to keep when you trash a program.
Often, applications share files. For example, if File X is associ-
ated with both Application A and Application B, it’s possible
that if you zap Application A, File X will vanish, as well,
leaving Application B without important information that it
needs to operate properly.

One of AppZapper’s strengths is that it does a great job of
not deleting those important files; not only does it ask you be-
fore it zaps something, you have an undo option. Plus, the
program is designed to leave files that might be shared by
other applications alone. But the downside of caution is that

AppZapper won’t always get every scrap
and shred of errant application leavin’s;
sometimes it will overlook items that need
to go. However, all things considered, it’s
better to overlook a few entries than to
lose an important file that your computer
or another application needs to run.

So if you have a cluttered computer
(hint: that’s you and pretty much
everyone else), give AppZapper a try. It’s
like a team of Boy Scouts, diligently
scouring the mess, leaving your “camp-
site” cleaner than they found it. ❙❙

Product Info
AppZapper

$12.95
Austin Sarner

support2@appzapper.com
www.appzapper.com

AppZapper (www.appzapper.com) will 
remove any unwanted applications and all
associated files from your computer.

Zapping Applications
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Master Conversions
Problem: I have a lot of unit
conversion needs. I know of
some sites that do currency
and cooking measurements,
but is there a one-stop site
that does it all?
Solution: We’ve recom-
mended online conversion
calculators in Web Tips be-
fore. These days there are
conversion utilities seem-
ingly everywhere—there
are gadgets and widgets
and apps for mobile
phones. And yet the collec-
tion at Convert World
(www.convertworld.com
/en) still impresses. It has a
number of popular calcu-
lators right on the home
page, but dig deeper in the
menu to the left and you
will find conversions for
clothing and shoe sizes,
data storage, paper sizes,
and much more. 

YouSendIt From Outlook
Problem: When I need to
send large files via email, I
use a service like YouSend-
It (www.yousendit.com),
but I would prefer that 
the email link be sent from
my email program rather
than from the online form
at this site. 
Solution: If you are a
Windows user running
Outlook, you’re in luck.
YouSendIt has a number 
of application plug-ins
(tinyurl.com/5v2ehy),
which mostly allow you to
send a large file directly
from an application, such
as Photoshop, iPhoto, or
Adobe Aperture. But if you
routinely send a lot of dif-
ferent files, you may want
to download the free
Outlook plug-in (tinyurl
.com/56jbbx). You can
even set Outlook to auto-
matically use YouSendIt if
an attachment is over a cer-
tain file size. We think you’ll
find it’s a helpful tool.  ❙❙

PLUGGED IN

WEB TIPS Enhance Your Time Online

Auto Repair Second
Opinion
Problem: My car needs
some work, but I have no
idea if the price the repair
shop quoted me is fair.
Solution: How many of us
know enough about cars to
be sure that a repair price
is fair? Driving around to
different garages can be
time-consuming and not
very effective. Try Repair-
Pal (www.repairpal.com),
which aims to “take the
mystery out of auto repair”
by showing you a range of
what a given service should
cost in your zip code. Even
if you have a shop that 
you go to regularly and
trust, knowing the price of
parts and average labor
costs will certainly make
you a better negotiator. 

Avoid Cable Confusion
Problem: I used to be
pretty good at hooking up
electronic components, but
the setup required for my
new home theater makes
me feel like I need an ad-
vanced degree. 
Solution: Don’t get con-
fused by component, com-
posite, and coaxial cables.
Get WireWize (www
.wirewize.com). After reg-
istering for free, enter all
your electronic equipment
information into the site
(component type, brand,
and model number), and
you’ll be given a list of 

cables this site recom-
mends for optimal sound
and picture. The wizard
gives exact setup instruc-
tions with pictures of your
components. 

Quick Summaries Of
Amazon Reviews
Problem: When shopping
online for electronics, I
like to read customer re-
views, but sometimes the
reviews number in the
hundreds. How can I be
sure that I’m getting a
clear picture of the over-
all consensus about the
product without reading
every single review?
Solution: Don’t read eve-
ry review when a com-
puter can do it for you. 
A nifty plug-in for the
Firefox browser does just
that. It automatically
scans the text of all user
reviews and generates a
short summary using key-
words. The plug-in is
called Pluribo (www
.pluribo.com) and once
you install it in Firefox, 
it automatically pops up
in the bottom of your
browser window when
you are browsing certain
Amazon.com pages. At
the moment, Pluribo
works best with the elec-
tronic products you’ll find
on Amazon.com and, of
course, only with prod-
ucts that have a lot of re-
views from users. 

Don’ t let your mechanic take you for a ride. Get an average estimate for
what your auto repairs should cost. 

Pluribo provides a  ton of Amazon reviews summarized into a single bite-sized chunk.
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your photos. The Unique Scrapbook
also comes with storage for extra pic-
tures and photo CDs to help you keep
organized so you don’t lose important
photos or materials and is available

on the Web site for $34.95.

Scrapo
www.scrapo.com

Scrapo is a digital online scrap-
booking Web site that lets you
share your scrapbooks with your
friends and family free. When you

sign up, you get one free scrapbook
that you can customize with photos,
backgrounds, clip art, and text. You
can then use the simple drag-and-
drop interface to create a fun design.
Scrapo’s community features include
private messaging called Scrapo Mail,
which is a personal friends list that
helps you keep track of your favorite
scrapbooks, and a shared library that
lets you share photos with others.
Scrapo also provides members with a
Personal Journal Blog that you can use
to talk about your scrapbooking habits
and favorite techniques.

Scrapblog
www.scrapblog.com

Scrapblog is an easy, fun way to
create a digital online scrapbook. It’s
free to use, and you can create your
scrapblog before you register. Scrapblog
is very versatile—you can add pictures
and videos and then reposition them,
and you can also edit pictures by crop-
ping, recoloring, and shaping them.
There are tons of ways to personalize
your scrapbook, including adding back-
grounds, shapes, stickers, videos, and
more. You can share your scrapblog
with friends and family directly from
the site or on major social networking
sites, such as Facebook and MySpace,
and on photo-sharing sites, such as
Flickr and Picasa.

PLUGGED IN
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or when particular sales end.
Beginners are sure to find all the
supplies needed to start capturing
their memories in a unique way, and
advanced scrappers will love the huge
selection that will help them continue
scrapbooking distinctive pages.

Scrapbook Your Kids
www.scrapbookyourkids.com

One of the most popular scrap-
booking subjects is children. If you
need scrapbooking supplies for docu-
menting the exciting lives of your chil-
dren, visit this site. You’ll find an
endless supply of child-themed papers,
stickers, and embellishments. Themes
include baby boys and girls, growing
up, birthdays, toys, college life, Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts, and family. You
can purchase scrapbooking albums in
different sizes, shapes, and colors.

Unique Scrapbook
www.uniquescrapbook.com

If you find your scrapbooking habits
to be unorganized or simply don’t have
the time to devote to your hobby, con-
sider getting a Unique Scrapbook. The
Unique Scrapbook is a quick and easy
scrapbooking method that works much
like a photo album, with photo-pro-
tected pages in a three-ring binder. The
Unique Scrapbook comes with a
bundle of multicolored card stock that
you can use to spice up your album
and to write memories to accompany

Everything-About-
Scrapbooking.com
www.everything-about-
scrapbooking.com

At Everything-About-Scrap-
booking.com, the motto “simple
scrapbooking for beginners” is
right on the mark. This site includes
plenty of resources if you want to try
scrapbooking but don’t know where
to start. The Getting Started link pro-
vides steps to begin putting together a
scrapbook page, while the Ideas,
Layouts, and Techniques pages help
you continue your creative hobby. On
the Submit Your Layout page, you
can showcase your scrapbook pages
for fellow scrappers and cultivate
ideas from the pages they share.

Scrapbook.com
www.scrapbook.com

Scrapbook.com is, as the Web site
states, a “friendly community of scrap-
bookers.” Scrapbook.com offers lots of
useful resources for the avid scrap-
booker. The Superstore has a great se-
lection of scrapbooking supplies that
you can use to create memorabilia. You
can search for supplies by theme,
brand, category, or color. The Forums
link connects you with fellow scrappers
to discuss beginning scrapbooking,
techniques, tips, and publishing. The
Gallery contains tons of layouts that
can spark your own creativity.

Scrapbooking Supply Store
www.scrapbookingsupplystore.com

The Scrapbooking Supply Store has
everything you could ever think of to
help you create one-of-a-kind scrap-
book pages. You can browse the store’s
categories and choose to search by
supplies, from embellishments, die
cutting machines, and cutters to idea
books, markers, and organizers. You
can narrow your search results by price

Get Scrapbooking Ideas
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That’s News To You
Finding the appropriate online group to match your
interests can be a monumental task. So each month,
we scour the Internet to bring you the friendliest fo-
rums and most interesting bloggers the Web has to
offer. This month, we delve into the world of Simply
Sweet Designs and share how scrapbooking can be
easy and enjoyable. 

Simply Sweet Designs
www.simplysweetdesigns.blogspot.com

Simply Sweet Designs is a fun scrapbooking blog
that offers tips and tricks for fellow scrappers. With
its eye-catching color scheme and casual, friendly at-
mosphere, Simply Sweet Designs can make anyone
want to start digital scrapbooking.

Kim Bowcut, designer and author of Simply Sweet
Designs, says she created the
site after her sister and co-
designer Kelley Howe intro-
duced her to digital scrap-
booking. They wanted to
share their designs and pages
with others, and after some
brainstorming, they created
Simply Sweet Designs. The
venture has been reward-
ing for Bowcut, who says, “It
makes me feel good know-
ing I have helped even one
person figure something out
and create a memory for their
family. That is very satisfying.”

Bowcut sees digital scrap-
booking as a way to pre-
serve family memories in an
easier, more efficient way.
“There is no mess or waste
of space for storage; things
are saved just as you would

like them, it is less expensive, and there is no 
aging or destruction [of the project] over time,”
says Bowcut.

Bowcut admits that beginning digital scrap-
booking can be overwhelming—even she had
trouble designing pages that she thought were
meaningful and mature. “I didn’t know
where to start, and I felt like all
my layouts looked childish,
but the old saying ‘prac-
tice makes perfect’ is so
true,” she says.

Some of the best apples in the online orchard are the free (or
free to try) programs available for download. Each month, we
feature highlights from our pickings. This month, we share with
you a fun scrapbooking tool that lets you create beautiful scrap-
book pages with an easy drag-and-drop interface.

Scrapbook Flair
www.scrapbookflair.com

If you’re looking for an easy-to-use scrapbooking site to help
you commemorate your best friend’s wedding, your beloved pet,
or your children, Scrapbook Flair offers several resources that
can help you succeed, such as its free scrapbooking software.

Scrapbook Flair incorporates simplicity and fun all in one, and
scrappers of all levels will find the software useful and enjoyable.
You’ll find Scrapbook Flair’s software on the Downloads page.
You can download the software to your hard drive from the site,
or order a CD (you must pay $4.95 shipping) that adds addi-
tional backgrounds, graphics, and embellishments.

With its drag-and-drop system, Scrapbook Flair is user-
friendly and makes creating unique scrapbook pages quick and
easy. You can begin by using one of Scrapbook Flair’s templates
or with a blank project that lets you choose all aspects of your
scrapbook page.

Scrapbook Flair has plenty of tools to make your scrapbook
page a delight to look at. You can add pictures and crop them
into shapes, and you can add caption bubbles and stories using
the text tool. Using the built-in editing tool, you can crop, size,
brighten, and add effects to your photos.

The ease of each customization option makes Scrapbook
Flair’s software a great place for beginners to start learning
about digital scrapbooking. Beginners can also find help on
the Scrapbook Flair Web site, where resources help spark cre-
ativity and learn technique. On the Galleries page, you can

search through other members’ public scrapbook pages
to get ideas for your own projects. Other resources on

the Scrapbook Flair Web site include the Down-
loads page, where you can download additional

backgrounds and embellishments, as well as de-
sign templates.

PLUGGED IN
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Scrapbook Flair can help 
beginning scrapbookers 
find their way with tips, 
techniques, and free 
scrapbooking software.
Likewise, advanced 
scrapbookers will find all 
the materials they need to 
continue their hobby.
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charge additional fees or monthly sub-
scription plans to buy shipping labels.
Users can buy up to $500 insurance
with delivery confirmation included for
domestic First-Class Mail Parcels,
Express Mail, Media Mail, Priority
Mail, Priority Mail Flat Rate Box, and
Parcel Post Mail. Additionally, users
can print Express Mail International
and Priority Mail International labels
and fill out customs forms online.
Further, a Carrier Pickup feature can
arrange for a USPS carrier to pick up
packages without added charges.

While Click-N-Ship offers similar
services, Stamps.com and Endicia.com
offer even more features to consumers
and small-business owners who have
more extensive mailing needs. The
following is a glimpse at each service. 

Click-N-Ship. After registering for a
free account at Click-N-Ship, you can
store up to three credit card numbers
at the Web site to expedite checkouts,
access a personal Address Book online
with up to 3,000 addresses, file online
domestic insurance claims, view six
months’ worth of shipping history,
print up to 10 shipping labels at once,
use an automated Ship Notification
email for recipients, and use SCAN
(Shipment Confirmation Acceptance
Notice) forms. Click-N-Ship also offers
a 3% discount off the retail price for
domestic Express Mail and up to 11%
off for domestic Priority Mail. 

Online Mail Services 
Buy & Print Postage From A PC

T
he postman’s creed about
putting on a brave face where
rain, sleet, or snow is con-

cerned is the stuff of legends. That
doesn’t mean the rest of us are ex-
pected to live up to the same standard
where matters of the U.S. Postal Service
are concerned. In fact, it’s possible
today to avoid the outdoors entirely
and still purchase postage. With an
Internet connection, software, and
standard desktop printer, you can do
anything from buy postage for a letter
to print authorized shipping labels for
packages to clients of your home office-
based business. Further, you can insure
those packages at discounted rates,
track packages, and more—all from
your home day or night. 

We’ll explore the advantages of
doing postage-related business online,
both through services the U.S. Postal
Service offers and services that ap-
proved, third-party vendors operate
based on the USPS’ PC Postage tech-
nology. We’ll also detail special equip-
ment available for handling more
extensive postal tasks and features that
go beyond simply buying stamps. 

Postage Paid, Web-Style

Three years of research and testing
went into PC Postage, a trademarked
technology the USPS launched in 1999.
Since then, PC Postage has proven a
godsend for consumers and small-
business owners who can’t afford
standing in lines at the post office or
spending time manually addressing
packages. At its simplest, PC Postage
services involve consumers using soft-
ware to manage postage needs. Postage
is typically printable using special label
printers or standard laser or inkjet
desktop printers and contains indicia,
or digital markings, that resemble a
barcode that’s printed directly to 

envelopes, shipping labels, or cus-
tomized labels consumers can create.

Third-party vendors that have been
approved to offer PC Postage services,
including selling postage from their
own Web sites, must first meet govern-
mental requirements related to security
and finances. Third-party vendors tout
the ability to save customers time as
well as offering features aimed at man-
aging postal tasks, including everything
from accessing online address books to
tracking postage purchases over time.

The first companies granted PC
Postage approval were Stamps.com
and E-Stamp in 1999. (In 2001,
Stamps.com purchased E-Stamp’s
trademarks and patents.) In the first
year after PC Postage’s launch, more
than 200,000 people reportedly regis-
tered for online postal services. Addi-
tionally, small- or home offices spent
an estimated $8 million during PC
Postage’s initial months. In 2002, the
USPS began selling postage and other
services online through its own portal
called Click-N-Ship (sss-web.usps.com
/cns/landing.do). Besides Stamps.com
and Click-N-Ship, other PC Postage-
approved companies operating today
include Endicia.com, Pitney Bowes
(www.pb.com), and eBay. 

On eBay, users can use PayPal ac-
counts to buy shipping labels that they
can print from home. Unlike other on-
line postage services, eBay doesn’t
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To print shipping labels, you can use
standard 8.5- x 11-inch white paper
and use home or postage scales, which
the USPS sells online, along with self-
adhesive shipping labels and other
postal supplies. Using Click-N-Ship re-
quires running Windows 98 or above
or Mac OS 10.x or above. Additionally,
you need a laser or high-quality inkjet
printer, as thermal printers aren’t sup-
ported. The site’s free USPS Shipping
Assistant (tinyurl.com/y2ybun), mean-
while, provides software aimed at busi-
nesses to create and print domestic and
international shipping labels, calculate
postage prices and delivery times, verify
sent and delivery information, arrange
carrier pickup services, and more.

Endicia.com. Using Endicia.com in-
volves signing up for a monthly plan
which includes Standard ($9.95 per
month), Premium ($15.95 per month),
and Professional ($34.95 per month).
It also offers a Starter Kit that bundles
12 months Standard/seven months
Premium/four months Professional
service with a DYMO LabelWriter 400
printer ($119.95 value), USB-based 10-
pound Pelouze scale ($79.95 value),
and nearly $30 of DYMO-based printer
labels for $249.95. 

Features in the Standard plan in-
clude calculating and printing exact
postage; delivery and signature confir-
mation options; up to 52% savings on
insurance; online management of ex-
penses and transactions; email notifica-
tions; customized postage options
through PictureItPostage (www.picture
itpostage.com) using photos, logos,
etc.; address book integration with Mi-
crosoft Outlook; and more. The ser-
vice’s Premium plan adds options for
Stealth Postage (which hides shipping
and handling info), return shipping la-
bels, and business reply mail. The
Professional plan adds Bulk Acceptance
Scans, which provides proof that the
USPS has picked up packages.

Endicia.com also powers DYMO’s
free Stamps service that DYMO in-
cludes with its LabelWriter 400 Turbo
($139.99), Twin Turbo ($189.99; prints
both labels and digital stamps), and

PLUGGED IN
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Although you can use a standard inkjet or laser
printer to print postage and shipping labels,
special printers, such as DYMO’ s LabelWriter
400, are also available. 

Duo ($209.99) printers for outputting
First Class, Priority, Express Mail Flat
Rate Envelope, International, and post-
card postage. Endicia.com supports
any Windows PC, but an Endicia for
Mac plan ($15.95 per month) is also
available. Beyond the DYMO printer
bundles, Endicia.com also sells a Zebra
(www.zebra.com) printer bundle
($474.95; Zebra LP2844 label printer
included), labels, scales, postage rolls
and sheets, various management soft-
ware, and certified forms. 

Stamps.com. Citing more than
400,000 registered users and $1 billion
in postage printed to date, Stamps.com
operates on a flat $17.99 a month fee
for home users. For small business and
enterprise users there are the Premier
($24.99) and Enterprise ($39.99 per lo-
cation) plans. You can cancel a sub-
scription at any time, and Stamps.com
also offers a four-week trial (a credit
card is required to register). The trial
period includes a package valued at $80
that gives you $25 in postage, a 5-
pound digital scale, $5 in supplies, and
coupons worth $20 in postage re-
deemable following the trial. After
downloading Stamps.com’s free soft-
ware, you can do everything at the site
from print postage directly to en-
velopes with delivery and return ad-
dresses verified through the USPS
Address Matching System to print
shipping labels to 8.5- x 11-inch white
paper or self-adhesive labels. 

Stamps.com’s NetStamps service,
meanwhile, is designed to be a postal

stamp alternative for buyers by offering
five-, 50-, and 250-sheet packs good for
domestic and international mail. Other
Stamps.com features include free de-
livery confirmation on Priority Mail;
21% off on select FedEx service rates
for Premier users; a 3% discount on
Express Mail; 1 to 11% discounts on
Priority Mail; a 6% discount on Pri-
ority Mail International; 8% discount
on Express Mail International rates;
and 10% discount on insuring pack-
ages. Additionally, Stamps.com offers
support for printing Certified Mail and
Return Receipt forms, email notifica-
tions to recipients, automated records
of postage printed, one-click tracking,
and the ability to print sheets of cus-
tomized stamps via the service’s
PhotoStamps (photo.stamps.com)
store using your own photos, company
logs, and other graphical features. 

Stamps.com only supports systems
running Windows 98 or newer, mean-
ing Mac users must have an Intel-based
system with Windows installed or use
Windows-emulation software. Inte-
grated support is in place for importing
addresses from versions of Outlook,
Outlook Express, Lotus Organizer and
Notes, and other clients. Additionally,
support for direct integration into ver-
sions of Word, Office, Lotus Word Pro,
Corel WordPerfect, and Microsoft
Works is also supported. A higher-tier
Enterprise plan, meanwhile, gives com-
panies with networked offices support
for multiple users to use one account.

It’ s In The Mail

Choosing which online postage ser-
vice to use depends on your shipping
needs. If you own a small- or home of-
fice business, for example, the options
at services such as Stamps.com and
Endicia.com are definitely worth ex-
ploring. If you consistently send pack-
ages through eBay, that site’s service is
likely more convenient. If you want to
avoid monthly fees, the USPS’ Click-N-
Ship offers the basics and more. ❙❙

BY BLAINE FLAMIG
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M r .  M o d e m ’ s  D e s k t o p

Games Galore 

Mr. Modem (Richard Sherman) is an author, syndicated 
columnist, radio host, and publisher. “Mr. Modem’s Weekly
Newsletter” provides personal responses to subscribers’ computer
and Internet questions, plus weekly computing tips, Web site 
recommendations, virus alerts, hoax warnings, and more. 
For additional information, visit www.MrModem.com.

for an animated demonstration of how it works and what it
will look like in the unlikely event you are successful.

7. Stock Market Challenge (www.stocks-game.com). The
objective is to buy and sell stocks so that you end up with
the most valuable portfolio in a given week’s contest. After
registering, you’ll start off with $200,000, work your finan-
cial magic, and then view your profits in comparison with
other players at the end of the week. 

8. Tic-Tac-Toe Trivia (tinyurl.com/ysrceu). This version
of the classic Tic-Tac-Toe requires you to answer trivia
questions in order to put Xs and Os on the board. For the
no-frills, classic-classic version, visit tinyurl.com/yd886s.

9. Web Sudoku (www.websudoku.com). If you’re not fa-
miliar with Sudoku, there is only one rule: Fill in

every grid so that every row and every column
contain the numerals 1 through 9. Several

numbers are provided. Your mission,
should you choose to accept it, is to
fill in the other numbers without
changing those provided. Solving

time averages 10 to 30 minutes. Click
the How Am I Doing? button (trust

me, you’ll know how you’re
doing) for assistance.

10. Wonderword (tinyurl
.com/4jsjeo). Use your cursor

to circle words hidden horizon-
tally, vertically, diagonally, and back-

wards amid the alphabetical cacophony. I
prefer Auto mode, which crosses out correctly circled

words. A small timer in the upper-right corner will track your
time up to 23 hours and 59 minutes. Comforting, isn’t it? 

Your turn: Do you have a favorite game that’s consuming
your life to the extent that your friends are planning an inter-
vention? If so, e-me at MrModem@mrmodem.com and tell
me about it. At great personal sacrifice, I will evaluate all sub-
missions and compile a list of the Top Ten Reader-Submitted
games for my February 2009 column. If yours is selected,
you’ll receive an autographed copy of my “Mr. Modem’s Web
CD-ROM,” featuring more than 1,400 of the greatest Web
sites ever. Games submitted must be free, be Web-based, re-
quire no additional software, be as addictive as possible, and
ideally possess no socially redeeming value. Game on! ❙❙

BY MR. MODEM

S
tudies have demonstrated that computer games can
sharpen one’s motor skills, improve cognitive func-
tioning, and waste massive amounts of time. It’s the

proverbial win-win-win.  
Time has taken its inevitable toll on my motor skills, and

long-time readers know that my cognitive functioning flat-
lined years ago. I have, however, retained my ability to waste
time, so it is with that thought in mind that my focus this
month is addictive Web-based games. In fact, I almost didn’t
get this column submitted on time because I was too busy
playin—er, conducting research. Fortunately, it worked out.

In order to qualify for inclusion in this Pulitzer-worthy
project, a game must be Web-based, free, require no addi-
tional software (other than Flash), be nonviolent, and G-
rated. (I have no interest in saving Queen Bustier from the
destruction of Planet Cumquat by the diabolical Lord
Zonkwad.) So without further ado, I present
my Top Ten Addictive Online
Games, in alphabetical order:

1. Escapa (tinyurl.com
/56t9u). The object of this tor-
tuous endeavor is to move the
red square without getting hit by
the bombarding blue blocks or
touching the black walls. Your goal
is to survive longer than 18 seconds.
On my first attempt, I lasted a humil-
iating .313 seconds. Trained chimps
lasted 2.03 seconds on their first try,
but I’m sure they cheated. 

2. Flux (tinyurl.com/68wefy). Using
your mouse, create clusters by dragging the
active color circles together. Pretend you’re a
scientist working with molecules, seeking to discover a cure
for RES (Restless Ear Syndrome). Click Options to curtail
the cloying sound track.  

3. PacMan (tinyurl.com/4j3et7). What collection of ad-
dictive online games would be complete without this classic?
Click Play Game and then use your arrow keys to guide
PacMan through the maze, gobbling up dots while avoiding
the ominous jaws of Pinky, Blinky, Inkey, and Clyde.

4. Planarity Flash (www.planarity.net). Place your cursor
on the dots and move the lines so none of them overlap. I
almost made it to Level 3 before losing consciousness from
all the excitement. 

5. Reflex (www.reflexgame.com). Click as many green
boxes as possible within 60 seconds. It is infinitely more dif-
ficult than it sounds, so get comfy; you’ll be here awhile. 

6. Stackopolis (tinyurl.com/59hrrn). It’s heralded as “the
most addictive game since Tetris,” so don’t say I didn’t
warn you. Click the Play Now! link and then Instructions
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SMARTCOMPUTING.COM

My Favorite Topics

L
ooking for the latest, most
up-to-date information
from Smart Computing?

Check out the latest subscriber 
feature—My Favorite Topics—
on SmartComputing.com. My
Favorite Topics allows you to re-
ceive the latest articles from your
favorite editorial areas from all of
our publications. Choose from
several different categories across
multiple topics and receive
the articles when you want,
either daily or weekly. As
material becomes available,
we’ll send an email directly
to you. Check out this new
feature today. 

1. Simply log in to
SmartComputing.com
and click the My
Favorite Topics link 
in the My Smart-
Computing.com area. 

2. Select the categories from which
you’d like to receive articles. 

3. Then select which of our
publications you’d like to
receive articles from and
remember to double-check
your email address, and
we’ll send the articles di-
rectly to you. 

Video Gaming First

This month in 1977, Atari released
the first successful gaming console,
the Atari Video Computer System.
The system retailed for $199.

Daily Fun

Get your daily dose of computer-
related facts and stats at
SmartComputing.com.
Click Sign Up Now in the
SmartComputing.com
Daily section to have all
of the daily bits sent to
your email inbox.

Driver Education

Small but significant, drivers are
little programs that help your
computer communicate with at-
tached devices. Learn about this

important
software at
the Smart
Computing
Tech Support
Center.

Smart Computing’s Fun Site Of The Day (Aug. 12, 2008)

Notes From The Road
Traveling exposes you to new people and new cultures, but not all of us have the
means to do it extensively. Notes From The Road, a travel blog by Erik Gauger, gives
you a unique look at different places as he writes of his observations of the people
and things around him. And if you don’t visit the site for the stories, go there for the
photographs, which are deeply captivating. 

www.notesfromtheroad.com
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A
s humans, the responsibilities of daily life periodically wear us
down physically and mentally, leaving us unenergetic, unmo-
tivated, and unproductive. Often, some R&R is all it takes to
refresh the mind and body and to get back on course. In this

regard, computers aren’t so different than us. Slowing down is exactly
what a PC tends to do after a year or two of steady use due to numerous
factors, including dated, unnecessary files taking up valuable space;
competing, resource-hogging programs; and underpowered hardware
running demanding, modern software. 

Detecting signs of PC fatigue isn’t difficult. Windows takes notice-
ably longer to load. Applications, files, and Web pages take minutes in-
stead of seconds to launch. The system momentarily or permanently
freezes while executing even simple tasks. Video playback hiccups.
Running multiple programs simultaneously brings the system to a dead
stop. Combined, such slowdowns not only can cause maddening levels
of frustration, but they also can hit productivity, which many users
can’t afford. 

Take solace. By giving your PC a new lease on computing, you can have
it humming along like new in short order. The following articles are
aimed at showing you how to do just this for Windows XP and Windows

Add Pep To Your PC’s Fatigued Performance

Speed Up Your
Startup

The Slow Road To A
Fast Boot

Page 48

Windows
Performance Tweaks
Tips For Operating At

Top Efficiency

Page 52

Customize
Windows

Get Comfortable
With Your PC

Page 56

Utility
Software

A PC’s
Performance

Toolkit

Page 59

Upgrade Your
Memory

On Your Computer,
That Is

Page 63

Boost Your
Connections

Adding Memory Card
Slots, USB Ports &

FireWire Ports

Page 66

Boost Your PC’s Performance
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Vista PCs. In addition to quicken-
ing Windows’ startup time (“Speed 
Up Your Startup”; page 48), we’ve
compiled instructions for tweaking
Windows-based settings to add perfor-
mance boosts in such areas as hard
drives, memory, GUI (graphical user
interface), and other components (see
“Windows Performance Tweaks”;
page 52). You’ll also find instruct-
ions for customizing Windows’ look
and feel to better match your needs
(“Customize Windows”; page 56), 
as well as pages’ worth of informa-
tion on system utility suites, such as
iolo System Mechanic and Symantec
Norton SystemWorks (see “Utility
Software”; page 59), to automate many
maintenance chores. Further, if you’ve
kept your distance from the dreaded
Windows Registry up to now for fear
of missteps damaging the system,
we’ve addressed these risks but also the
merits of using third-party Registry
cleaners designed to remove unneeded
entries and protect settings.

Beyond the Registry, we’ve detailed
how to upgrade a PC’s RAM (“Up-
grade Your Memory”; page 63), one
of the best and easiest tasks for im-
proving system performance. In addi-
tion to pinpointing the type and
quantity of RAM your system can

handle, we show you how to install it.
Finally, in a nod to peripherals, we
detail how and why adding a memory
card reader and additional USB ports
(“Boost Your Connections”; page 66)
is worthwhile, and you may be sur-
prised at how easy both projects are. 

Why So Down? 
As mentioned, numerous factors

can negatively influence system per-
formance. Among the more com-
mon reasons are files that Internet
Explorer, Firefox, and other Web
browsers accumulate over time. Ad-
ditionally, many preinstalled and
user-installed programs configure
themselves to launch automatically at
startup and run in the background,
eating up valuable system resources.
A hard drive that becomes frag-
mented, meanwhile, will gradually
lengthen the time it takes to retrieve
data, while malware will steal re-
sources from legitimate programs.

Another common problem area is
using PC components that lack the
juice to efficiently run modern soft-
ware, including Vista, thus taxing
processor, memory, and graphics re-
sources. Although a PC can limp by
running Vista Home Basic edition

with an 800MHz CPU, 512MB of
RAM, a 20GB hard drive with 15GB
free space, CD-ROM drive, and SVGA
(Super Video Graphics Array; 800 x
600 pixel) monitor, this configuration
won’t cut it with premium Vista edi-
tions or running advanced Vista fea-
tures, such as Vista’s Aero interface.
To run Home Premium, Business,
and Ultimate editions, for example,
Microsoft specifies a 1GHz or speedier
CPU, 1GB RAM, 40GB hard drive
with 15GB free space, and Internet ac-
cess is needed. Additionally, graphics
specifications call for DirectX 9 and
Pixel Shader 2.0 support, 128MB or
more graphics memory, and a
WDDM (Windows Display Driver
Model) driver. 

The following pages address such 
issues and others with explanations 
on how to disable programs from
launching at startup, using Disk
Defragmenter to efficiently arrange
data on hard drives, using Disk
Cleanup to free hard drive space (in-
cluding getting rid of those files that
Web browsers generate), upgrading
dated hardware, and using such fea-
tures as Windows ReadyBoost to help
Windows access files more quickly. ❙❙

by Blaine Flamig

Using Windows Vista’ s Disk Cleanup tool to
delete unnecessary files is one of the easier steps

you can take to boost system performance.
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S tarting your computer is a rela-
tively easy task. All you have to
do is find the power button,

push it, and voilà! Your computer
wakes up and kicks in to gear.

Clearly, there is much more to this
process on your PC’s end. And as
your computer gets older, that pro-
cess seems to get longer. Though it
may seem like you don’t have much
of a hand in getting your computer
up and running, you can control
more of the startup process than you

might think. By understanding what
happens after the power button is
pushed and knowing how to tweak
the process, you can make changes to
help your PC start quicker than it has
in quite awhile.

The Bootup
Your PC’s startup process is ini-

tiated by the BIOS (Basic Input/
Output System), which is software 
located on your motherboard that 

provides a basic set of instructions for
loading the operating system. The
BIOS runs the POST (Power On Self
Test), which checks your computer’s
hardware and alerts you if the compo-
nents are damaged or missing. If all
goes well during the POST, your
computer may beep once. If problems
occur, the BIOS will prompt an on-
screen error code, and you will likely
hear more than one beep (depending
on the error). As the POST runs, your
screen will usually show the name of
your PC’s manufacturer and a prog-
ress bar at the bottom.

Next, the BIOS will search for the
boot device, which is a hardware
component used to start the oper-
ating system, such as the hard drive or
an optical drive (if booting from a
disc). Then, it starts the OS (oper-
ating system). Once Windows is
started, it begins to load Windows
services, which are executable pro-
grams that run applications in the
background, such as Windows Up-
date. After Windows services are
launched, the programs configured to
begin at startup are initiated, such as
instant messenger programs and
backup software. 

Next, programs in the prefetch
cache are loaded. The prefetch cache

The Slow Road To A Fast Boot 
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stores information about re-
cently used programs and loads
these programs into the system
memory. Windows loads (but
doesn’t launch) those programs
before it  f inishes the boot
process in order to reduce the
program launch times. In the
final step of the boot process,
Windows loads the Desktop.

Solve A Sluggish
Startup

The longer you’ve had your
computer, the more programs you 
have likely downloaded; therefore,
more programs launch during the
startup process. These programs in-
clude antivirus and antispyware soft-
ware and other programs that run 
in the background, such as system
backup software and instant mes-
senger programs.

If you have upgraded from WinXP
to Vista, you might have noticed that
there are changes to the amount of
time it takes to boot your system.
When Microsoft released Vista, it
made significant improvements to the
overall startup speed by changing the
way applications start.

Compared to older versions of
Windows, Vista doesn’t have to wait
for certain programs to load before
getting the Desktop up and running.
Rather than waiting for these pro-
grams to boot, Vista runs them in
the background and focuses its at-
tention on booting the Desktop as
quickly as possible. This doesn’t nec-
essarily mean your startup will be
blistering fast from the time you
purchase your computer until the
day you upgrade, however. Here are
some ways you can speed up your
startup, whether you’re running
Vista or WinXP.

Eliminate programs that run at
startup. You can lessen the amount
of time it takes to boot Windows 
by trimming the number of pro-
grams that are launched during the
startup process. 

In WinXP, open the Start menu,
click Run, and then type msconfig.
Click OK. This opens the System
Configuration Utility.  Click the
Startup tab, and you will find a list
of all the programs that start when
Windows is launched. Scan the list
and deselect the checkboxes next 
to the programs you don’t need
when WinXP is started. If you are
unsure what the
program is as list-
ed under Startup
Item, you can ex-
pand the width of
the Command col-
umn to get a bet-
ter idea of what
the program is and
where it’s located.
Click Apply and
OK after making
any changes and
then restart your
computer for the
changes to go in-
to effect.

While you might
not have to wait for
some programs to
load before you can
navigate your Desk-
top in Vista, some
programs, such as in-
stant messenger software, will pop up
once they’ve been launched. To re-
duce the number of programs that
run at startup, open the Start menu

and then type msconfig into the
Start Search box and press
ENTER. This will bring up the
System Configuration window.
Click the Startup tab to see the
list of all the programs that are
launched when your computer
boots. Deselect the checkboxes
next to the programs you do not
want to launch during the Startup
process. Click Apply and OK. 

Change the power settings. By
changing the power settings, you
can boot your computer more
quickly, because you won’t be

completely shutting it down. 
Two time-savers for WinXP include

system Standby and system Hibernate.
System Standby will turn off your
monitor and hard drive to conserve en-
ergy. When you return to your com-
puter, all you have to do is move your
mouse around or press any key on
your keyboard. This is a good option if
you are going to be away from your
computer for just a few minutes 

or hours, because
Standby mode will
not save your work.
If the power to the
PC would be cut,
work that had not
been saved would
be lost.

Using system Hi-
bernate is a good
option if you are
leaving your com-
puter for long pe-
riods of time. When
Windows goes into
hibernation mode,
it saves all work so

that you can pick up
where you left off
when you return. 

To put your PC in
Standby mode, open
the Start menu and

click Shut Down. This
will prompt a dialog box with the ques-
tion, “What do you want the computer
to do?” Select Stand By from the drop-
down menu and then click OK. 

Boost Your PC’s Performance

The System Configuration utility is where you will find a
list of the programs that launch when Windows starts. 

In this example, the mouse pointer
is pointing to the button you want
to click in the Windows Vista Start
menu in order to put your computer
in Sleep mode. 
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Hibernate mode is controlled by
your computer’s display settings. 
To access and change these settings,
click Start and then open the Con-
trol Panel. Click Appearance And
Themes, select Display, and then
choose the Screen Saver tab. Click the
Power button to open Power Options
Properties. Under the Hibernate tab,
select the checkbox next to Enable
Hibernation. Click Apply and OK.

You can control when your com-
puter automatically goes into both
Standby and Hibernate modes under
the Power Schemes tab in the Power
Options Properties dialog box. At the
bottom of the tab are drop-down
menus that manage how much time
should pass before your computer
will automatically go into Standby
mode, Hibernate mode, or both.

Vista offers Sleep mode, which
combines the benefits of both Stand-
by and Hibernate modes. Sleep
mode will save the work you’ve done
in all of your open documents, and
your Desktop will look the same as
when you left. For example, win-
dows and programs you had open

will remain open. It will shut down
everything except a few important
components of your computer,
which conserves power, and you can
reboot in just seconds.

To enter Sleep mode, open your
Start menu and click the button to the
left of the Lock icon (bearing the
power sign). Click this button and
then your computer will instantly go
into Sleep mode. To restart your
computer, just press the hardware
power button, move your mouse, or
press a key on the keyboard. Within
seconds, your computer is restored to
look just as you left it.

Turn off the Windows splash
screen. You can sidestep the Win-
dows splash screen (the screen that
appears right before the Desktop),
which will shave a few seconds off
your startup time. This will also 
eliminate the startup blue screen that
displays any errors. So, by avoid-
ing the splash screen, you won’t be
able to view any error messages that
may appear.

To do this in Vista, first press the
Windows Logo key and the R key 

simultaneously so the Run box ap-
pears. Type msconfig -2 into the space
provided and then click OK. Next,
place a check mark in the No GUI
Boot checkbox. Click Apply and OK.
In WinXP, click Start, select Run, type
msconfig, and click OK. Select the
BOOT.INI tab and place a check
mark in the /NOGUIBOOT check-
box. Click Apply and OK. 

Use automatic logon. If you have
only one user account set up on your
system, you can configure your com-
puter to skip the logon process. To 
set up automatic logon in WinXP,
open the Start menu and then select 
Run. Type control userpasswords2
and click OK. In Vista, open the Start
menu and type control userpass-
words2 into the Start Search box and
press ENTER. Deselect the Users Must
Enter A User Name And Password To
Use This Computer checkbox. Click
OK. Next, enter and confirm your
password in the Automatically Log On
window that appears. Click OK. 

Upgrade hardware. Your com-
puter hardware could be what’s
slowing down startup speeds. RAM
is the first piece of hardware to look
at replacing because it’s relatively 
inexpensive and easier to install than
other hardware components that 
affect the startup. RAM affects the
startup process because each pro-
gram has a certain amount of mem-
ory it uses. When you increase the
amount of memory, more programs

Cleaning House 
I f you’ve ever had to

boot Windows from a
disc after your system
crashed, or you had some
other issue that required
you to reinstall Windows,
then you probably also
had to tweak the BIOS
(Basic Input/Output
System) settings to allow
you to boot from a disc.
Now, when you boot
your computer, you get
the “Press Any Key To
Boot From CD” message.
While this only adds a
few seconds to the
startup process, it can
still be annoying. And, if
you do press a key while
the message is displayed

(and if you don’t have an
installation disc in the
drive), you could receive
an error message, or the
process will start over
from the beginning.

To disable this mes-
sage, you will need to
access your PC’s BIOS.
Restart your computer
and look for a startup
message that prompts
you to press a specific
key (such as F12 or
DELETE) to access the
PC’s BIOS settings. Pay
close attention, because
this message might only
be up for one or two
seconds. Press the speci-
fied key to open the

menu for the BIOS.
From here, you typically
will only be able to navi-
gate using the keyboard
and not your mouse.

Look for keywords
such as “Boot Sequence”
or “Startup” to guide you
to a list that specifies the
order that the BIOS
checks devices when
searching for the oper-
ating system. To disable
the “Press Any Key To
Boot From CD” message,
modify the setting to put
the CD-ROM drive any-
where after the first entry.
Directions on how to per-
form this task are at the
bottom of the screen. ❙

In Windows XP, select the checkbox 
labeled /NOGUIBOOT in order to disable
the splash screen and shave a few seconds
off your Windows startup time.

Boost Your PC’s Performance
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can run simultane-
ously. WinXP users
should have at least
1GB of RAM, while
Vista users should
have 2GB.

A hard drive is also
a factor in startup
speeds because this is
where all programs are
stored and launched
from. The faster your
hard drive operates,
the quicker your pro-
grams will launch. If
you upgrade your hard
drive, try to find one
that spins at 7,200rpm and
avoid the older 5,400rpm models.

Finally, your CPU will affect the
startup time, because it executes the
programs being launched by the 
hard drive and RAM. If your CPU is
outdated, it’s probably best to buy 
a new PC rather than go through 

the expense and hassle 
of purchasing a new
CPU. When you go 
to purchase a com-
puter or a new CPU,
consider purchasing a
dual-core processor,
such as the Intel Core
2 Duo processor, so
that your PC can run
more programs at the 
same time. 

Clean up your hard
drive. When you orga-
nize the shelves and
closets in your home, it
makes it easier to find

items and get things done,
because you aren’t wasting time shuf-
fling through the items you don’t
need. The same thing happens when
you defragment your hard drive.
When your computer defragments its
hard drive, it can read files and per-
form tasks with greater ease, in-
cluding the startup process. 

To run the Windows Disk De-
fragmenter in WinXP, click Start, 
All Programs, Accessories, System
Tools, and then select Disk Defrag-
menter. In Vista, follow the same
steps until the last step and then
click Defragment Now.

The Disk Cleanup utility is an-
other way to speed up your startup
through hard drive maintenance.
The Disk Cleanup util ity clears 
out space on your hard drive by 
removing temporary files, files in the
Recycle Bin, and Internet files, as

well as other unnecessary files. This
also helps improve your computer’s
overall performance. To start Disk
Cleanup in both Vista and WinXP,
open the Start  menu, select All
Programs, click Accessories, click
System Tools, and then select Disk
Cleanup. (Vista will give you the 
option to choose the drive you want
to clean up. Select the appropriate
drive and click OK.) Next, select the
checkboxes next to the files you
want to permanently delete and 
then click OK.

Unclog the prefetch cache. When
you have used Windows for quite a
while, your prefetch gets clogged
with applications that have been
tagged as recently used programs,
even if you rarely use them. To un-
clog the prefetch cache, begin by
clearing it. Open the drive on which
Windows is installed (usually the 
C: drive) and then select the Win-
dows folder.  Find the Prefetch
folder and then delete all of the pro-
grams in it. Once this is done, the
next reboot will be slow because
Windows needs to read the new
configurations, but the boots that
follow will be much faster.

Jump Start Your Startup
You don’t have to look back long-

ingly at the days when your com-
puter started in less than a minute.
By staying on top of a few main-
tenance tasks, you can keep your
computer from falling into the slow

startup routine.  It ’ l l
save you time and help
keep your frustrations
at bay. ❙❙

by Tessa Breneman

The times are always changing on
the technology front, and some

new technologies are creating com-
puter startup times that take just
seconds rather than minutes.
Phoenix Technologies is leading the
way with its HyperSpace technology.
HyperSpace runs side-by-side with
your operating system, and it cre-
ates an environment that will allow
you access to certain “lifestyle appli-
cations,” such as your Web browser
or instant messenger service, while
also allowing you to perform repairs
and remote system maintenance.
This “instant-on” technology is espe-
cially useful for mobile devices, such
as laptops, so you can perform tasks
quickly when you only have a lim-
ited time. For instance, you can
jump on the Internet to quickly
send an email to your husband from
the airport to tell him that your
flight was just delayed. ❙

The Hibernate settings for
WinXP are located in Power
Options Properties. 

Boost Your PC’s Performance

Instant-On
INTRODUCING

To unclog your prefetch
cache, erase all of the 
files located in the
Prefetch folder.
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A lot of things in life need a lit-
tle modification to function 
at peak performance. Like

tuning your car’s engine or rear-
ranging the work spaces in your
home, you can tweak Windows to in-
crease PC efficiency and improve
your productivity. Besides boosting
performance, optimizing your OS
(operating system) ensures the PC’s
hardware is running at its full poten-
tial, which can also help extend the
life of PCs with older components.

We’ll cover ways you can tune up
both Windows XP and Windows
Vista for maximum efficiency.

Performance
Diagnostics

When you’re fine-tuning Windows,
immediate results are not always self-
evident. Fortunately, both WinXP
and Vista include performance moni-
toring tools to let you see if the ad-
justments are having a real impact. In

WinXP, simultaneously press CTRL-
ALT-DELETE on your keyboard and
select Task Manager. Click the Per-
formance tab to view graphs of your
PC’s memory usage. The CPU Usage
graph shows you how much of your
computer’s RAM is being used at one
time, and the Page File Usage graph
indicates how much space is taken 
up on the hard drive when your 
PC requires more memory than the 
available RAM on your computer.
Minimize the dialog box, run a de-
manding application, and then bring
up Task Manager again. To set a base-
line for your PC’s memory perfor-
mance, note the numbers generated
by the application. As you tweak
WinXP, you can take the same steps
to see if the changes are improving
your PC’s memory usage.

In Windows Vista, you’ll find a host
of other charts to determine the
processes that consume resources on
your computer. Press CTRL-ALT-
DELETE, select Start Task Manager,
choose the Performance tab, and click
the Resource Monitor button. At the
Resource Monitor dialog box, you’ll
see tabs for CPU, Disk, Network, and
Memory resources. Above the tabs,
there are graphs for each listing, and if
you click one of the tabs, you can view

Tips For Operating At Top Efficiency
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details about each of the processes run-
ning in Vista. Minimize the Resource
Monitor, run a few demanding appli-
cations, and note the activity levels be-
fore you fine-tune the OS. When you
make changes, rerun the same applica-
tions and see how effectively the alter-
ations affect your PC. If the change in
your PC’s performance is minimal, you
may want to add any lost functionality
back to the OS.

Sweep Out 
Your Hard Drive

Each time you run an application, a
few small files are created (and often
not deleted) that are a partial record
of the work you’ve done to let you
quickly access data and sometimes
perform an exact same action faster
than you did before. Additionally,
when you update a program or com-
pletely remove an application, the 
application may not remove the “tem-
porary” files it creates during the in-
stallation and removal process. As
orphaned files accumulate, your com-
puter may access data slower because
the junk files make it more difficult
for your PC to locate specific files.
Windows Disk Cleanup is a utility that
removes the useless files.

To run Disk Cleanup in WinXP or
Vista, click the Start button, select All
Programs, choose Accessories, select
System Tools, and click Disk Cleanup.
In Vista, you’ll need to select a specific
drive for Windows to scan. When you
run the utility in WinXP, it will simply
search the drive where Windows is in-
stalled. Note that if you want to use
Disk Cleanup in WinXP on another
drive, such as a portable hard drive,
press the Windows logo and E keys si-
multaneously, right-click the drive
you want to scan, select Properties,
and click the Disk Cleanup button.

After Disk Cleanup has scanned the
drive, the utility will generate a Files
To Delete list, which is a categorized
inventory of the junk files on your PC.
To select or deselect a category, click
the checkbox next to the listed option.

Once you’ve selected files to remove,
click OK and select Yes. After running
Disk Cleanup, you should also use the
Disk Defragmenter utility to arrange
the data on your hard drive for fastest
access. WinXP and Vista users can
choose Start, select All Programs, click
Accessories, choose System Tools, and
click Disk Defragmenter.

Regularly defragmenting a hard
drive is also a good way to ensure
peak performance. In Vista, the Disk
Defragmenter utility is automatically
scheduled to occur every Wednesday
at 1 a.m. If you don’t leave the PC on
at night, open Disk Defragmenter and
click the Modify Schedule button to
select a better time for automatic de-
fragmentation. Note that performing
tasks while the reorganization tool is
running may make your applications
seem sluggish, and you may prefer to
schedule it at a time when you won’t
be using demanding applications.

Unlike Vista, WinXP does not
schedule defragmentation, but you
can use the Schedule Tasks utility to
automate the process. To do so, click
Start, select All Programs, choose
Accessories, select System Tools, and
click Scheduled Tasks. Double-click
the Add Scheduled Task icon, click
Next, and then click Browse. Select
the drive where Windows is installed

(likely the C: drive) and navigate to
the WINDOWS\System32 folder.
Locate Defrag.exe and double-click it.
Follow the Scheduled Task Wizard in-
structions to set up a suitable time for
Disk Defragmenter to run.

A Disappearing Trick
The interfaces of WinXP and Vista

are certainly more visually appealing
than the primarily grayscale design
found on Windows 98 and Windows
2000. However, the greater graphics
appeal also requires more of your
PC’s system resources—particularly
true if you use Vista’s stylish Aero in-
terface. Reducing the visual effects in
WinXP and Vista is one of the easiest
ways to speed up your PC, because
Windows will dedicate less com-
puting power to its interface graphics.

To make changes to the visual ef-
fects in WinXP, click the Start menu,
select Control Panel, double-click
System, choose the Advanced tab, and
click the Settings button under the
Performance section. In Vista, click
Start, Control Panel, System And
Maintenance, and Performance Infor-
mation And Tools. On the left-hand
pane, click Adjust Visual Effects. 

By default, both OSes are set to the
Let Windows Choose What’s Best For

Boost Your PC’s Performance

The Resource Monitor in Windows Vista lets you observe the use of system resources; it’ s ideal
for seeing if tweaks are improving performance.
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My Computer option, but you can
boost your PC’s performance by se-
lecting the Adjust For Best Performance
radio button. Note that in Vista, the
Best Performance settings turn off some
features of the OS, such as the Tasks
pane. Therefore, selecting the Custom
radio button and choosing among the
features you want may provide you a
better balance between performance
and appearance. Once you’ve made
your choices, click the Apply button.

Memory Optimization
When you start an application, its

files are copied into your computer’s
RAM, which is the quickest way for
the PC to access the data. However,
the RAM may not always have enough
space for the application’s needs, so
Windows will allocate a portion of the
hard drive as virtual memory—called
a page file.

Because data transfers from the hard
drive more slowly than it does to
RAM, virtual memory is only used
when the memory modules are full.
However, if the page file is too small,
Windows may need to frequently swap
out the data, which can significantly
slow down your PC. Alternatively, a
page file that’s too large may allow
Windows to write large files to the
hard drive, and the extra hard drive ac-
tivity will also slow down your PC. In
general, it’s best to let Windows con-
trol the size of the page file. However,
by default, Windows only creates page
files on the drive where Windows is in-
stalled. If you have two (or more) hard
drives on your computer, you can
speed up the PC’s ability to retrieve
data by allowing Windows to create
page files on all your hard drives.

To access the page file settings in
WinXP, right-click My Computer,
click Properties, select the Advanced
tab, and click the Settings button under
the Performance heading. Choose the
Advanced tab, select the Change
button under the Virtual Memory
heading, choose the drive where you
want to create a paging file, and click

the System Managed Size radio button.
If you’d prefer to set the page file size,
Microsoft recommends that the size of
the paging file is one and a half to three
times the amount of RAM on your
computer. Repeat the process for any
other drives on your PC.

In Vista, click Start, right-click
Computer, and choose Properties.
Select Advanced System Settings 
from the left-hand pane and click 
the Settings button under the Perfor-
mance heading. Select the Advanced
tab and click the Change button

under the Virtual Memory heading.
Click the Automatically Manage
Paging File Size For All Drives and
click OK. You’ll need to restart your
PC before the OS applies the page 
file alterations.

Ready, Set, Boost!
One of the most highly touted fea-

tures in Vista is ReadyBoost, which lets
you connect flash memory to your PC,
such as a USB flash drive, to improve
OS performance. In much the same
way as Windows uses the page file,
Ready-Boost lets Vista use a portion of
the flash memory to quickly access data
that cannot be stored in your system
memory. The advantage of using

ReadyBoost vs. using virtual memory
on a hard drive is that the OS can ac-
cess the flash memory faster than a
hard drive—resulting in comparatively
quicker system performance. Addi-
tionally, ReadyBoost can use Vista’s
SuperFetch technology, which stores
data about your usage patterns, to im-
prove PC response times for the tasks
you regularly perform.

Setting up ReadyBoost is easy. After
you insert a flash memory device that
supports ReadyBoost, click the Speed
Up My System option from the Auto-
Play dialog box. At the ReadyBoost
tab, click the Use This Device radio
button. You can also allocate how
much storage Vista will reserve on the
drive for ReadyBoost. Click Start, se-
lect Computer, right-click the drive,
and choose the ReadyBoost tab. Under
Space Reserved For System Speed,
enter the amount of space Vista can
use on your drive. The hardest part of
using ReadyBoost is finding a flash
memory device that’s compatible 
with the Vista-specific feature. It 
must support a minimum of 2.5MBps
(megabytes per second) for reads and
1.75MBps for writes. Typically, the de-
vice’s packaging will also list if it 
supports ReadyBoost. For instance, 
the M-Flyer Pilot ($54.99; www.mem
orex.com) from Memorex is Ready-
Boost-compatible, includes 2GB of
memory, and features a retractable
USB connector.

DMA Tests
If your IDE (Integrated Drive Elec-

tronics) drive seems to run slower than
it used to, it’s not necessarily a sign of
drive failure. IDE-based hard drives
and optical drives can occasionally
switch, without warning, from DMA
(direct memory access) mode to the
slower PIO (Programmed Input/Out-
put) mode. To check the IDE mode 
in WinXP, click the Start button, se-
lect Control Panel, and double-click
System. Select the Hardware tab, click
Device Manager, and double-click 
IDE ATA/ATAPI Controllers. Next,

Boost Your PC’s Performance

The Disk Cleanup utility helps remove files
you no longer use to free up space and
speed up file access.
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double-click the Primary IDE Channel
and choose the Advanced Settings tab.
In the Transfer Mode drop-down
menu, the field should list DMA If
Available, rather than PIO Only. The
Advanced Setting tab will indicate 
if your hardware does not support
DMA mode.

In Vista, click the Start button, click
Control Panel, choose System And
Maintenance, and select View Hard-
ware And Devices under Device Man-
ager. Double-click the IDE ATA/
ATAPI Controllers and ATA Channel
0. Under the Advanced Settings
tab, make certain the Enable
DMA checkbox is selected.
Repeat these steps for the other
ATA channels. Note that you
may need to reboot before the
changes take effect.

A Core Problem
Multiple processor cores are

all the rage, but some apps may
not be designed to work with
multicore CPUs and may operate
slowly or not at all with multiple
processor streams. In Vista, you
can force the application to use
only one of the processor cores.
To do so, press CTRL-ALT-
DELETE and click Start Task
Manager. Select the Application
tab, right-click the application
that seems slow (or isn’t work-
ing), and choose Go To Process.
Select the entry in the Image
Name column, right-click it, and

choose Set Affinity. At the
Processor Affinity dialog box,
remove the check mark from
all but one of the CPU check-
boxes and click OK. Run 
the application to see if it is
more responsive.

Update Windows
Think of Windows as a

work in progress. Patches, hot-
fixes, and service packs often

fix bugs and performance is-
sues within the OS, so it’s a good idea
to enable Automatic Updates or visit
the Windows Update Web site (up
date.microsoft.com) for the newest
patches. If you haven’t ever updated
your OS, you should at least install
the service packs, which address the
most pressing stability and vulnera-
bility issues.

To enable automatic updates in
WinXP, right-click My Computer, se-
lect Properties, choose the Automatic
Updates tab, and click the Automatic
(Recommended) radio button. In

Vista, click the Start button, select
Control Panel, choose System And
Maintenance, and click Windows
Update. Next, select the Change
Settings link in the left-hand pane and
click the Install Updates Automatically
(Recommended) radio button.

Performance Enhancers
Once you’ve tried a few of these

performance-enhancing tips, use your
PC for a while to see if it’s more re-
sponsive. Depending on the hardware
(and its relative weaknesses) in your
system, some performance changes
may seem to make no impact at all,
while the benefits will be readily ap-
parent for others. The tools built into
Windows Task Manager can also help
you measure the impact of your
tweaks. As time progresses, you may
find that some adjustments, such as
reducing the visual effects, aren’t
worth the performance gains, and
continued tweaking is necessary. ❙❙

BY NATHAN LAKE

Malware Slowdowns
ELIMINATE 

There are many types of
malware, but nearly all

types will slow down your
PC as they run and attempt
to perform their nefarious
tasks. Removing malware
that’s stealing your system
resources can significantly
speed up your PC. Both
Windows XP and Windows
Vista can use Windows
Defender, a program that’s
designed to detect and
eliminate spyware (software
that secretly monitors your
computing activities to steal
personal information about
you) from your PC. To ac-
cess Windows Defender in
Vista, click Start, select
Control Panel, choose

Security, and click Windows
Defender. To use Windows
Defender in WinXP, you’ll
need to download Win-
dows Defender from
Microsoft’s Web site
(www.microsoft.com). 
Once Windows Defender 
is downloaded and installed,
click Start, choose All
Programs, and select
Windows Defender. 

Although Windows in-
tegrates an antispyware
utility, you’ll also want to
scan your PC for viruses,
adware (software that de-
livers ads when you surf
the Web), and other types
of malware. Most security
software publishers offer

suites that protect your PC
from all of the above, and
most also include firewall
and pop-blocker function-
ality to proactively protect
your computer. In general,
you’ll need a single suite or
a set of utilities that cover
antivirus, antispyware, ad-
ware blocking, pop-up
blocker, and firewall pro-
tection. By attempting to
block the malware before
it reaches your PC and
using antivirus and anti-
spyware tools to locate
and remove the sneakier
perpetrators, you can en-
sure the PC’s performance
isn’t being brought down
by unseen software. ❙
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Choosing the best time and day for Disk
Defragmenter to run in Vista will help ensure the files
on your hard drive are organized for fastest access.
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E asily navigating your way around
Windows is essential to becoming
an avid PC user. It’s important to

realize that you can configure Win-
dows to work the way you like to 
compute; in other words, you can cus-
tomize Windows in order to hear, see,
and use your PC more effectively.
You’ll need to perform some simple
steps to begin changing your settings in
both Windows XP and Windows Vista.
In WinXP, the Accessibility Options
allow you to adjust monitor and pe-
ripheral options. You can edit the same
types of accessibility preferences in
Vista via the Ease Of Access Center. 

Both of these tools are designed for
anyone with visual impairments or
hearing difficulties. If you have dis-
comfort when you move your mouse
or feel like you’re placing excess stress
on hands or arms, then personalizing
your Windows accessibility features
will take you another step toward im-
proving your computing experience.

Vista Ease 
Of Access Center

To find Vista’s Ease Of Access
Center, click the Start menu and se-
lect Control Panel. Locate the Ease Of

Access category and then click Ease
Of Access Center. The first panel
you’ll see is Quick Access To
Common Tools. If you’d like
Windows to read the entire section
aloud, you can roll your mouse
pointer over any subcategory and
listen as Windows scans and reads the
text automatically. To select an Ease
Of Access Tool, press the Spacebar as
you hear the tool’s name read out-
loud or see it highlighted. 

Before you dig deeper into the Ease
Of Access Center, you’ll want to decide
which settings are most appropriate
for the way you want to use your PC.
Click Get Recommendations To Make
Your Computer Easier To Use. Win-
dows will ask you five sets of questions
regarding the following subjects:
Eyesight, Dexterity, Hearing, Speech,
and Reasoning. For example, if you se-
lect the statement, Conversations Can
Be Difficult To Hear (Even With A
Hearing Aid) in the Hearing section,
Windows will recommend that you
Turn On Visual Notifications For
Sounds (Sound Sentry). In each one of
these sections, you have the option to
select checkboxes next to the state-
ments that apply to you. Click Next to
move from section to section; click
Done once you reach the last screen.

Get Comfortable With Your PC
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Windows will then take you to your
Recommended Settings. Here, you can
turn on any of the recommended pref-
erences and then click Save.

In the following four sections, we
break down the Common Tools in
the Vista Ease Of Access Center: Mag-
nifier, Narrator, On-Screen Keyboard,
and High Contrast.

Magnifier. The Magnifier program
enlarges portions of your screen so that
you can easily view smaller text. You
have the option to activate the Magni-
fier during your current session or au-
tomatically start it every time you log
on to your PC. Under Quick Access To
Common Tools, click Start Magnifier
to magnify the programs and applica-
tions you’re using at the moment. You
can edit the Presentation and Tracking
in the Magnifier window. Change the
Scale Factor from one to 16 times by
clicking the drop-down menu under
Presentation. By default, the Magnifier
follows the mouse cursor, keyboard se-
lection buttons, and text editing. To
change these settings, uncheck the as-
sociated checkbox in the Tracking sec-
tion. To activate the Magnifier to start
at every login, go to Explore All Set-
tings and select Make The Computer
Easier To See. Find the Make Things
On The Screen Larger section and se-
lect Turn On Magnifier. Click Save.

Narrator. Narrator functions as text-
to-speech software for users who may
have difficulty reading on-screen text.
When you start Narrator in your cur-
rent session, use the Microsoft Nar-
rator window to change the Main
Narrator Settings. By selecting the 

designated checkboxes, Narrator will
echo the user’s keystrokes, announce
messages, and inform you of scroll no-
tifications. Click the Voice Settings
button to adjust the speed, volume,
and pitch of Microsoft Anna’s voice.
To set up Narrator to play at each
login, go to Use The Computer With-
out A Display under Explore All Set-
tings and click the Turn On
Narrator checkbox; click Save.

On-Screen Keyboard. If
you find that you have some
trouble pressing the correct
keys or that you hold them

down for a bit too long, the
On-Screen Keyboard is an
ideal tool for avoiding the
manual strokes of the QWER-
TY board. You can change the layout
of the keyboard by clicking the
Keyboard menu and selecting En-
hanced Keyboard for an extended
layout or Standard Keyboard for basic
use. Additionally, you have the option
to adjust the on-screen keyboard to
Block Layout (in the Keyboard menu);
using this layout, the on-screen keys
are widened, which makes it easier for
the user to select each one individually. 

If you want to be sure that you’re
clicking the correct keys, go to Settings

and select Use Click Sound so you can
hear an audible click noise each time
you click a key with your mouse
pointer. Go to Explore All Settings,
Use The Computer Without A Mouse
Or Keyboard, and find Type Using A
Pointing Device in order to start the
On-Screen Keyboard automatically
every login session. To finish this

process, click Use On-Screen Key-
board and select Save.

High Contrast. Reading text on a
monitor can cause strain on almost
anyone’s eyes. Altering the contrast set-
tings changes the color scheme of text
and graphics on your monitor. Under
Quick Access To Common Tools, click
Set Up High Contrast. Select Choose A
High Contrast Color Scheme under the
High Contrast section. In the Appear-
ance Settings window, scroll through
the Color Scheme list and choose one
of the options. Click OK to apply high
contrast to your monitor’s settings.

To switch to your preferred high
contrast setting, use the keyboard
shortcut Left ALT-Left SHIFT-PRINT
SCREEN (located in the upper-right
corner of the keyboard). If you’d like
to receive a notification when turning
on this setting, select the checkbox
next to Display A Warning Message
When Turning A Setting On or Make
A Sound When Turning A Setting On
Or Off; click Save.

Some Web pages display unusually small text or images. When you encounter
these types of sites, remember that you can use the extra tools Internet

Explorer provides. 
Click the Page tab, located in the upper-right corner of the window, and se-

lect Zoom. Next, select a standardized zoom level between 50 and 400%. Or,
click Custom to set the Web page size ranging from 10 to 1,000%.

You can use the Text Size tool to adjust the size of text on a Web page. To use
this feature, click Page and select Text Size. There are five size options: Smallest,
Smaller, Medium, Larger, and Largest. ❙

Internet Explorer Zoom
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Text captions. In addition to Com-
mon Tools, you’re able to administrate
settings that will further personalize
your operating system. If you use
closed captioning while watching tele-
vision, then you’ll likely benefit from
the text captions setting. In the Ease 
Of Access Center, under Explore All
Settings, click Use Text Or Visual Al-
ternatives For Sounds. Select Turn On
Text Captions For Spoken Dialog
(When Available) and then click Save.
Keep in mind that only certain pro-
grams will use text captions to commu-
nicate audio information to the user.

Windows XP
Accessibility Options

Many of the Vista Ease Of Access
options are simply updates or minor
alterations of WinXP Accessibility
Options. In light of this, we’ll pri-
marily look at where you’ll find the ac-
cessibility settings in WinXP and then
compare some of the same options of-
fered in each operating system.

Accessibility Wizard. To set up indi-
vidual options for WinXP via the
Accessibility Wizard, go to Start, All
Programs, Accessories, Accessibility,
and click the Accessibility Wizard. In
the Accessibility Wizard dialog box,
begin by clicking Next. The Wizard will
ask you to click or use the arrow keys to
select the smallest text you can easily
read. Make your selection and then
click Next. The Display Settings dialog
box will now appear. Here, you can
choose among options to Change The
Font Size, Switch To A Lower Screen
Resolution, Use Microsoft Magnifier, or
Disable Personalized Menus. Select the
checkboxes next to your desired prefer-
ences and then click Next. In the Set
Wizard Options box, you will select the
specific statements that apply to your
vision, hearing, and mobility needs.

For example, if you select I Am Blind
Or Have Difficulty Seeing Things On
Screen and click Next, the Wizard will
first direct you to the Scroll Bar And
Window Border Size dialog box. Here,
you will choose the border size that’s

easiest for you to see; click Next. In the
following dialog box, you’ll select from
three icon sizes: normal, large, and extra
large. After clicking Next, the Wizard
will ask you to choose a high-contrast
color scheme. In the next dialog box,
you’ll choose a preferred mouse cursor
size and color. Lastly, you’ll move
sliders to adjust the cursor blink rate
and cursor width in Cursor Settings.
Upon completing the Accessibility
Wizard, Windows will list all of your
changes in a text box. Click Finish to
close out of the Accessibility Wizard. 

Accessibility tools. In WinXP, you’ll
find the Magnifier, Narrator, and On-
Screen Keyboard by opening the Start
menu and pointing to All Programs,
Accessories, and then selecting Access-
ibility. WinXP’s Magnifier lets you use
Tracking, Presentation, and  magnifica-
tion Level settings similar to Vista’s.
When you access the Magnifier, the
Magnifier Settings window opens auto-
matically. In the Presentation box, you
can choose to invert the colors on the
magnified region. The magnification
levels range from one to nine.

The Narrator in WinXP will an-
nounce events on-screen and read
typed characters, depending on which
checkboxes you select. You can also
choose options to Move Mouse Pointer
To The Active Item and Start Nar-
rator Minimized.

If you compare the On-Screen Key-
board in WinXP to that of Vista, there
are virtually no differences aside from
a change in style and color.

It’s All For You
Don’t overlook the benefits that

accessibility features offer. Once
you’ve found the most comfortable
way to compute, then you can con-
fidently explore new applications
and programs without the physi-
cal restraints. Taking the time to set
up these preferences can help you to 
become increasingly familiar with
your PC. ❙❙

by Joanna Safford

I f you prefer to use your mouse
infrequently, you can make

your own keyboard shortcuts for
opening a particular program. 
In our example, we’ll create a
shortcut for opening Windows
Media Player in Windows Vista.

• Click the Start menu.

• Click All Programs and locate
Windows Media Player.

• Right-click the program and se-
lect Properties.

• Choose the Shortcut tab; find
the Shortcut Key box.

• If this box says None, then you
can create a keyboard shortcut.

• Place your mouse cursor in the
Shortcut Key box and press W
on your keyboard; the box will
now say CTRL+ALT+W.

• Click OK.

• Press CTRL-ALT-W on your 
keyboard to open Windows
Media Player.

Keyboard
Shortcut

CREATE A

Boost Your PC’s Performance

The Shortcut Key box shows
whether Windows has assigned 
a keyboard shortcut to a program.
Once you create your own
shortcut, it will appear here.
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When it comes to system per-
formance, good hardware
will only take you so far. Im-

proper Windows configurations, hard
drive slowdowns due to inefficient file
management, and a host of other soft-
ware-related problems can make even
the fastest hardware slow to a crawl. 
Experts can use a host of individual
tweaking tools along with manual fixes
to keep everything optimized, but this
requires thorough knowledge of several
types of programs and can also be haz-
ardous to the health of your PC if
you’re not careful (see the “Registry
Cleaners: Are They Worth It?” sidebar
for details). To simplify things, consider
using a utility suite to hone the com-
puter’s performance.

There’s no such thing as a “stan-
dard” utility suite—all of them offer a
slightly different mix of optimization
tools, but there are some basic features
to look for when shopping for a suite.
Here’s a rundown of those basic fea-
tures, along with information on how
and why they improve overall com-
puter performance.

Hard Drive Defragmenters
When PC performance begins to lag,

most people think of processor speeds
or memory capacity as the culprits, but
these days, the biggest bottleneck in sys-
tem performance is the hard drive. The
hard drive operates much slower than
the other components it receives data
from and feeds data to, and any utility

that increases the efficiency of the hard
drive has a significant impact on overall
system speed.

Files are arranged on a hard drive in lit-
tle data blocks called clusters, and a single
file spans several clusters when stored. If
the clusters for a file are all located physi-
cally close together on the drive (ideally
positioned in a continuous line), the hard
drive can read them very quickly when
that file is accessed. Unfortunately, as files
are added to and removed from your
computer, gaps are created in the disk
structure, and new files fill those gaps
when they are installed. Eventually, clus-
ters for a file become scattered all over the
drive, so it takes a lot longer for the hard
drive to find and read them when they 
are accessed.

Defragmentation utilities (com-
monly called defraggers) rearrange
everything on the hard drive so that as
many files as possible are stored with all
of their clusters in a continuous line.
The best defragmentation algorithms
also compact files so there are no gaps
in the data stored on the hard drive,
meaning future files that are stored
there have a reduced likelihood of be-
coming fragmented.

A PC’s Performance Toolkit
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Memory 
Optimization Tools

Many utility suites claim to optimize
the computer’s RAM, speeding it up or
making more of it available for pro-
grams. Sometimes, Windows doesn’t
free up RAM that was used by pro-
grams that you’ve already shut down,
making less RAM available for every-
thing else; good memory optimiza-
tion tools automatically free that RAM.

Many memory optimizers also claim to
defragment memory using techniques
similar to hard drive defragmenters, but
in testing, we didn’t notice any per-
formance improvement from this type
of optimization.

Cleaning Tools
As you use the Internet and install

and uninstall software, a variety of
temporary and other useless files ac-
cumulate on your hard drive, taking

up space and causing unnecessary
clutter that makes the hard drive take
longer to access files that are impor-
tant. Most utility suites come with ad-
vanced hard drive cleaning tools that
remove all of these needless files 
without deleting anything that is im-
portant. Most also include Registry
cleaners, which are discussed in the
“Registry Cleaners: Are They Worth
It?” sidebar.

File Management Tools
When you delete a file from Win-

dows—even from the Recycling Bin—
it isn’t truly deleted. Instead, the
information Windows needs to find the
file is erased, so as far as Windows is
concerned, the file is gone and the hard
drive space the file used is now avail-
able. A good system utility suite takes
this into consideration and comes with
file recovery tools that can “undelete” a
deleted file. Also, look for file shredding
utilities that overwrite files you delete
with random data so that they can’t be
recovered at all (even if a file recovery
tool is used).

Startup Program 
Managers

Some programs are configured to
load automatically as soon as Windows
loads, but very few of these startup pro-
grams are necessary. As they accumu-
late, they cause boot times to increase
dramatically, so that a computer that
took only a few seconds to boot when it
was brand-new eventually requires sev-
eral minutes before Windows is fully
functional. Worst of all, many of these
startup programs remain running in
the background, robbing system re-
sources from important programs that
you actually use.

Startup managers identify all soft-
ware that loads automatically and let
you selectively disable useless entries.
The best startup managers come with
detailed information about what com-
pany a startup program came from and
what its intended purpose is, so that
you can determine whether the pro-
gram belongs on the startup list.
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The Registry is ar-
guably the most im-

portant file on a
Windows-based com-
puter. It is a large data-
base that stores
Windows settings, pro-
gram options, and hard-
ware data by using little
chunks of text called
keys and subkeys. When-
ever you make an adjust-
ment in Windows, it is
immediately reflected in
the Registry so that in
the future, Windows “re-
members” all of your
preferences. 

As you use Windows,
change settings, and in-
stall software and hard-
ware, the Registry
database expands, and 
as it increases in size,
Windows takes longer to
both load it and search
through it. Another prob-
lem is that if programs or
hardware are not unin-
stalled properly, keys as-
sociated with them may
not be erased. These
needless entries con-
tribute to the overall size
of the Registry without
serving any useful pur-
pose, but purging them

by hand is nearly impossi-
ble because it is difficult
to tell where the keys are
installed, let alone how
many keys were associ-
ated with the now-absent
software or hardware.

A good Registry
cleaner finds and deletes
all extraneous Registry
entries to eliminate the
guesswork from choosing
entries that are safe to re-
move vs. those that are
vital for the operation of
Windows, the PC’s hard-
ware, or the PC’s soft-
ware. Some Registry
cleaners also promise to
defragment the Registry,
rearranging the database
so that related keys are
located closer to one an-
other. This is usually cou-
pled with a utility that
compacts the Registry, re-
moving dead space left
behind after the keys are
rearranged so that the
Registry takes up less
space and allows Win-
dows to search it faster. 

The Registry is an in-
credibly dangerous place
to muck around. Edit an
important setting in the
wrong way or delete the

wrong setting, and Win-
dows can become unsta-
ble or refuse to boot at
all. Performing advanced
operations in the Reg-
istry, such as compacting
or defragmenting it, also
have the potential to
corrupt the Registry if
they are not completed
properly (for example, 
if the computer loses
power at a critical point
during the procedure). A
corrupt Registry often
means Windows won’t
boot, and you’ll need to
reinstall Windows or
somehow restore a
working copy of the 
Registry in order to ac-
cess your computer.

If you decide to use
any Registry tools, be
sure they have Registry
backup and recovery ap-
plications that can make
a copy of the existing
Registry and also restore
it if something goes awry.
It is possible to manually
make Registry backups,
but if you don’t have a
tool that will replace a
corrupt Registry with the
backed up copy, the
backup is worthless. ❙

Are They Worth It?
REGISTRY CLEANERS: 
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System Tweaking Tools
Windows has hundreds of settings

under the hood that are inaccessible to
all but expert users who know how to
adjust them manually. Many system
utilities come with tweaking tools that
make these types of options accessible
from a simple point-and-click graph-
ical interface, and good tools fully ex-
plain each setting so you don’t
accidentally disable something impor-
tant. Examples include Internet
tweaking tools that speed up your In-
ternet connection or provide access to
more simultaneous downloads, and 

Windows tweaking tools that let you
adjust options such as the speed of the
Start menu.

Utility Suites 
Roundup

Dozens of utility suites are available,
but not all come with a useful mix of
tools. Those worthy of your considera-
tion are detailed below, and keep in
mind that we mainly focus on versions
that do not come with antivirus or an-
tispyware utilities (see the “More Isn’t
Always Better” sidebar for details). If it
is important to you that these tools are
integrated with your utility suite, check
the manufacturer’s Web site to see if
versions are available that support
those features.

Fix-It Utilities 8 Professional
Avanquest Software
$49.95
www.avanquest.com

This software lets you choose one of
several preconfigured profiles to auto-
matically adjust settings based on the way
you use the computer, and the included
Startup Manager categorizes all startup
programs and provides detailed informa-
tion for each entry on the list. Registry
and hard drive cleaning tools are also in-
cluded, and the suite comes with a Jet De-
frag tool that defragments the hard drive
using different methods than the defrag

tool that comes with Windows
and also allows for drive de-
fragmentation scheduling.

A number of file tools are available
that let you securely delete or recover
accidentally deleted files or clean up the
hard drive. The included UndoIt tool
can also reverse any changes that Fix-It
makes. Antivirus and antispyware pro-
tection and a firewall are also included,
but they don’t have to be installed to use
the suite’s other features.

Glary Utilities
Glarysoft
Free
www.glaryutilities.com

There are tons of free utilities that
specialize in a single task, but Glary

Utilities is one of the few useful util-
ity suites available that doesn’t cost a
cent. A commercial version is available
($39.95; Glary Utilities Pro), but the
free version has so much going for it
that few users will need to upgrade.

The suite includes customizable
cleaning tools for your hard drive, Reg-
istry, and shortcuts. It also comes with a
startup program manager. The suite can
delete history files to cover your tracks,
find duplicate files, securely delete files,
recover files that were deleted acciden-
tally, and encrypt your data, just to
name a few of its file-related tools. The
included Uninstall Manager is much
faster than the similar tool integrated
into Windows, and a Memory Opti-
mizer is also included.

Norton SystemWorks
Basic Edition
Symantec
$49.99
www.symantec.com

System Works Basic Edition
can find and fix hard drive er-
rors and also defragment the
hard drive for improved per-
formance. A startup program
manager is included, as are
hard drive cleanup tools that
can remove unused Internet

files, Windows temporary files,
and Registry entries. There is
also a System Optimizer tool
designed to provide a simple in-

terface for accessing several Win-
dows settings that are otherwise
scattered and difficult to find.

System Mechanic 8
iolo Technologies
$49.95
www.iolo.com

The most recent version of System
Mechanic is one of the most full-featured
suites you’ll find, and its ActiveCare 2.0
technology lets it automatically optimize
your PC during idle periods. It comes
with a number of defragmentation tools
and can defragment both the hard drive
and the Registry. Drive cleaning tools for
removing temporary Windows files and

Boost Your PC’s Performance

Fix-It’ s interface is simple enough for 
beginners, but there are plenty of options 
for experts, as well.

SystemWorks Basic Edition is the only version of 
Norton SystemWorks that doesn’ t come with 

antivirus and antispyware.
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needless Internet files are included, and
the software can also scan the hard drive
for errors and repair them before they
cause major problems. The suite can fur-
ther increase system performance using
an Internet speed-booster and a full-fea-
tured startup program manager.

TuneUp Utilities 2008
TuneUp Distribution
$49.95
www.tune-up.com

Calling TuneUp Utilities 2008 a
no-frills suite seems kind of silly,
considering it has a great number
of useful features, but compared to
“do-everything” products that are
loaded down with antivirus, anti-
spyware, and other programs, this
one seems positively streamlined.
The straightforward interface pro-
vides easy access to tools such as a
drive defragmentation scheduler, a
startup program manager, an In-
ternet speed-tuner, a hard drive
cleaner, and multiple file utilities. 

WinOptimizer 5
Ashampoo
$49.99
www.ashampoo.com

WinOptimizer’s basic interface is
incredibly streamlined, and there’s a

big 1-Click Optimization button for
those who would prefer to leave all the
work up to the software. Hidden be-
neath this simple surface, however, are
enough options to please even the
most advanced users. The suite has
hard drive and Registry cleaners and
also comes with a startup
manager. An Internet
tuner is provided that
can handle optimizations

automatically, and a Tweaking menu
grants access to all sorts of options
that are normally buried within the
Windows Registry.

Wopti Utilities
Wopti Technologies
$39.95
en.wopti.net

This suite comes with an Opti Wiz-
ard feature that guides you through the 

optimization process, but it is most
notable for its extensive manual

tweaking tools. It comes with Registry,
drive, and Internet cleaning tools; a
software uninstall utility; and a hard
drive defragmenter. A Disk Doctor tool
detects and repairs hard drive errors, a
startup manager is included, and mul-
tiple settings are available that let you
speed up Desktop tasks, such as open-
ing menu items. One of the nicest fea-
tures is an Internet accelerator that lets
you choose the type of connection you
use and then automatically optimizes
settings based on your selection.

Disaster Recovery
Many of the commercial tools dis-

cussed in this article let you create a re-
covery CD or DVD that restores
Windows to working condition if dis-
aster strikes. If this option is available,
use it immediately and periodically cre-
ate new recovery discs so you always
have one that is up-to-date. ❙❙

by Tracy Baker
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TuneUp Utilities comes with 
performance-enhancing options that
can make a noticeable difference in your PC.

Wopti Utilities’  interface looks as though it is aimed only
at experts, but tools such as the Network Optimization do

all of the hard work for you.

More Isn’t Always Better
Every computer user

needs antivirus soft-
ware to keep malicious
files at bay and protect
his privacy, but it isn’t al-
ways a good idea
to rely on your
utility suite
for this task.
Antispyware
applications
built into
suites aren’t nec-
essarily an issue, because
it is OK (and often rec-
ommended) to run 
multiple antispyware

applications on the same
computer, but you can
only have one antivirus
program installed; there-
fore, you want to make

sure it is the best
one available.

The best an-
tivirus pro-
grams tend 
to change

throughout the
years, so it is often

a good idea to divorce
your utility suite from
your antivirus software.
If you decide to use a

utility suite that has an
antivirus component, be
sure not to install that
part of the package
when setting up the
software if you already
have an antivirus appli-
cation installed. If you
don’t have antivirus in-
stalled, research the best
options at the Smart
Computing Web site
(www.smartcomputing
.com) to see if the one 
included with your 
chosen utility suite 
is competitive. ❙
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A t some point, virtually every com-
puter user becomes frustrated
with his computer’s lack of speed.

Web pages seem to take a little too long to
load, opening applications becomes a
waiting game, and attaching files to an
email is a lengthy process. 

The best way to speed up a com-
puter’s lagging performance is to up-
grade its memory. Computers are full of
performance bottlenecks, whether it’s
caused by graphics power, processor
speed, or the motherboard’s FSB (front
side bus), but memory, or RAM, is usu-
ally one of the biggest culprits.

A computer cannot operate without
RAM. Whenever you perform any task

on a computer, the necessary data is
temporarily stored in RAM, which is
solid-state storage, and therefore offers
much faster read and write times than a
hard drive. 

Not many hardware upgrades can
claim this, but new or additional mem-
ory is basically a silver bullet for improv-
ing your PC’s speed and performance.
Considering that memory is relatively in-
expensive and supremely easy to install,
an upgrade is a worthwhile endeavor.

When You Need 
More Memory

If your computer begins to run a lit-
tle slowly but you have enough memory 

installed, chances are your computer will
kick in to gear once you perform some
robust maintenance. But, if you still feel
as though your computer is too slow
even after some PC cleanup, it’s likely you
could benefit from a memory upgrade. 

There isn’t a “magic number” for how
much RAM your computer should have.
For some people with older machines,
512MB may be enough—even newer
systems can sometimes squeak by on
512MB. But if you push your system  by
watching video or editing photos, for ex-
ample, you’re going to need at least 1GB. 

If you’re running Windows Vista with
anything less than 1GB, you should up-
grade. Technically, a system with 512MB
of RAM qualifies as “Vista-capable,” but
you’re doing yourself a disservice if you
have less than 1GB.

That said, 2GB of RAM is plenty for
most users. Many motherboards support
4GB, 8GB, and even 16GB, but unless
you’re using extremely memory-inten-
sive applications, you’ll be wasting your
money if you want to upgrade past 2GB.

Identify Your Memory
Determining what type of memory

you currently have and what type you
need is actually the most difficult part
of the process. There are several types
of RAM available, and to the untrained

On Your Computer, That Is
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eye, they all look very similar. Thus, you
must be very sure of what you have and
what you need before you buy.

Usually, when you want informa-
tion about hardware on your computer, 
a brief visit to the Windows Device 
Manager does the trick. However, you 
can’t determine much of anything about 
your installed memory from the Device 
Manager; you either need to open up the
computer case to look at the actual RAM
sticks or download a program such as PC
Wizard (free; www.cpuid.com). 

PC Wizard offers as much informa-
tion about your system as you could
ever want. Once it’s installed and run-
ning, click the Mainboard icon on the
left menu and then select Physical
Memory. Click the Information tab;
under General Information, you’ll see
how many memory slots you have and
how much RAM is in each one. Below
that, you can find tons of information
on the DIMMs (dual in-line memory
modules) in each slot, including the
manufacturer and memory type.

Take note of the manufacturer, type,
amount, and speed of RAM you have. For
example, you might find that you have
1GB (or 1,024MB, which is the same
thing) of OCZ (PC3200) DDR400. 

In this example, OCZ is the
manufacturer. Determining how
much RAM you have installed is
easy, but be sure to account for
multiple DIMMs. You may have
1GB total, but that number could
come from one 1GB DIMM or
two 512MB DIMMs. DDR (dou-
ble-data-rate) is the type of RAM;
other common types are SDRAM
(synchronous dynamic RAM)
and DDR2 (double-data-rate 2).
The “400” in DDR400 stands for
400MHz—the higher the num-
ber, the faster the RAM. Of-
ten, you’ll see something such as
PC3200 along with DDR400; the
former is simply another name
for the same product. 

Buying New Memory
Now that you know what type

of memory you need, it’s time to

go shopping. Some memory manufac-
turers, such as Kingston (www.kingston
.com) and Crucial (www.crucial.com),
offer a search function on their Web sites
so you can easily locate the type of RAM
you need. You can often buy directly
from the manufacturer online, but you
can also shop around at local retailers or
online merchants. To ensure compat-
ibility, it’s best to buy from the same
manufacturer when purchasing multiple
DIMMs. RAM is fairly inexpensive; you
can spend a few hundred bucks on a
powerful, high-capacity dual-channel kit,
but you can also get an impressive up-
grade for under $100.

Once you find compatible memory,
it’s time to think about capacity. You
need to decide how much RAM
you need, how fast it should be,
and if you’re adding to your cur-
rent memory or replacing it 
altogether. Next, consider the
different ways you can go about

getting it. Suppose you wanted 2GB of
RAM. You could purchase one 2GB
module; two 1GB modules; or if you
have four DIMM slots (most mother-
boards have between two and four), you
could even have four 512MB modules. 

Laptop Memory
HOW TO UPGRADE 

Upgrading the mem-
ory on a laptop is as

easy as doing so on a desk-
top computer. You can
use the same methods de-
scribed in this article to
identify the type of mem-
ory you have, determine
whether you need a mem-
ory upgrade, and purchase
new memory. 

One difference is that
RAM sticks for laptops are
considerably smaller than
those for desktops, so you
need to be sure that you
get memory specifically for
notebooks. These are

called SODIMMs (small
outline dual in-line mem-
ory modules). Some lap-
tops also use micro-
DIMMs, which are even
smaller than SODIMMS.

Installing the memory in
a laptop requires that you
locate the compartment
that houses it. With your
laptop off and unplugged,
flip it over and look for
covers that are held on to
the case with screws. There
may be several covers, but
one of the smaller ones will
most likely be covering the
RAM. Remove the plate.

Every notebook is differ-
ent, but you’ll probably
have to undo a catch of
some kind. The modules
will pop up at about a 45-
degree angle. Pull the old
ones out, pop the new
ones in, and reverse all the
above steps.

Note that on MacBooks,
the RAM sticks are located
in the same compartment
as the battery and hard
drive. You’ll have to re-
move the cover, the bat-
tery, and then an L-shaped
bracket to get to those
memory sticks. ❙
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You
can get
enough information
about what type of memory
you have from the DIMM (dual in-line
memory module) itself.

Before you open up your PC, 
turn off the power, unplug the

computer’ s power cord, 
and touch a metal part of the

case to discharge static electricity.
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If you’re planning to add more mem-
ory later, leave some DIMM slots open.
Also, consider that if you want a little
extra performance boost, you can use
dual-channel memory if your mother-
board supports it. Dual-channel mod-
ules are most commonly available from 
manufacturers in “kits,” or pairs, so hav-
ing two 1GB dual-channel modules will 
actually give you slightly better per-
formance than a single 2GB stick. Most
motherboards have color-coded memory
slots so it’s easy to tell where the pair 
goes. For example, if there are four slots, 
two of them may be orange while the
other two are blue. If you have a pair of
DIMMs, you’ll probably put them in ei-
ther both orange slots or both blue slots.

Finally, get the fastest
RAM you can afford, but
bear in mind that it will only
be as fast as your mother-
board allows. Consult your
motherboard’s manual or visit the manu-
facturer’s Web site to find out what mem-
ory speeds your motherboard supports. 

Installation
To install your new RAM, first power

down your computer and switch off the
power supply. Remove the side of the
computer case; you may need to remove
a couple of screws to do this. Before 
you touch anything inside the computer,
ground yourself by touching a metal part
of the case to discharge any static electric-
ity. You may also want to wear an antista-
tic wrist strap just to be safe. Memory
sticks are especially sensitive to static elec-
tricity, so leave them in their antistatic
bags until it’s necessary to remove them. 

Locate the memory slots on the
motherboard. These are easy to find, 
especially because they already have
memory modules in them. If you’re re-
placing the memory sticks, push in the
two tabs on either side of the memory
slot. The old modules should pop right
out. (Otherwise, leave the old modules
alone, unless you need to put them in a
different slot.) Being sure to line up the
notch on the module with the one on
the memory slot, gently but firmly push
the new DIMM into place. The tabs will
lock, holding the DIMMs firmly. Check
to be sure you have a snug connec-
tion—loose RAM will cause problems.

Perform the same actions for any ad-
ditional memory modules, replace the

side cover of the case, and turn on the
power supply. You have now installed
your new memory.

Troubleshooting
Once you’ve installed your new RAM

and booted your computer, you shouldn’t
have to do anything else except enjoy the
increased speed of your PC. However, you
should check to be sure that all the mem-
ory is actually working. Sometimes, if one
of the modules fails, your computer may
continue to function without any errors,
but the performance boost you were hop-
ing for will be nonexistent.

This is easy enough to check. In Vista,
click Start, Control Panel, and System
And Maintenance (Performance And

Maintenance in Windows XP). Click
System. Under the System heading (se-
lect the General tab in WinXP), you can
see how much RAM your computer
recognizes. If you installed, say, 2GB of
memory but the computer says you
only have 1GB, chances are one of the
modules is not seated correctly. This is
a very easy fix. With the computer shut
down and the power supply off, open
the case and reseat the RAM sticks. 
Reboot the computer and repeat the
above process.

If reseating the modules doesn’t work,
you may have a bad memory slot. If your
computer has four DIMM slots, try shift-
ing both DIMMs to the other two slots
and repeat the above procedure. If the

computer won’t start at all,
one of the DIMMs may be
bad. Remove one and try
to power up the computer.

Repeat this process with the
other module if necessary. If the com-
puter boots with one DIMM but not the
other, you have a bad memory module,
and it needs to be replaced.

Bad memory can also cause shutdowns
and error messages. Search the RAM
manufacturer’s Web site or search Google
for any error messages you receive to look
for a solution—if it’s a known problem,
you’ll find plenty of hits.

Chances are, though, that your mem-
ory installation will be quick, painless,
and error-free. Spend a little money on
some new RAM, install it in seconds,
and watch your computer’s perform-
ance take off. ❙❙

by Seth Colaner

To remove the installed DIMMs,
push down on the two tabs; the
modules should pop right out.

When installing dual-channel RAM,
be sure to put the matched pair in
the color-coded motherboard slots.
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F rom digital cameras to mobile
phones, flash memory cards have
become the commonplace storage

medium in portable electronics. And
while you can transfer files to and from
most gadgets by connecting the device
to your PC via USB, the proliferation of
USB-based mice, keyboards, printers,
and other peripherals means that USB
ports are often in short supply.

Adding a memory card reader does
away with the need to connect port-
able devices to your USB ports—help-
ing to free up ports and reduce cable
clutter. You can also install extra USB
and FireWire ports to save time from
switching the peripherals connected to

your PC. In this article, we’ll cover
what you’ll need in order to add sup-
port for memory cards, USB ports,
and FireWire ports to help boost your
PC’s connectivity.

Reader Rewards
Without a memory card reader, you’ll

be taking a few extra steps each time you
transfer files on and off your memory
card. For instance, when transferring
photos from your digital camera to your
computer, you’d connect the camera 
to your PC, open photo-management 
software, and use the application’s file 
transfer tools. With a memory card
reader—either internal or external—you

simplify the im-
age transfer process. Insert
your memory card into the
reader, open Windows Explorer, select
the drive for the memory card reader
(typically titled Removable Disk), and
copy the files to your PC.

Card Reader Options
External memory card readers are

available in a wide variety of shapes and
sizes. Some models, such as the 61-in-1
USB2 Card Reader from Trust ($33.99;
www.trust.com), let you copy files from
nearly every type of memory card. Other
external card readers only read one or a
few types of memory cards. For instance,
the MobileLite ($10; www.kingston.com)
is a flash drive-sized external card reader
that accepts both SD (Secure Digital) and
MMC (MultiMediaCard) formats. For
convenience, many portable card readers
feature an integrated USB plug, so you
don’t need to use a cable to connect the
reader to your PC.

If you’re in the market for a printer or
USB hub, you may opt for a model with
an integrated card reader. For instance,
the USB 2.0 Hub & Card Reader from 
Iogear ($49.95; www.iogear.com) offers
six USB 2.0 ports and support for 12
types of memory cards. Photo printers
commonly offer memory card slots to let

Add Memory Card Slots, 
USB Ports & FireWire Ports
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you print photos without the need for a
PC, and you can also use the printer’s
memory card slots to transfer files to and
from your memory cards. The Epson
Stylus NX400 ($99.99; www.epson.com),
for instance, includes support for CF
(CompactFlash), MS (Memory Stick),
SD, and xD (eXtreme Digital)-Picture
Card formats.

If you’d prefer the clean look of an in-
ternal memory card reader, you can in-
stall one into a free CD or DVD drive bay
at the front of your desktop PC. Typically,
internal memory card readers are de-
signed to fit into 3.5-inch bay openings
(same size as a floppy drive), rather than
the full-sized 5.25-inch bays (same size as
a CD/DVD drive). If your PC only offers
5.25-inch bays, you can purchase a bay
adapter and bay cover to properly fit the
3.5-inch card reader. If you currently use
the 3.5-inch floppy drive on your PC, you
can invest in a new card reader that in-
cludes both memory card slots and a
floppy drive, such as Rosewill’s RCR-
FD200 ($49.99; www.rosewill.com).

In addition to a free bay, your mother-
board must have an open internal USB
port or 4-pin USB header (a group of
metal pins) to attach the card reader’s
cable connector. Typically, USB headers
are blue color-coded and feature a silk-
screened label, such as USB3&4. If two
numbers are listed, the header provides
support for two USB ports. An internal
USB port looks like a typical USB
port, but it’s inside the case. If you
don’t have any free internal USB
ports or headers, install an ex-
pansion card that provides the
connection type you want. For ex-
ample, the Siig USB 2.0 5-Port
PCI card ($29.99; www.siig.com)
connects to a PCI (Peripheral
Component Interconnect) slot on
your motherboard and includes a
4-pin internal USB header and in-
ternal USB port (you can use one
or the other), as well as four exter-
nal USB ports.

When shopping for an inter-
nal memory card reader, you may
also want to look for a unit that
provides additional connectivity

options. For exam-
ple, the FP34 ($39.99;
www.silverstonetek
.com) from Silver-
Stone includes sup-
port for 26 types of
memory cards, as well as two USB, one
mini USB, one 6-pin FireWire,
one 4-pin FireWire, and two
audio ports.

Installation
For an external memory

card reader, the installation
process consists of connecting the
reader to a USB port on your PC. That’s
it. For internal memory card readers, start
by turning off your PC and unplugging
the power cable. Open the side of the case
and touch a bare surface on a grounded
metal object or wear an antistatic wrist
strap to avoid electrical shock that can
ruin the hardware inside your PC.

Depending on whether you’re swap-
ping out hardware or using a free bay,
you’ll need to either remove the exist-
ing 3.5-inch floppy drive or pop off the
bay cover. To take out a floppy drive, re-
move the screws that hold the floppy
drive inside the drive cage, disconnect
the drive’s connection to the mother-
board, and pull the drive from the bay.
If you have to take off a bay cover, you’ll
need to pop out or unscrew the filler
plate. In addition, install the 5.25-inch

Boost Your
Notebook’s Connectivity
External memory card

readers, USB hubs, and
FireWire hubs are ideal for
providing additional con-
nectivity options on a note-
book. But if you’d rather not
travel with extra peripher-
als, you can invest in an Ex-
pressCard or PCMCIA
(Personal Computer Mem-
ory Card International As-
sociation) PC Card adapter
that integrates support for
the input and options you

need. For instance, the
Multi Card ExpressCard
Adapter ($17.29; www.san
disk.com) from SanDisk
gives you support for SD
(Secure Digital) and SDHC
(SD High Capacity) cards in
the miniSD, microSD, and
standard SD sizes.

There are a wide variety
of USB and FireWire
adapters, including models
that offer both USB and
FireWire ports. Zonet’s

ZUC2700 ($29.99; www
.zonetusa.com), for exam-
ple, offers two USB ports,
one 4-pin FireWire port,
and one 6-pin FireWire
port. If you primarily use
your notebook as a desk-
top replacement, consider
purchasing a notebook
docking station, which
adds ports and lets you
quickly connect and dis-
connect peripherals from
your notebook. ❙

Boost Your PC’s Performance

External memory card readers, such as
the 61-in-1 USB2 Card Reader from Trust,

are easy to hook up and typically
portable enough to carry in a travel bag.

adapter bracket in the bay before you
attempt to install the media card reader.

Slide the memory card reader—cables
first—into the 3.5-inch bay. Align the
screw holes on the card reader with the
mounting holes in the drive bay and at-
tach the screws to the side of the drive.
Once the reader is secure, connect the
cable to a 4-pin USB header or internal
USB port inside your case. Note that on a
4-pin USB header, the terminal with the
red wire must connect to the pin on the
motherboard that provides power. Refer-
ence your motherboard’s documentation
to determine which pin—either the far
right or far left pin—provides the power.
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Boost Your PC’s Performance

Close the case, plug in the power
cord, and start your PC. Typically, you
won’t need to install any drivers to use
the memory card reader (USB mass
storage drivers are built into Windows
XP and Windows Vista), but if your in-
ternal card reader includes other fea-
tures, such as a 3.5-inch floppy drive,
you may need to install drivers to uti-
lize the tools. To see if the memory card
reader is recognized, open Windows
Explorer and look for your new remov-
able storage drive.

Extra USB Hookups
Although many internal memory card

readers include one or more USB ports,
you may prefer to have more permanent
USB devices connect at the rear of your
PC, where the cords won’t be front and
center. Typically, add-in USB cards
connect to a PCI slot on your
motherboard and fit into the
expansion slot brackets on
your PC’s rear chassis. If
you’d rather not work in-
side your PC to add USB
ports, you can purchase
an external USB hub.

The primary downside
to an external USB hub is
that all the devices con-
nected to the hub share
power and bandwidth,
and you may see a de-
crease in efficiency or lose
connection to a device
while multiple peripher-
als are working at the
same time. To install an
add-in USB card on your
PC, turn off your PC, un-
plug the power cord, and
open the case. Use a Phil-
lips screwdriver to remove

the screws from the
blank slot bracket next
to the PCI slot where
you’ll install the USB expansion card.

Take off the bracket and touch a piece
of metal on the case to ground yourself.
Line up the connector on the card with
the motherboard’s PCI slot and gently
press the expansion card into the slot.
Once the card is securely seated, screw
the add-in card’s metal bracket to the

case’s rear chassis. Re-
place the side panel, con-
nect the power plug, and
turn on the PC. Windows
should recognize the new
USB ports and install the
appropriate drivers.

Where’s The
FireWire?

FireWire-based devices
can connect to each other
in a series, so adding extra
FireWire ports isn’t always
as necessary as adding
USB ports. Like a USB
hub, a chain of FireWire
devices share the same
bandwidth, so if speed 
is important, you may 
prefer to install additional
ports via expansion slots
at the rear of your PC or
in a free bay on the front
panel. External FireWire

hubs are ideal if you can’t daisy chain your
FireWire devices and want an easy way to
add extra FireWire ports to your PC.

Many FireWire cards and hubs also
include extra USB ports. For example,
the RC-110-LX ($17.99) from Rosewill
includes two 6-pin FireWire ports, three
external USB ports, and one internal
USB port. Iogear’s USB 2.0/FireWire
Combo Hub ($39.95) provides three 6-
pin FireWire ports and four USB ports.

Front-panel FireWire ports fit into
your PC the same as internal memory
card readers, but you’ll need to make
the internal connection to a FireWire
header on your motherboard, rather
than an internal USB connector or 4-
pin USB header. The installation pro-
cess for an add-in FireWire card is the
same as an add-in USB card. To install
an external FireWire hub, just connect a
FireWire cable between FireWire ports
on your PC and hub.

Clutter Cleanup
One of the most efficient ways to tidy

the cables around your PC is to group
the cables for the devices you rarely dis-
connect, such as your mouse, keyboard,
and printer, near each other on your
PC’s rear ports. If you have ports avail-
able at the front panel or a separate sec-
tion of the rear chassis, then you won’t
have to spend time searching for the ap-
propriate cable that runs to your digital
camera, camcorder, or portable music
player. If you never unplug certain de-
vices, you may also consider using wire
ties or wrap-around sleeves to tame
your cables. ❙❙

by Nathan Lake

For multifunctional convenience,
some peripheral devices, such as
the USB 2.0 Hub & Card Reader
from Iogear, include memory
card slots.

Some internal 
memory card readers
include a number of
connectivity options.
For instance, the SilverStone
FP34 seen here provides support for
memory cards, USB, FireWire, and audio ports.

The 4-pin USB header on
the motherboard is where

you’ ll attach the 
connector for a front-

panel memory card
reader or USB port.
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A dvertising funds much of the Internet, but
sometimes advertisers take advantage of the

deal with obnoxious banners, garish sidebars,
floating annoyances, and other elements that not
only detract from the Web page you want to read
but actually hinder viewing. Unlike with media of
yore, advertisements on the Web are not some-
thing you just have to put up with. You are theo-
retically in control of everything displayed on
your own computer.

For example, most browsers already have the
built-in capability to stop the scourge of pop-up
ads. In Firefox, for instance, click Tools, Options,
and select the Content tab to be sure your pop-up
blocker is enabled. In Internet Explorer, go to
Tools, Internet Options, and select the Turn On
Pop-up Blocker checkbox found in the Privacy tab.

Dealing with in-page ads requires additional
ad-blocking software. Ad-blockers aren’t perfect,
but with a little fine-tuning they can take care of
the worst desktop nuisances.

Firefox 

More than a few ad blockers are available as
Firefox extensions. Among the most popular is
ABP (Adblock Plus; adblockplus.org), a free add-
on that banishes ads according to filtering rules.

Once the Adblock Plus extension is downloaded
and installed, you’ll
see a button that looks
like a stop sign in the
main Firefox toolbar.
Click the button to 
see a list of all poten-
tially blockable ele-
ments on the current
page. Right-click items
in the list to block
them or build filter

rules to block other elements.
Building your own filters can seem a bit com-

plicated; beginners who want to get rid of as
many ads as possible can take a shortcut by sub-
scribing to someone else’s filter list. To load a
prebuilt filter list, point your browser to adblock
plus.org/en/subscriptions, where the Adblock de-
veloper offers known filter lists available for
download. We had good luck with EasyList, a
general ad-blocking list.

Filter rules could potentially remove content you
personally want to see. If you want to make sure
you can view a particular page regardless of your
filter list, you can switch ABP off and on by clicking
the red stop sign button.

You can also set ABP to disable itself for speci-
fied Web addresses. Click the Adblocker menu and
choose to disable ABP for the exact page you are
viewing or for the entire site. Adblocker remembers
your settings and will let the advertising flow next
time you come back to the same site.

Internet Explorer

Internet Explorer users don’t have quite as many
ad-blocking options, but we found IE7Pro (free;
www.ie7pro.com). IE7Pro is a comprehensive
package of various add-ons and fixes. Blocking ads
is just one job in IE7Pro’s portfolio. The program
also brings new features to tabbed browsing, adds
mouse gestures and crash recovery, and makes
other improvements to the browser. The various
IE7Pro features can be turned off if you are only in-
terested in the ad-blocking capability.

IE7Pro attempts to block all forms of advertising
with a long list of default filter rules. That gusto can
go a little too far and snare some content you’d ac-
tually like to see. As with Adblocker Plus, however,
you can turn off IE7Pro for particular pages. While
you’re visiting such a page, right-click the IE7Pro
icon in the browser status bar, select AD Blocker,
and choose Don’t Filter This Site. You can also
choose View Filter Info to see all of the elements on
a site and whether the program is blocking them.

You’ll find more AD Blocker settings on the
main IE7Pro preferences screen (right-click the
IE7Pro icon and select Preferences). AD Blocker’s
main default filters can also be turned off in case
you want to write your own rules to filter only a
few select types of ads.

Stay Tuned

Ad-blocking software doesn’t remove all adver-
tisements from your browser, but it can make a big
difference. If you have a low threshold for an-
noying dancing mortgage-rate ads, give an ad
blocker a try. ❙❙

BY ALAN PHELPS
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Adblock Plus, a
free Firefox 
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page layouts.
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T he nature of Excel workbooks and worksheets
can be confusing, especially because many

people use the terms interchangeably. These are
actually two different things: One makes up the
other. This month, we’ll help you make sense of
which is which and how you can manage them.

A workbook is what you probably think of as 
a standalone Excel
file, such as Budget.
xlsx. Workbooks are
what you see listed
in your file directory
whenever you are
choosing which Ex-
cel  f i le  to open.
Worksheets are the
individual pages
within a workbook.
By default, a work-
book includes three
worksheets, which

you can access through the tabs at the bottom of
the screen labeled Sheet1, Sheet2, and Sheet3.

Working with multiple worksheets in a single
workbook makes it easy to coordinate related
groups of data. You could keep different work-
sheets for each quarter of a year, for example. Or
you may want to store different forms of the same
data on different worksheets, such as numbers on
one sheet and graphs on another.

Create New Workbooks

Creating a new workbook is as simple as clicking
the Office button and choosing New and Create. 

Excel also offers a nifty way to create new work-
books—based on existing workbooks—with fea-
tures you like. Let’s say you have a workbook full of
customized features such as sort lists, formatted
cells, and links. It works well, but you need a fresh
version of it. You could turn the existing workbook
into a template, but that’s a topic for another ar-
ticle. For now, let’s use the quick method of cre-
ating a new workbook based on the one you like.
Click the Office button, New, and New From
Existing. Then navigate through your folders to
pick the workbook you’d like to build on. Excel
creates a new file with the same name as the old file
(such as Quarterly Budget.xlsx) but with a “1” in
the name (such as Quarterly Budget1.xlsx). Now

you can replace the existing data with information
relevant to the new workbook.

If you have templates you’d like to base a new
workbook on, click the Office button and choose
New and Installed Templates or My Templates.

Rename, Reorder & Create Worksheets

To put a more descriptive name than “Sheet1”
on a worksheet, right-click its tab and choose
Rename. Type the new name and press ENTER.

To rearrange worksheets, click a sheet’s tab and
drag the sheet icon to a new spot along the sheet
tabs and then release the mouse button. You also
can move worksheets to a new workbook of their
own. Right-click the sheet and choose Move Or
Copy. On the To Book drop-down list, choose
New Book and OK. Excel will create a new work-
book that contains the sheet you’re moving. 

To add a new worksheet, click the sheet icon to
the right of your last existing tab. (Keyboard
junkies can press SHIFT-F11.) Want to insert sev-
eral new worksheets at the same time? Hold down
the CTRL key while clicking multiple sheet tabs.
Then right-click the tabs and choose Insert. In the
dialog box, choose Worksheets and click OK.

To create a copy of an existing worksheet, right-
click the sheet’s tab and choose Move Or Copy.
Click the Create A Copy box and click OK.

Protect Worksheets

Obviously, changing worksheets is easy. Almost,
as they say in mystery movies, too easy. If you share
workbooks with others and don’t want anyone
changing them, add password protection. Right-
click the sheet’s tab and choose Protect Sheet. The
dialog box that appears lets you enter the password
anyone must type to modify the sheet. The list
below the box lets you choose what privileges users
have when they enter the worksheet. 

Note that even a password-protected worksheet
can be read—and even deleted—by users without
the password. To prevent this, protect the entire
workbook. Click the Office button, Save As, Tools,
and General Options. Now you can enter a pass-
word that will be required to open the workbook
and another password required to modify it. ❙❙

BY TREVOR MEERS
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L ast month we introduced you to text boxes
by showing you how to insert them into a

Word 2007 document and place text inside them.
In this article, we will show you how to position
your text boxes, change shapes, add or change
colors, thread text, and more.

First, let’s review how to insert a text box.
Create a Word 2007 document, click the Insert
tab on the Ribbon, and click Text Box. Click
Draw Text Box at the bottom of the pane instead
of one of the built-in, preformatted text boxes. 

The mouse pointer turns into a crosshair. Click
and hold the left mouse button and drag the
crosshair until you get a rectangular shape large
enough to insert text into and then release the
mouse button. Notice that the box is selected, a
text cursor is blinking inside the box, and the Text
Box Tools/Format tab is open on the ribbon. At
this point you can type or copy text into the box. 

Set An Exact Size

You can click and drag a
handle on the text box to re-
size it. There is a more exact
method available, however. 

Select the text box by click-
ing its border. The Size area
shows the current dimensions
of the selected box. The top set-
ting is the height of the box; the
bottom setting is the width.
You can change the dimensions
of the box by clicking inside the
box and typing a new number
or by clicking one of the Up or
Down arrows. Press ENTER

after entering the new dimension. 
There are more options available if you click

the arrow at the bottom right of the Size group.
Click it to bring up the Format Text Box dialog
box with the Size tab selected. 

You can set height and width here using the
Absolute boxes. You can also set them using
Relative settings, for example, 50% of the width
of the page. Finally, you can use Scale to change
the box to be a certain percentage of its current
width and height. Check the Lock Aspect Ratio
box if you want to keep the text box propor-
tional. Click OK to close the dialog box.

Change Text Box Style 

The largest section of the Text Box Tools/Format
tab is Text Box Styles. This section has functions
that let you determine the appearance of the 
text box.

There are many tools available when you want a
border and fill. As with other Word 2007 elements,
you have the option of applying an overall style
with a few clicks, or of fine-tuning a border and fill.
Select the text box and pass the cursor over the col-
ored boxes in the Text Box Styles section. The text
box will change in appearance if you have Live
Preview turned on as you move the cursor. Click
the scroll arrow on the right to sort through the
gallery of ready-made styles. Click the More button
to see all styles in a single pane. Click Shape Outline
on the Text Box Tools/Format tab and choose No
Outline to remove it. Click Shape Fill and select No
Fill to remove the fill. 

Arrange Boxes

The Arrange area lets you position the box in a
particular place on the page, place it in front of or
behind other elements, and define text-wrapping
parameters. By default, text outside the text box
will not automatically wrap around a text box.
The quickest way to wrap text around a text box
is to click Text Wrapping and choose Square. At
the bottom of the Text Wrapping list is More
Layout Options. This takes you to a dialog box
with several tabs that let you precisely set text
wrapping and text box positioning parameters.

Thread Text Through Boxes

You may want to set up several text boxes and
thread text through them if you have a lot of text
to place. If there is too much text for the first text
box, select it and then click Create Link in the Text
section. Hover the cursor, which has changed into
a pitcher, over the text box you want to flow the
text to, and then click. You can break a link by se-
lecting a text box and clicking Break Link.

Word 2007 isn’t a desktop publishing pro-
gram, but now that you know how to use text
boxes, you can make it behave like one.  ❙❙

BY TOM HANCOCK
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Facebook, Flickr, MySpace, Twitter, Tumblr—
sometimes it’s hard to keep track of the

plethora of Web sites that keep people connected
these days. If you use more than one of the
umpteen bazillion social sites on the Internet to let
family and friends know what you’re up to, all the
confusion might lead to some random event in
your life going unnoticed. 

Swurl brings the threads of your online existence
together into one simple package. Provide Swurl with
the necessary usernames or URLs, and the site com-
bines your pictures, posts, movie rentals, and a range
of other data into one giant compilation.

Swurling Around

It’s simple and free to try out Swurl. Head to
www.swurl.com and register. Once you’re signed
in, the first place you’ll want to go is the Add
Sources screen (use the drop-down menu in the
upper-right corner of the window to get there). 

The Add Sources page lists all of the sites Swurl can
tap to record your online life, including Digg, Netflix,
Flickr, Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, and more. Click

one of 
the site logos to see 
a short description of
the information Swurl
can read from the site
and post on its own. If
you want to add one of
the sources to your
Swurl home page, en-
ter your username or
other ID as requested
and click the Add but-
ton. The source slides
over to the right side of

the screen.
To see the results, click the Go To Your Home-page

button. The standard Swurl home page looks a lot
like your average blog, with posts arranged on the
page with the most recent at the top. The posts, of
course, are from a variety of sources. If you’ve just
added a few new sources, it might take Swurl a little
time to load up everything. 

Each Swurl entry includes a small comment sec-
tion below the main post that appears only when
you mouse over that part of the page. When you see
it, you can enter a name to the left and a comment

to the right. Anyone can comment, whether or not
they’re signed in to Swurl. 

Online Journal

The blog-like home page is not the only way
Swurl can organize your online content—and
maybe not even the most interesting. 

The Timeline view (click the Timeline tab that
appears to the right of the Home tab) loads your
feed into a calendar, with a small box for each post,
picture, or other update, all sorted by date. Pictures
appear as a small thumbnail, while titles of text en-
tries show up in tiny but readable type. 

The Timeline is a great way to see at a glance
what you’ve been sharing on the Internet, day by
day. Some sites, such as Flickr, have similar calendar
views, but Swurl’s ability to pull blog posts, pic-
tures, and other events together to form one huge
archive transforms your online experiences into a
detailed kind of journal. 

Swurl also includes a built-in menu for pulling up
the Swurl pages of friends that you choose to follow
via the site. A Friends page can even combine multi-
ple friend feeds into one big blog. Unfortunately,
Swurl automatically adds friends to your list in a way
that can seem pretty random. The site states that it
finds your friends on other sites and provides a feed
of their activity, but we had no clue about some of
the people Swurling around on our Friends page.
Maybe they were extracted somehow from one of the
services we set up, but it would have been nice to be
able to choose from a list of some sort before they
were added. 

Once you have a list of friends, there’s no ob-
vious way to delete unknowns in batches. You can
click the name of each “friend,” one by 
one and then click Unfollow underneath the
friend’s username. However, this process gets
fairly tedious. 

In The Open

Swurl’s concept isn’t brand-new, and the site
seems a little wet behind the ears. Still, it’s an in-
teresting way to view your online life and make
sure everyone knows exactly what you’re doing at
any given moment. ❙❙

BY ALAN PHELPS
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M ost of us who are not professional photogra-
phers just keep snapping away, hoping to

catch one great shot out of 25 or 50. So even
though there are multiple cool settings on most
digital cameras these days, we’re not often using
them. Such is the case with black-and-white
photos—they typically set a different mood than a
color photo, but we forget to change the camera
setting to achieve them.

Enter Photoshop Elements. There are several
ways to change an existing color photograph to
black and white, but nothing is easier than the
Convert To Black And White feature. This com-
mand lets you choose a specific result and even
fine-tune the contrast; other traditional methods,
such as the Remove Color command, make some
of the detailed decisions for you. 

Start The
Conversion

Start off  by
launching El-
ements (to Edit)
and choose Full.
Find the photo
you wish to con-
vert. Once you
open it, we rec-
ommend Saving

As at the outset to preserve the original as you play
around with the image. If you’re familiar with
photo editing, create a duplicate layer to work with
instead; from the Layer menu, choose Duplicate
Layer. Name the duplicate and click OK. Make sure
you have that new layer selected as you continue,
so that the original remains the same.

Open the Convert To Black And White feature
from the Enhance menu. A dialog box appears
with large Before and After previews. Below those
photos is a Tip box, which offers suggestions along
with a link to online help. Beneath the Tip box are
the two sections you’ll get the most use out of:
Select A Style and Adjustment Intensity. 

As you click the options in Select A Style or
make changes with Adjustment Intensity, the
image in the After window changes to reflect
your choices. This is a great way to see how your
tweaks affect the image before you make the
changes permanent. 

Tweak The Contrast

Select A Style offers six conversion styles, such as
Newspaper and Scenic Landscape. There are defi-
nite differences between each style, so it’s worth
clicking through each one to see the effect it has on
your photo in the After preview. You may find one
suits your tastes perfectly, without additional ad-
justment. If so, click OK to apply the conversion. 

If not, click Reset to return to the original con-
version. If you like one style, but it’s not quite
right, stay with the conversion style but turn to
the Adjustment Intensity section to tweak the
contrast. This section includes four slider control
buttons: Red, Green, Blue, and Contrast. These
don’t add color to your image, but instead include
more or less tone from those colors in your new
black-and-white photo. Convert To Black And
White lets you keep the original contrast, but in-
crease or decrease its distinction using the sliders.
Drag a slider to the right to increase the emphasis
on that color in the conversion process; drag to
the left to de-emphasize it. 

Play around with each style a bit, adjusting the
sliders as you go. The more you play, the better
sense you’ll have about what you like. When you’re
satisfied with the result, click OK to apply those
choices permanently.

Change To Sepia

If you’d like to change a color photograph to the
warm brown tones of sepia, you can do so in
Elements, as well. The richest result involves many
steps with adjustment layers, hue, and saturation;
for a nice, simple conversion, however, look no
further than the Effects palette. 

Click Photo Effects, represented by a blue box
icon, and then select Monotone Color from the
drop-down box of subcategories. The available op-
tions appear. Click the last, Tint Sepia, and press
Apply. Elements applies the tint to a copy of the
top layer and you have a respectable sepia result. 

With tools like Convert To Black And White and
so many cool Effects available, you can keep snap-
ping away with your digital camera set at the stan-
dard color settings—you’ll have plenty of ways to
make adjustments later. ❙❙

BY ANNE STEYER PHELPS
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Question: Should I configure my PC to require a
password any time after returning from Stand-
by mode?

Answer: The use of a password is always a good
idea. It’s important to require a password when
you first log on to the system. If you leave the
PC unattended for prolonged periods of time
and you’re concerned that someone might be
accessing your PC, you can require the use of a
logon password after the PC returns from
power conservation modes, such as Sleep or
Standby mode.

In Windows Vista, click Start, Control Panel,
Hardware And Sound, and Power Options. Select
Require A Password On Wakeup. Now, locate the
Password Protection On Wakeup area and select
Require A Password (Recommended). Be sure to

save any changes. Remember that you will need
to have an account with password protection en-
abled before you can select this feature.

Question: Do I need a UPS (uninterruptible power
supply)? How big of a model should I consider?

Answer: Any desktop PC user can benefit from a
UPS, which provides emergency backup power
any time that your normal AC power source is
disrupted. The temporary power allows you a few
minutes to save your work and shut down the
system in an orderly manner. Otherwise, without
a UPS, a blackout or brownout might simply
crash the system.

UPS sizing is not intuitively obvious. Ideally, you
need to add up the power requirements for your
display and PC (in watts) and then find a UPS
model big enough to supply about five minutes
of backup power for that level of demand. You
can certainly buy larger UPS models to run your
PC longer, but that’s usually not a cost-effective
route for average PC users. As a general rule,
don’t power printers from the UPS—you can al-
ways restart the disrupted print job later once
power returns.

Question: My wireless G broadband router is lo-
cated in the corner of my house. How can I get
better signal strength (and speed) from the weak
wireless link?

Answer: First, relocate the broadband wireless
router to a central location in the household.
This should improve signal strength throughout
the area. However, some home layouts may not
allow for the router to be placed in another loca-
tion. In that case, consider a range extender, such
as the Linksys WRE54G Range Expander for
802.11g networks (about $95; www.linksys.com).

It receives signals from the router on one chan-
nel and retransmits them on another channel 
to provide stronger signals to remote users. 
The range extender does not require a wired net-
work connection—just an AC outlet—so it’s easy
to locate discreetly between the router and 
user. As an alternative, consider upgrading your
wireless G network to 802.11n. This kind of 
upgrade provides a wider signal range and faster
data throughput, but it requires replacing the
router and wireless NICs (network interface
cards) for each user, so it’s also the most expen-
sive option.

Wireless
Networking

Uninterruptible
Power Supplies

Power Saving
Modes

Quick Tips
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Configure Vista to require a password any time the 
PC returns from a power conservation state.
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Quick Tips

Question: Can I hide my pesky Taskbar in Vista?

Answer: Yes. Right-click the Taskbar and click Properties.
Select the Auto-Hide The Taskbar checkbox and then click
Apply and OK. Your Vista Taskbar will drop off the Desktop
until you move the mouse pointer to the bottom of the screen.

Question: My all-in-one printer seems to be
pinching the pages that feed through the ADF
(automatic document feeder). This is binding
subsequent pages and causing misfeeds. Is there a
way to fix this?

Answer: Unfortunately, ADFs are notoriously un-
reliable on basic commercial printers. Open the
ADF mechanism and examine it closely for any
paper fragments or other physical obstructions

that may pinch your pages or otherwise obs-
truct the paper path. If the mechanism is clear,
it’s likely that a part inside the ADF is worn 
out (such as a worn separation pad or roller),
and there’s probably very little that you can do 
to fix this other than take the printer to a tech-
nician for repairs or replace the printer. If it’s
under warranty, the manufacturer or point of
purchase can probably repair or replace the unit
for you.

Question: I just installed a
broadband wireless 802.11n
router in my house. Do I
need to worry about wireless
security since other homes
are far away from my home?

Answer: Normally, wireless N
signals can travel several hun-
dred feet, so it’s possible to
connect with that wireless net-
work from surprisingly large
distances while still exchanging
data. If your house is more
than 400 to 500 feet from the closest neighbor, it’s
likely that neighbor is too far away to piggyback on
your network. If the neighbors are closer, it’s 

possible that they might be
able to connect to that net-
work (although their data rates
may be very slow and hardly
perceivable to you).

There’s a simple way to test
this. Take a laptop outside
and watch the relative signal
strength of your network. 
See how far away you can 
actually get before the net-
work connection drops. If
the neighbor’s house is with-

in that radius, it would be a good idea to imple-
ment WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access) or WPA2
security on the wireless connection. 

Question: I print a lot of pictures. Is there any way
for me to save money on color ink or get more
printed pictures from a cartridge?

Answer: You can potentially refill the ink car-
tridges or buy recycled ink cartridges, which are
typically 25 to 30% cheaper than new cartridges,
but it’s still a pricey proposition for photo enthu-
siasts. Another option is to print in economy
(ink-saving) mode, but photos normally turn out
noticeably duller when you print using this mode.

Another option is to go paperless by saving your
photo library to CDs or DVDs rather than
printing them and saving them in photo albums.
Many disc-burning software packages provide
convenient tools for moving digital photos to disc
where you can view them anytime on your PC or
laptop or copy discs for friends and relatives. This
way, you only need to print the very best photos
for your wall or mantel.

Photo Printing 

Vista Desktop
Settings

Wireless
Security

ADFs

Observe the relative signal strength of
your wireless network to gauge its 

approximate range.

Hide the
Windows
Vista Taskbar
to gain more
Desktop
space.
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T i d b i t s
Compiled by Jennifer Johnson

Graphics & Design by Lori Garris

Portable Media Players
T

hanks to modern technology, we can enjoy music,
video, and pictures when and where we want
using portable media players. Perhaps the most

popular media players to date are Apple’s iPod line.

Although popular, the iPod is not the only player on the
market. Let’s take a closer look at some of the many de-
vices that can provide content when it’s convenient for
your time frame.

Apple iPod shuffle 2GB 
($69; www.apple.com)

You’ ll hardly notice this lightweight music
player when it’ s clipped on your belt because
it weighs just 0.55 ounces. What’ s more, this
tiny device holds up to 500 songs.

Courtesy of Apple

SanDisk Sansa Clip 4GB 
($79.99; www.sandisk.com)

The Clip offers a fair amount of
storage for your music files,
along with an FM transmitter
and voice recorder. 

Sony 2GB Walkman MP3 Player 
NWZ-B105FBLK 
($59.99; www.sonystyle.com)

The NWZ-B105FBLK’s integrated USB plug makes it easy
to upload music without the hassle of cables. This player
also has an FM tuner and microphone for voice recording.

Midrange media players don’t cost quite as much as
their feature-rich brothers, but they still have a lot to
offer, including video in some cases.

Getting Larger

Apple iPod classic
160GB
($349)

You can carry up to 
40,000 songs or up to 200 hours of video 
on the iPod classic. What’ s more, the iPod
classic’ s battery lasts for up to 40 hours.

Microsoft Zune 8GB 
($179.99; www.zune.net)

The Zune can connect to your wireless
home network and to other Zunes
wirelessly to share and add content.
You can also purchase over 600 popular
TV shows from the Zune Marketplace.

Sony 16GB Walkman Video MP3 Player
NWZ-A829BLK
($319.99)

Thanks to the NWZ-A829BLK’s built-in Bluetooth connec-
tivity, you can connect a pair of Bluetooth-enabled head-
phones to listen to music without cords. This player also
has a high-resolution 2.4-inch display for watching video.

Basic & Petite
Sometimes, simplicity is best. These MP3 players may not

have all of the bells and whistles available, but as a result,
they’re quite small and often very affordable. 

Courtesy of Apple
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If you want to carry countless tunes, photos, and plenty of video along
on your journeys, you’ll need a media player that is up to the task. 
Check out these models with plenty of features and storage capacity. 

All That & More

Archos Jukebox Multimedia 20

The Jukebox Multimedia 20 had a 20GB
hard drive and a 1.5-inch color screen,
but it also weighed almost a pound. 

Apple Original iPod

The first generation of Apple’ s popular
iPod line had just 5GB of storage and was
only compatible with Macs.

Creative NOMAD Jukebox

Launched at CES (Consumer Electronics Show) in 
January 2000, this 6GB player blew everyone away with
its large storage capacity and the thought of being able
to store over 150 CDs on a portable media player.   

Apple iPod touch 32GB 
($499)

As its name suggests, the iPod touch uses touch
controls to put you in command of your music
and movies. The iPod touch also has built-in Wi-
Fi, so you can purchase and download music,
movies, TV shows, and various applications
while on the go.

Creative ZEN X-Fi 32GB 
($279.99; www.creative.com)

The ZEN X-Fi does much more than just play
music, thanks to integrated Wi-Fi, an FM
radio, voice recorder, and organizer. 32GB is
plenty of space, but should you need more,
the ZEN X-Fi also has a SD (Secure Digital) card
expansion slot. 

Archos 705 WiFi 160GB 
($499.99; www.archos.com)

The 705 WiFi is designed to handle all of
your mobile entertainment needs with
its large hard drive and 7-inch touch-
screen. Thanks to built-in Wi-Fi, this de-
vice can also surf the Web and access
Web video sites. 

Of course, the slim and sleek devices of today haven’t always been available.
Here’s a look at a few popular items from the past. They truly show how far
we’ve come with regards to taking music and other content with us wherever
we go. 

Oldies But Goodies

Courtesy of Apple

Courtesy of Apple
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From Smart Computing‘s Dictionary

ghost site
A site that is no longer maintained or updated but is still acces-
sible on the Internet. Although it may appear abandoned, a
ghost site can still provide useful information, provided the data
is not time-sensitive. Ghost sites should not be confused with
sites that no longer exist or with sites that result in a browser’s
“Not Found” error message.

SMARTCOMPUTING.COM

Security & Privacy
Happy Halloween

We did a search of
Halloween-related terms
to see just how spooky
SmartComputing.com is.
“Ghost” made about 372
appearances, “zombie”
turned up 72 times, and “goblin”
only haunts the site in one place.  

Error Terror

Those scary error messages you see
on-screen can actually help you solve
problems with your computer. Visit
the Error Messages section of our

Tech Support
Center to
learn how to
make the
most of this
information.

Malware

Even if you take precautions, stub-
born malware can take up residence
on your PC. Check out the How To
Get Rid Of sec-
tion of our Tech
Support Center
for directions
that will help you
eliminate the
pesky programs.  

K
eeping your information secure in
an ever-changing technological
world can be difficult. Malware is

everywhere. Destructive viruses, worms,
spyware, and adware are lurking 
in emails we receive and Web sites
we browse. 

Keep up-to-date on the latest se-
curity news and information with
SmartComputing.com’s Security
And Privacy section in the Tech
Support Center. You’ll find articles on
spyware, adware, and other nuisances
such as spam and pop-
ups. Be sure to check out
the Web log to keep up
with the latest news on
viruses, worms, phishing
and other important se-
curity information. 

1. First, go to Smart-
Computing.com and
click the Tech Support
Center link. 

2. Click the Security &
Privacy link. 

3. Search articles to find
all the security informa-
tion you need. Subscribers,
be sure to log in so you
can add the articles to your
Personal Library. 
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If the name of the
program you attempted to run 

is listed, it may be labeled as “Not
Responding,” which means that the program
initialized but did not fully run. You can force
the program to quit by selecting the program
and choosing End Task. After the program is
closed, try reopening it a second time.

If the program still doesn’t open, a useful step
would be to check for Windows Updates that
have been downloaded and might be affecting
your particular program. The easiest way to deter-
mine if a single update is affecting your program
is to open the Add Or Remove Programs utility
and make a list of the most recent Windows
Updates. In WinXP, click Start and choose
Control Panel. Double-click Add Or Remove
Programs and wait while the list of currently in-
stalled programs loads. Select the Show Updates
checkbox. The latest Windows Updates will be
listed in the programs list under Windows XP –
Software Updates. Make note of the updates that
occurred around the time your program no
longer opened. Search www.microsoft.com
/support to find potential information about soft-
ware incompatibilities. You may find that one of
the updates is incompatible with your program,
or that your program is incompatible with your
OS (operating system), which occurs frequently

TECH SUPPORT

What’ s Happening?

Many factors can keep a program from starting. Most often, a
program won’t open because it’s missing a file that is necessary for it
to start up or one of the files has been corrupted. This will usually be
accompanied by some type of error message. Another possibility is a
lack of system memory. In this case, clicking the program’s icon may
appear to do nothing, but it could simply be loading slowly due to in-
sufficient memory. Whatever the case may be, you simply want your
programs to start up without a hitch. All you need is some trou-
bleshooting advice.

Step 1: Reclick it. It may seem like common sense, but it’s possible
that the computer was busy completing another task and didn’t recog-
nize the first time you tried to open the program. Reclick the applica-
tion’s icon when your computer is not devoted to any other task. This
will ensure that your computer is responding only to the current action
and not something else running in the background.

Step 2: Check the Taskbar. Sometimes, programs will open in mini-
mized mode, meaning the program won’t appear on-screen but will
have a tab in the Taskbar. The Taskbar is found at the bottom of your
screen and contains the Start menu, as well as a tab for each application
that is currently open. Check to be sure the program didn’t minimize
itself to the Taskbar. If you find a tab with the program’s name and
logo, click it to return to maximized (full-screen) mode or right-click
the tab and choose Maximize.

Step 3: Check the Task Manager. You can use the Task Manager to
determine whether the program initialized or failed to run completely.
In Windows XP, press CTRL-ALT-DELETE and select Task Manager.
The Applications tab will list every program currently running. 

E
very computer user dreads

the moment when a quick

double-click on a pro-

gram’s icon yields no response.

The application ran smoothly the

day before, and you aren’t aware of any

changes made to the computer. So what

could be wrong? More importantly, what

do you have to do to fix it?

WHAT TO DO WHEN . . .

A Program 
Won’t Start
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Along with system information, the
Windows Task Manager tells you which
programs are running on your computer,
making it easy for you to see whether
your program started or won’ t start at all.

TECH SUPPORT
What To Do When A Program Won’t Start

when users upgrade from WinXP to
Vista. If you find that an update is in-
compatible with your program, simply
click the update in the Add Or Remove
Programs list and choose Remove.

If the name of your program doesn’t
appear in the Task Manager list, the
next step is to check for updates spe-
cific to your program. Methods for
this will vary depending on your pro-
gram, but in most cases visiting the
manufacturer’s Web site and searching
its support and/or updates pages
should lend you suggestions on how to
troubleshoot. Search for the error that
is occurring for further advice, and
also download any updates that are
available for your program.

Step 4: Reboot. A fundamental step
to troubleshooting is rebooting your
computer. When you reboot, you are
reloading the operating system, your
files, and the computer’s applications.
Hopefully, as the computer situates
itself, whatever was out of place, such
as a missing file, will be aligned for
the program to start properly.

Step 5: Uninstall and reinstall.
Sometimes, rebooting your computer
isn’t enough to put a program back
into place. The next step is to uninstall
the program and then reinstall it.

Reinstalling a program will restore its
Registry files and override any missing
or corrupt files. To uninstall and rein-
stall a program in WinXP, open the
Add Or Remove Programs utility.

In the center of the Add Or Remove
Programs window is a list of all the
programs installed on your computer.
The file size for each item is shown to
the right. The default view is alphabet-
ical, but you can change how you
browse programs by clicking Sort By
in the upper-right corner.

Before you uninstall any program
with the intent of reinstalling it, be
sure that you have the original soft-
ware disc or are aware of where to
download the software. Once you’ve
checked to make sure you will be able
to reinstall, find the correct application
on the list of currently installed pro-
grams and click it once. Information
about the program will appear, such as
how often it is used and the last date it
was run. You are given the option to
Change or Remove the program.
Choose Remove. The uninstall process
will take a few moments, and de-
pending on the program, may ask you
to verify or answer a question. Follow
the on-screen directions until the
uninstall process is complete.

To reinstall your program, locate
the software disc or the executable
file on your hard drive, or download
the software from the manufacturer’s
Web site. For disc software, place the
disc in the optical drive, and when
prompted, follow the directions until
the installation is complete. For soft-
ware that is on your computer’s hard
drive or that you need to download,
double-click the .EXE file to begin
installation. Once installation is
complete, the program should run
without errors.

Further Steps

If you find that none of the pre-
vious troubleshooting tips enables
you to open your program, don’t give 
up hope. You may want to explore
the Windows System Restore tool,
which allows you to “roll back” your
computer to a point before there were
difficulties. You should also try con-
tacting the software manufacturer
and inquiring about any known issues
with the program. In most cases, your
troubleshooting experience won’t ex-
tend to these lengths. ❙❙

BY KRIS GLASER

The Add Or Remove Programs utility in Windows XP allows you to make changes to
the programs currently installed on your computer.
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S
canners can be complicated.
Though they may be conceptu-
ally similar to copy machines—

mapping an original and reproducing
a faithful copy elsewhere—the spe-
cialized hardware, extra software, and
PC environment required to convert
hard copies to files on your computer
introduce nearly endless configura-
tion options. 

Nevertheless, plenty of similarities
cut across scanner types and skill
levels. These devices all convert phys-
ical objects (mostly pieces of paper)
into digital reproductions, whether
professional machinery handling 120
pages per minute or all-in-ones that
clumsily squeeze scanning between
printing and faxing. We’ll help you
understand the most common issues
your scanner, of whatever variety, is
likely to face. Scanner problems tend
to cluster in three major categories:
hardware/mechanical trouble, PC or
software issues, and problems with
scanned images themselves.

No matter what type of problem
you face, you should take a few steps
before delving in to the specifics below.
First, regardless of the issue, make sure
your drivers, firmware, and OS (oper-
ating system) are up-to-date and com-
patible with each other. This general
maintenance is also good practice 
as an ounce of prevention before 

How To Fix Common Problems With Scanners

Rose-Colored Glass

TECH SUPPORT

problems ever arise. Next, read the
manual. It sounds trite, but it bears re-
peating. So we will: Read the manual.
Not all scanners have identical hard-
ware, not all scanning software is alike,
and not all scanner manufacturers
configure their products in the same
ways. You may not be able to solve all
problems quickly and easily, but you
won’t solve any of them that way
without first becoming familiar with
your device’s documentation.

Problem: My scanner won’ t turn on.

Solution: Check both the power ca-
bles and the power source, as well as
any power strips or UPS (uninterrupt-
ible power supply) devices to which
your scanner might be connected. Try
using a different outlet or power
source from which other devices work
to ensure the device is working. If the
device (rather than the power source)
is the problem, sometimes a hard reset

and cleared memory can fix otherwise
intractable problems. Remove the
power cable, let the unit sit for a few
minutes, and then try starting up
again. Some scanner models don’t
have a separate power supply. They
connect to your PC and draw power
from a single USB cable. If your com-
puter isn’t powered up, these models
won’t turn on either.

Problem: The scanner powers up, and
the computer appears to recognize
the device, but the scanner head
won’ t move along the glass to scan
my document.

Solution: Most scanners have a
shipping lock (also sometimes called a
carriage lock) that prevents the car-
riage mechanism from being damaged
during shipping or moving. If your
scanner’s lock/unlock switch isn’t
clearly labeled, check the manufactur-
er’s documentation. Make a mental
note to engage (and then disengage)
this lock any time your scanner could
be jostled around in moving.

Problem: My computer won’ t recog-
nize my new scanner at setup.

Solution: Double check all the con-
nections, and make sure you’ve fol-
lowed the setup instructions precisely.

Many scanners in home office and small office 
settings, like the HP F4200 All-in-One ($225;
www.hp.com ), come as part of multifunction 
devices rather than standalone flatbed models.

If your scanner turns on but won’ t budge
when you try to scan, check for a lock feature

that protects the carriage mechanism
during shipping or moving.
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PC ends. It’s easy to overlook obvious
answers, and cables can come loose in
a million different ways. Also make
sure the scanner is powered up. If 
you recently upgraded the scanner’s
firmware, device drivers, or scanning
software, check the manufacturer’s
Web site for known issues or uninstall
the updates. If you just downloaded a
Windows update or installed a new
application, roll back the changes in
case they conflict with your scanner. 

Problem: My scanning software
isn’ t working. It’ s plagued with
crashes and errors.

Solution: First, check to make sure
you have the latest versions of your
scanner’s software and drivers, plus
the latest Windows and antivirus up-
dates. If you’re still having trouble, try
uninstalling and reinstalling the
scanner software. 

Problem: I keep running out of
hard drive space and receive fre-
quent messages about space or
memory limitations.

Solution: Scanners store their digi-
tal output on hard drives (or other
storage locations), so they’re subject to
whatever space limitations exist on
your destination drives. The primary
factor in how much space your scans
consume is your scanner’s resolution.

If you’re chewing through hard drive
capacity at an alarming clip, and if you
don’t need high-resolution scanning
output for professional graphics work,
try scanning at a lower resolution
(measured in dpi [dots per inch]). You
can also try limiting your scan area (es-
pecially when scanning small items or
when you only need parts of a docu-
ment) or opting for space-saving
output formats, depending on the op-
tions available in your make and
model. The ultimate answer, beyond
deleting files or scanning less, is to add
storage capacity. Massive external hard
drives, with fast USB 2.0 or FireWire
connections, are surprisingly afford-
able and dead simple to set up.

Problem: My scanner won’ t work
when my antivirus software is 
running. 

Solution: Some antivirus packages
interfere with scanning operations
and image creation or storage. Dis-
connect your Internet connection and
then try disabling your antivirus soft-
ware momentarily. If that step allows
your scanner to function, and you in-
stalled or updated your antivirus
package after the scanner, try unin-
stalling and reinstalling to see if the
two can play nice. If not, find new an-
tivirus software or a new scanner.

Problem: Scanning takes forever. 

Solution: Slow scanning is some-
times just the mark of an affordable
scanner. Expensive professional models
are built for speed. Consumer models
are built for price. Economics notwith-
standing, there are a few things you can
do. First, lower the scanner’s resolu-
tion. Living with lower-quality images
(which probably won’t be a sacrifice if
you’re only working on-screen) will
make scanning move a lot more
quickly. Also try opting for a black and
white ouput and using preview and
“scan area” tools to capture only cer-
tain portions of the original. If your file
storage destination is an external drive,

TECH SUPPORT
How To Fix Common Problems With Scanners

If your scanner 
suddenly stops
working, check for
Windows updates
and Restore Points 
to which you can 
roll back.

Reboot the computer with the scan-
ner’s power on and vice versa. Pay
special attention to the order in which
you install the scanner software and
connect the device. Not all models set
up alike, and the order of those steps
can be critical. Try different USB or
FireWire ports, especially when using
a hub. If all else fails, try the device on
another computer, if possible, before
returning it for another unit or model.

Problem: Paper doesn’ t load into my
sheetfed scanner reliably. I end up
with paper jams or mangled originals.

Solution: First, check your origi-
nals. Different scanners handle staples,
tape, dog-ears, and other obstructions
differently. Then check the rollers,
trays, and other parts of the feeder
mechanism for obstructions or imper-
fections that could cause things to
seize up. Many scanners or multifunc-
tion devices with feed mechanisms
come with simple self-cleaning utili-
ties than can clear up minor problems.
If issues with the feeder persist, how-
ever, you’ll have to either seek profes-
sional repair or replace the unit.

Problem: My scanner was working
before, but now the computer won’ t
recognize it.

Solution: Check the USB or Fire-
Wire cables at both the scanner and
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make sure it uses high-speed USB 2.0
or FireWire connections.

Problem: My scanner only produces
blank scans.

Solution: First, make sure your
source document is in the feeder or on
the glass correctly. Make sure the glass
itself is clean and free of defects. Next,
check your scanner’s settings for
brightness and resolution. If they’re set
too light or too low, the optical ele-
ments may not be picking up your doc-
ument’s material. 

Problem: My scanner produces
smudged images or pictures 
with artifacts.

Solution: Make sure you have a
clean glass or feeder mechanism. Check
to make sure picture elements from the
back of the page aren’t bleeding
through into your scans—scanning
only with the lid closed can help. Scan a
blank sheet of white paper to help iso-
late the source of the problem. Your
model or imaging software may also
have sharpness, contrast, color balance,
or other controls that help compensate
for less-than-perfect scans.

Problem: My scans always cut off
part of the original document.

Solution: First, make sure the orig-
inal is correctly placed on the glass. It’s
easy to align a document to the wrong

corner if you’re not paying close atten-
tion. Next, check your device’s Scan
Area settings (your model may use dif-
ferent terminology). Scan areas limit
the scanner to defined portions of the
source document in order to conserve
space or zoom in on a particular re-
gion. On some models, setting the scan
area from the preview tool sets that
area as the default for future originals.

Problem: Scans are skewed or distorted.

Solution: Assuming again that the
original document’s placement is cor-
rect, run a scan preview to see if it
shows how the image becomes dis-
torted. Many scanners come with cali-
bration utilities, as well, which can help
if the scanning or imaging mechanisms
gradually fall out of alignment. If your
scanner includes automatic straight-
ening or correction options, turn them
on. If they’re already on, turn them
off—they sometimes misdiagnose and
try to “fix” perfectly aligned originals.

Problem: My scanner’ s OCR (optical
character recognition) software
doesn’ t recognize text or form 
fields correctly.

Solution: Perfect OCR is one of
scanning technology’s holy grails and is
equally elusive. OCR is a perfectly
simple idea that’s nearly impossible to
perfect, especially at mass market
prices. The fact is that your OCR soft-
ware will probably never capture every
word or form without error. But you
can take steps to improve its perfor-
mance. First, check your originals. The
better shape they’re in, with good con-
trast and without physical blemishes,
the better the images your software can
output. Pay close attention to your
OCR’s documentation. You may be
able to calibrate or reconfigure your
software for better performance.

Problem: Originals on colored paper
don’ t scan correctly, though origi-
nals on white paper are fine.

Solution: Lots of scanners struggle
with colored paper, especially when
using default settings. If you don’t need
to re-create the background color, con-
figure the scanner for black and white
output to simplify the demands on
your device. If your scanner has color
channel options, use them to filter out
the background color. Check the docu-
mentation for other color settings or fil-
ters—models vary widely on how well
(and whether) they can account for dif-
ferently colored originals.

Whether you spend your days scan-
ning contracts or only need to add a
few photos to your scrapbook, you’re
bound to run into challenges. When
that happens, follow our advice and re-
member one last general solution.
Make liberal use of the tremendous re-
sources available on the Internet for
searching specific error messages and
scanner models, including Google
Groups and the Tech Support Center
at www.smartcomputing.com. ❙❙

BY GREGORY ANDERSON

TECH SUPPORT
How To Fix Common Problems With Scanners

Adjusting your scanner’ s resolution
can help improve image quality, 
reduce storage demands, or speed
up scanner performance.

Options that let you specify a scan area from
preview mode can save on time and space, but
can also lead to confusion if you don’ t reset
them for future scans.
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W
ith Office 2007, Microsoft
made radical strides in re-
vamping its office produc-

tivity suite. Some users hate the
changes; others love them. No matter
what your opinion may be, you
cannot ignore them. (For a primer on
some key changes, see the “What’s
Different” sidebar.) The good news is
that installation is fast and easy, with
a few exceptions we have noted here.
Furthermore, in December 2007,
Microsoft released SP1 (Service Pack
1), which rolls all the updates since
the debut of the product into a single
release. (For more on Office 2007
SP1, including a link to the download
site, visit tinyurl.com/2m9anb.)

A Feast Of Higher-Calorie Offerings

With Office 2007, Microsoft cre-
ated eight separate suites. However,
some are available only as new PC or

How To Install . . .
Office 2007

TECH SUPPORT

enterprise-level installations. Mi-
crosoft sells five Office 2007 suites on
its site (office.microsoft.com). All of
them include the core programs
Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, and all
but Home And Student ($109.95 full
install; no upgrade discount) offer
Outlook. You will probably be in-
stalling Home And Student, Standard
($399.95 full install; $239.95 up-
grade), or Professional ($499.95 full
install; $329.95 upgrade).

In addition to the core offerings,
Home And Student comes bundled
with One Note, a digital note-taking
solution that’s of most use to those
with tablet PCs. Standard includes
the four core products we have men-
tioned above; Professional builds 
on Standard with Access (advanced
database software), Accounting
Express (basic accounting tools), and
Publisher (desktop-publishing).

All the Office 2007 suites require

What’s Different?

You’ll come across a host of
tweaks that have improved

Office 2007 compared to its older
counterparts. Some, you may never
notice or use. However, there are
several major changes with which
you should familiarize yourself.

Microsoft completely revised the
user interface, adding what it calls a
Ribbon to several programs in-
cluding Word, Excel, and Power-
Point. This is a tabbed interface
where Office aggregates (by type of
activity) the major commands. It’s
confusing at first. You may have
trouble finding less-used commands
for quite a while. However, once you
become accustomed to it, the Rib-
bon makes sense. The more com-
monly used commands are actually
easier to find. 

Another new option is the Office
button, which replaces the File
menu. You’ll need to use it to close
files if you do not want to exit the
Office 2007 program when you only
have one file open. (Select the Close
command.) This is one of our pet
peeves with Office 2007. It forces
users to go through an extra, unnec-
essary step when they close a file
and want to open another one.

Most importantly, perhaps, Office
2007 uses an entirely new set of file
formats that are based on Open
XML (extensible markup language).
We won’t get into the technical de-
tails, which are intricate and ad-
vanced. The important thing to
know is that these files consume up
to 75% less space than other Office
file formats (a good thing). To per-
form this magic, the format creates a
zipped file containing a variety of in-
formation about the file and its for-
matting, plus the raw data that goes
into it. Many programs, including
earlier versions of Office, cannot read
it natively. Office 2003 users can
download a free compatibility pack,
available at tinyurl.com/ykx57n. 
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more power and storage capacity
than previous Office suites needed.
Office 2003 required a 233MHz or
faster processor, 128MB of memory,
an 800 x 600 resolution display, and
400MB of storage space. The Office
2007 suites you’re most likely to use
crave a 500MHz or faster processor,
256MB of memory, a 1,024 x 768 dis-
play, and 1.5GB of drive space.
(Professional requires 2GB of drive
space.) Setup will release some of
your drive space after installation if
you delete the original download
package, but you’ll need it initially.

You can install Office 2007 to a dif-
ferent drive than your boot drive, but
you will still need more than 400MB
of drive space on the boot drive for
the installation, no matter where the
program files go. We found Setup to
be conservative in its estimates; we
recommend you have at least 500MB
available on the local drive, plus space
for program files (more about that in
Step 3 later).

Ready, Set, Go

Before you install Office 2007, re-
view the “What’s Different?” sidebar.
If you have an earlier version of Office
currently installed, also take a look at
the “One Or Two” sidebar where we
discuss the possibility of keeping your
old version of Office intact. Office
should keep all your settings and files
intact during the upgrade, but as a
precaution, back up existing Office
files. Use the Search utility on the
Start menu if you do not know where
they are.

If you have been using a beta version
of Office 2007, remove it first to avoid
error messages about incompatible
beta software being present. Some
users have experienced error messages
even without a beta of Office 2007 in-
stalled. Office 2007 shares components
with many other Microsoft programs
and utilities. If Setup finds even a whiff
of any Microsoft beta, it may generate 
a message. If this happens, you 
can search for the offender with the

Add Or Remove Programs tool 
(called Uninstall A Program in Vista).
You can also try Nirsoft’s free utility,
MyUninstaller (www.nirsoft.net/utils
/myuninst.html). 

Finally, if you are installing to a
notebook PC, power it with the AC

adapter connected to avoid a mid-
installation battery failure. If your
notebook (or other PC) does not have
an optical (CD or DVD) drive, use
another PC to copy the contents of
the Office 2007 Setup disc to a same-
named folder (OFFICE12) on a USB
flash drive. To do this, locate the icon
for the optical drive in Windows
Explorer, right-click it, and select
Explore. (Double-clicking the icon
will only open the AutoRun utility.)
Select all the folders and drag them to
the new OFFICE12 folder on your
flash drive. After these precautions,
you should be good to go.

Step 1: Log in to an Administrator-
level account on your computer.
Insert the Office 2007 installation
media (optical disc or USB flash
drive). If the AutoRun utility does not
start (it won’t on your flash drive),
click Start and select Computer. Navi-
gate to the installation media. If it’s a
CD/DVD, double-click it. If it’s a
flash drive, double-click it to open it
and then double-click the OFFICE12
folder and double-click Setup.

Step 2: At the outset, Setup will ask
for your Product Key. While you can
run Office 2007 25 times without en-
tering it, we recommend you provide
it here. Users have reported (and we
replicated) problems activating Office
2007 when they did not provide the
Product ID during the initial setup.
Enter the key located on the inside of
the plastic box that contains the
Office 2007 CD. Setup will provide
the dashes between character sets.
Click Continue. Accept the Microsoft
Software License Terms and click
Continue again.

Step 3: Select Instal l  Now or
Upgrade to install Office 2007 to
your primary (boot) hard drive, or
Customize to make changes to the
installation. You will see Install Now
if you do not have any previous ver-
sions of Office installed; otherwise,
you will see Upgrade. Customize lets
you select which components to in-
stall (the Installation Options tab)
and/or whether to keep or remove

TECH SUPPORT
Install Office 2007

Unless you have a compelling reason not to do
so, enter the Product Key when asked for it to
avoid activation problems.

Installation Options is the gateway to
controlling program feature installation
and reducing total install size if needed.

During customization, the File Location tab
will let you change the location where 
program files are installed and show you the
total amount of drive space needed.
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previous versions of Office compo-
nents (the Upgrade tab, if present). 

You can also select an alternate lo-
cation for the program files (on the
File Location tab, which also shows
you how much space is required,
both locally and for program files).
The User Information tab lets you
adjust your username, initials, and
company information.

If you are drive-space challenged,
you should choose to perform a
Custom installation, so you can in-
stall only the components most im-
portant to you. From the Installation
Options tab, click a component to
see a drop-down menu with installa-
tion options for the entire compo-
nent or click the plus sign (+) to the
left of each component to review in-
dividual installation options. Don’t
skip Office Tools or you will lose im-
portant utilities such as the spell
checker and thesaurus. When you
have finished customizing the instal-
lation and double-checking your
space requirements, click Install
Now to proceed.

Step 4: Installation is
largely automated and it
takes about 10 to 20
minutes, depending on
your selections. After in-
stallation, Office will
provide a link for you 
to visit Office Online.
Visiting Office Online is
a good idea, as it will
allow you to install SP1
(click Downloads) and
afford access to freebies.
These include Micro-
soft’s Command Refer-
ence Guides, which help
users of Office 2003 locate features
that have moved.

The first  t ime you run Office
2007, Microsoft will prompt you to
activate the software. Registration 
is optional but you must activate
within the first 25 uses to retain 
full functionality.

During operation, if you want to
maintain Office 2003 compatibility
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A progress monitor will show you how your
installation is proceeding. Installation takes
20 minutes or less, depending on options
you select.

Once your installation completes, you can visit
Office Online with a single click.

After installation, a visit to Office Online will let you install SP1
and download free goodies.

automatically, you can. Open an
Office program, click the Office
button and select the Options
button (each button is named for its
program, e.g. Word options are on
the Word Options button). The op-
tion to change default file formats is
under the Save button. ❙❙

BY JENNIFER FARWELL

One Or Two?

Running multiple versions of Office
on your system can be problem-

atic. Though Microsoft supports con-
current operation and offers it as an
option when you install Office 2007, it
does not recommend it, and neither
do we. (For more on this, see tinyurl
.com/2kjflt.) Weigh your needs against
potential difficulties before you run
them concurrently. Once you make
the choice during installation, you
can’t go back without cancelling.

Word can be especially irksome, as
it will auto-register itself at every start
if other versions of Word are on the
PC. This will cause a delay in startup
and may prompt Word to ask for in-
stallation media. Users also report that
Word, Excel, and PowerPoint all have
problems with program associations
for older Office files. Furthermore,
when you are ready to remove Office
2003 from your system, you may have
to uninstall both 2007 and 2003 and
reinstall Office 2007 from scratch. 

If you upgrade, Office will preserve
many user settings and preferences.
Upgrading may also preserve prob-
lems. Fortunately, even if you pur-
chased an upgrade, you can perform 
a clean installation of Office 2007
without upgrading Office 2003 or run-
ning it side by side. To do so, select
Customize and opt to remove older
Office components. You will lose all
prior Office settings and preferences.
Note that Office will not let you run
two versions of Outlook. It will re-
move prior versions and update your
settings to Outlook 2007. 

You can set Office 2003 as the de-
fault format for saving globally or indi-
vidually, and Office 2007 will warn you
when it encounters problems con-
verting an Office 2003 file. Thus, you
shouldn’t need to keep earlier ver-
sions. If you decide to do so, download
and install the compatibility pack (see
“What’s Different”) or your Office 2003
programs won’t be able to open docu-
ments saved in Office 2007 formats.
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Error: Microsoft Visual C++ Run-
time Library Runtime Error!

Translation: This error message
may appear after you install Microsoft
Office XP or one of the Office XP pro-
grams. This error message will appear
if the new program conflicts with the
Mosdmn.exe and Mosearch.exe files. 

Solution 1: First try to perform a
clean boot with only the MoSearch
process. To do this, open the Start
menu and then select Run. Type
msconfig.exe into the Open box and
then click OK. 

When the System Configuration
window appears, select the General
tab, and then click the Selective
Startup radio button. Next, click the
Startup tab. Clear all of the check-
boxes, except MoSearch and then
click OK. When you are prompted to
restart your computer, select Yes. 

If the error message is not repro-
duced, you know that MoSearch is
conflicting with another program or
programs. To fix this, first open the

Error: Setup cannot copy the file
Ieeula.chm

Translation: When you attempt 
to uninstall Windows Internet
Explorer 7 via the Add Or
Remove Programs option in
Control Panel, you may see this
error message. As a result, ac-
cording to Microsoft, you
might need to either replace the
Ieeula.chm file if it’s missing from the

Windows/IE7 folder or restore
WinXP to the last known good state.

Solution 1: To replace the miss-
ing Ieeula.chm file, you will 
use the Ieeula.chm file in the
Windows/Help folder. First,
click Start and Run and then

type %windir%\help in the
Open box; click OK. Next, right-

click Ieeula.chm and then select Copy.
Now exit out of Windows Explorer.

Click Start and Run again, type
%windir%\IE7 in Open and click OK.
Lastly, click Paste on the Edit menu.

Solution 2: If this doesn’t keep 
the error message from appearing, 
try rolling your system back to a
time before the error occurred. To
do so, follow the detailed direc-
tions that Microsoft gives at: sup
port.microsoft.com/kb/306084 to
perform a system restore. ❙

select each file on the System.ini tab
and the Win.ini tab one at a time in
the same manner. Hopefully this
process of elimination will help you
track down the conflicting program.

Solution 2: If you are still having
problems, you can uninstall Office XP’s
Support For Fast Searching feature. To
do this you will first need to quit all
Office programs. Open the Start menu
and then click Control Panel. Click
Add Or Remove Programs and then
choose the Office XP product that you
suspect is causing the problems. Then,
click Add/Remove. Select Add Or
Remove Features in the Maintenance
Mode Options dialog box and then
click Next. Select the plus sign (+) next
to Office Tools. With your cursor,
point to the icon next to Support For
Fast Searching and then select Not
Available. Once you have completed
these steps, click Update. Repeat these
steps for other Office XP products in-
stalled on your computer. Once you
are all finished, restart your computer. ❙

Error: Webworks.exe unable to
locate component: This application
has failed to start because Endec.dll
was not found. Re-installing the ap-
plication may fix this problem.

Translation: The Endec.dll file is
missing, and Webworks needs it to
run properly. 

Solution: Webworks is an online
accelerator and is not necessary for
Windows XP to run. If you want 

the Webworks application to run,
you need to download Endec.dll,
which you can do from tinyurl
.com/6dhx6m.

However,  i f  you do not want
Webworks to run on your computer,
you can remove or disable it. To re-
move it,  click Start and Control
Panel. Click Add Or Remove Pro-
grams, locate Webworks in the list,
and click Remove. 

If Webworks is not in the list, you
can still disable it by clicking Start and
Run and entering msconfig in the text
field. Press ENTER and click the
Startup tab in the resulting window.
Under the startup items list, locate
any entry that is associated with
Webworks and uncheck it. This will
prevent Webworks from trying to
run; as a result, the error message will
no longer appear. ❙
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Start menu and then select Run. Type
msconfig.exe into the Open box and
then click OK. When the System
Configuration window appears, select
one of the checkboxes on the Startup
tab and then click OK. When you are
prompted to restart your computer,
click Yes. If you are unable to repro-
duce the message, repeat the above
process and check each box on the
Startup tab one at a time (with a
restart after every time you check a
new box). If you’re not able to repro-
duce the message even after all of the
Startup menu checkboxes are selected,
open Msconfig again and then click to
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Error: Insufficient System Resources
Exist to Complete the API

Translation: You may see this
error message after you select the
Hibernate sleep mode on a PC run-
ning WinXP with SP2 (Service Pack
2). When you attempt to put the
computer in hibernation, it will not
hibernate until you restart the com-
puter. Microsoft indicates that this
error is caused because Windows’
power manager tools cannot obtain
the memory resources required to

Visit www.microsoft.com/downloads
and type KB909095 into the Search
box and click Go. Click the link 
named Update For Windows XP
(KB909095) and then select Download.
(You may need to first click Continue
to validate your copy of Windows.)
When the file finishes downloading,
double-click the file (WindowsXP-
KB909095-x86-ENU.exe) to install the
patch. After the installation is done,
you’ll need to restart the computer to
apply the update. ❙

Error: Windows cannot display
the Volume control on the Taskbar
because the Volume Control pro-
gram has not been installed. To in-
stall it use Add/Remove Programs in
Control Panel.

Translation: Microsoft reports this
error occurs on WinXP systems. First,
the Volume icon fails to appear in
System Tray. Upon attempting
to return the icon by selecting
the Place Volume Icon In
The Taskbar check box on the
Volume tab in the Control
Panel’s Sounds And Audio Devices
area, the error message appears. Thus,
you can’t adjust the volume. The
problem can occur when the Sndvol-
32.exe file is missing or damaged. 

Solution: Extract a copy of
Sndvol32.exe from a WinXP instal-
lation disc to the System_Root\
System32 folder on the hard drive
that WinXP is installed on. Insert the
installation disc in an optical drive
and press and hold SHIFT to prevent
the disc from starting automatically.

Click Start and Run. In the
Open field, type cmd and
click OK. At the prompt,
type the following lines and
press ENTER after each line.

In place of CD-ROM drive,
type the letter of the optical

drive the WinXP disc is in, and in
place of system_root, type the path
and folder the Windows system files
are stored in (typically C:\Windows):

CD-ROM drive:
cd i386
expand sndvol32.ex_ system_root\

system32\sndvol32.exe
For example, if the CD/DVD-

ROM drive letter is D: and the
Windows folder is stored in C:\
Windows, you’d type:

d:
cd i386
expand sndvol32.ex_ c:\windows\

system32\sndvol32.exe
Type exit to quit the command

prompt, try to start the Volume
Control, and check if the Volume icon
appears in the System Tray. For those
without a WinXP disc, contact Mi-
crosoft Support at support.micro
soft.com/contactus. ❙

Error: Autorun.EXE wasn’t able to
locate its settings file Autorun.INT,
either in its own directory or in its
Settings subdirectory. 

Translation: This error message
appeared on a reader’s computer
screen after a failed installation 
of Scholastic’s Brain Play Logic I 
Spy Junior for Preschool and first 
Grade on a WinXP system. The user
launched the Setup.EXE file on the
software’s installation CD in an ef-
fort to remove, launch, or properly
install the program. This is usually

the best tool for the job, but none of
the three options worked. 

Solution: WinXP’s Add Or Remove
Programs (click Start and Control
Panel) might be able to remove a pro-
gram that has failed to install prop-
erly, but the odds aren’t great if the
software’s Setup.EXE can’t do this. 

A skilled user might be able to
delete all traces of the failed installa-
tion from the hard drive, including
the Registry, but only if she knows ex-
actly what she’s doing. The other 99%
of us should try using WinXP’s

System Restore (Start, All Programs,
Accessories, and System Tools) to roll
back the computer to a point in time
before the attempted installation. 

If System Restore removes the soft-
ware entirely, reboot the PC. Find the
Setup.EXE file on the program’s instal-
lation CD and right-click it and select
Run As. Select The Following User and
then choose the Administrator ac-
count and enter the related password,
if any. Alternatively, switch to the Ad-
ministrator’s User Account and run
Setup.EXE normally (double-click it). ❙
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Have questions about an error message you've seen? Send us your message (errormessages@smartcomputing.com), and 
we'll try to decipher it. Tell us what version of Windows you're using, give the full text of the error message, 

and provide as many details in your explanation as possible. Volume prohibits individual replies. 

prepare the computer for hiberna-
tion. According to Microsoft, this
problem typically occurs on com-
puters that have 1GB or more of
RAM, because computers with larger
amounts of RAM are likely to use
more physical memory storage so
Windows may not be able to prepare
the large block of stored data when
you select Hibernate.

Solution: To fix the problem, you’ll
need to download and install the
KB909095 update for Windows XP.
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Need help with your hardware or software? Looking for simple 
explanations on technical subjects? Send us your questions!
Get straight answers to your technical questions from Smart Computing. Send your questions,
along with a phone and/or fax number, so we can call you if necessary, to: Smart Computing
Q&A, P.O. Box 85380, Lincoln, NE 68501, or email us at q&a@smartcomputing.com. Please in-
clude all version numbers for the software about which you’re inquiring, operating system infor-
mation, and any relevant information about your system. (Volume prohibits individual replies.)

Q I want to purchase an external hard
drive for my computer so I can back up

some files and keep old stuff for a rainy day.
Does it matter what type of connection
(USB, etc.) I use?

A There are three major types of connec-
tions available for external drives. USB

(1.1 and 2.0), FireWire (400 and 800) and the
new kid on the block: eSATA (external Serial
Advanced Technology Attachment). USB 1.1
is the slowest of the five interfaces, and eSATA
is the fastest. A faster interface means that
copying your files to and from the external
drive will be quicker, all else being equal.

Most modern computers have USB inter-
faces. It’s a mature, inexpensive design that
works with a wide variety of devices. USB in-
terfaces use a bit more of your computer’s
CPU to assist in the data transfer, while
FireWire is a generally leaner design. 

FireWire uses a chain or bus topology. This
means that you can plug one FireWire device
into your computer, and if you need to, you can
plug a second FireWire device into the first; this
is called daisy-chaining. FireWire (also known
as i.LINK in Sony devices) is primarily found
on Apple computers and digital video cameras.

USB and eSATA use a hub topology. Each
device needs its own connection to your com-
puter’s motherboard. This usually isn’t a
problem with USB as many modern mother-
boards feature six to 12 USB ports.

eSATA is less common than either USB or
eSATA, but it is making inroads due to its
fantastic transfer rate of 300MBps (megabytes
per second). If your computer doesn’t come
with an eSATA port, you can purchase and in-
stall one for approximately $25. 

You didn’t mention what interfaces your
computer came with, but our recommenda-
tion would be to use an external drive that
has a USB interface. Although the faster
speed of eSATA may sound like it’s a better
strategy, the connection is only one part of
the equation.

External hard drives are usually one single
drive mounted inside a nice enclosure that
keeps the drive cool and quiet. Most of to-
day’s external drives can only transfer data at
speeds between 40 and 100MBps (megabits
per second). USB 2.0 can easily handle your
normal transfer rates. If money is no object,
you can purchase an external drive array that
has two or more drives in it; in this case,
you’ll need the extra speed of eSATA.

Q I have three computers, one of which is
at my seasonal home in Michigan and

the other two are in my winter home in
Florida. Are there any security programs that
can cover these three computers under one
user, or do I have to buy a separate security
program for each computer?

A Your approach to computer security
should be multifaceted: Use safe soft-

ware, use the Internet safely, and always 
run a quality antivirus program that you
trust, as well. Fortunately, there are programs

and techniques you can use to stay safe on all
three of your computers. 

Most users expose their computers to
danger via three avenues or vectors: email,
Web sites, and instant messaging. The first
step is to make sure that you’re using the safest
software available for each of these activities.

For email, consider using Thunderbird
(available free at www.mozilla.com/thunder
bird). Thunderbird works with almost all
email providers and has a robust track 
record for safety. Another solution is using
Google’s Gmail service. Gmail is free and 
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includes an excellent spam filtering system.
Gmail also includes an excellent scanning
service that protects both you and your email
recipients from viruses. 

Surf the Internet safely with the free
Firefox Web browser (www.firefox.com).
Firefox is a secure browser that incorpo-
rates the most modern Web technologies.
However, no browser will protect you com-
pletely. The Internet has many wonderful
sites that can broaden your world; however,
there are many sites that prey on the unsus-
pecting. Before divulging any personal infor-
mation, be sure that the site you’re visiting is
a legitimate, trustworthy site.

IM (instant messaging) software has im-
proved in safety over the last several years, but it

is still possible to experience security problems
with IM if you don’t follow common sense
practices. Don’t accept any files sent to you by
strangers over IM, and as with Web sites, don’t
divulge any personal information. 

Finally, we’d be remiss if we didn’t suggest an
antivirus program. Despite the best precau-
tions, the struggle to protect your computer is a
never-ending one. If you’d like to go with a paid
service, many reputable antivirus programs
such as Norton 360 ($79.99; www.symantec
.com) can be used on up to three PCs. Also,
AVG Technologies makes an excellent antivirus
program that’s available free: Download AVG
Free from free.avg.com, and you’ll have the
peace of mind that comes with covering all your
bases against security threats.

Q Is there a way I can change the Mi-
crosoft narrator’s voice from Sam to

Mike in Windows XP?

A By default, WinXP only ships one voice
(Sam’s) for its TTS (text-to-speech) in-

terface. However, adding two additional
voices (Michael and Michelle) is a quick,
two-step process. First download the free MS
Reader package at tinyurl.com/6cwtb. Install
this and when finished, download the 

free TTS add-on package for Reader at
tinyurl.com/lej7o. Install this and then 
you’re ready to configure your computer 
to use the two new voices installed by 
these packages.

First, click Start; Control Panel; and
Sounds, Speech, And Audio Devices. Next
click Speech. From the Voice Selection drop-
down menu, select LH Michael. Click the
Preview Voice button to hear the new voice
and then click Apply.

Q Why does my computer freeze only when
I play games that are within the specifica-

tions of my two-year-old Compaq computer?

A Computer games are some of the most de-
manding applications you can run on your

computer. They stress your computer’s CPU,
graphics card, hard drive, memory, and even
Internet connection. When one or more of
these factors is overwhelmed, it freezes until it
can return to normal use.

First, in the world of computer games, a two-
year-old computer is almost a dinosaur.
Second, note that game designers are constantly
pushing the technology to make their games
more realistic and immersive and have been
ahead of the hardware for several years. Also,

it’s important to bear in mind that the require-
ments listed for games are typically minimum
requirements. And even then, some vendors
have been far too generous in what they list. 

However, there are some things you can do
that might help improve the performance of
your computer while playing games. First,
make sure that you’re not running any other
applications at the same time you’re playing
the game. Next, see if the game allows you to
modify any settings. Graphics settings in a
game can usually be adjusted to improve per-
formance at the expense of some “eye candy.”
Finally, check Compaq’s Web site to see if it
has new software drivers for your graphics
card. These can often improve its perfor-
mance substantially.

Entertainment
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FAQ How can I save power on my
desktop system?

Avoid the use of screen savers—they may
look great, but they require the monitor to
operate at full power even when the system
is idle. Instead, configure your PC to power
down the monitor after some period of inac-
tivity. You can adjust display settings in
Windows Vista by right-clicking the Desk-
top, selecting Personalize, clicking Screen
Saver, and then selecting None. Click Apply
to save changes. Now, click Change Power
Settings and select Choose When To Turn
Off The Display. Set a time-out period that
is short enough that you’ll save energy, but
not so short that the display is constantly
turning on and off. If you’re done using the
PC for the day or weekend, turn the display
off entirely.

Take advantage of the system’s Sleep
mode, which shuts down several key oper-
ating areas of the PC to save energy during
idle periods. Return to the dialog box in
which you set the system’s display time-out
and select a time-out period in the Put The
Computer To Sleep drop-down menu. Re-
member to save any changes. As with the
monitor, choose a period that makes sense
for the way that you use the system, and
don’t be afraid to shut down the system en-
tirely if you’re going to be away overnight,
weekends, and so on.

FAQ What can I do with my old PC
system or parts?

PCs, displays, and other electronics 
devices have a lot of recycling potential. 
You can donate old working systems to
family members, friends, church groups,
youth centers, senior centers, schools, or
countless other budget-conscious charita-
ble organizations in your area.

Discarding defective systems can be a bit
more problematic because many regions
now prohibit PC electronics and CRT

(cathode-ray tube) displays in dumps or
landfills. In these cases, you may need to
wait for periodic “recycling days,” in which
you can deliver old televisions, computers,
appliances, and other major items to your
local municipality for proper recycling.
There is often a small fee ($10 to $15) for
disposal when the item is dropped off. Con-
tact your local municipal offices for fees and
drop-off schedules in your area.

Your local computer or electronics store
may also offer some kind of trade-in or re-
cycling program. For example, the Stap-
les EcoEasy program will accept old PCs, 
monitors, and other electronics for $10 per
large item. Circuit City has partnered with
EZtradein.com to accept your old computer
and other home electronics in exchange for
a gift card of corresponding value. Major PC
manufacturers, such as Dell and HP, also
have recycling programs, but you’ll need to
check with the vendor you plan to work with
to learn more about its programs, terms,
and applicable fees.

FAQ How can I be environmentally
friendly with printers and other 

external devices?
Printers, USB hard drives, and other non-

networking peripherals are typically only used
a small percentage of the time, so keeping
those devices connected and powered contin-
uously is often a waste of energy. Keep those
external devices turned off whenever they’re
not being used—it should only take a few mo-
ments to power up and recognize those de-
vices later.

Try using recycled printer paper. Some
people use recycled paper for draft print-
ing and reserve “new” paper for final runs.
Recycled paper isn’t necessarily cheaper than
nonrecycled paper, but it is environmentally
friendly. Also, remember to recycle old pa-
per rather than discarding it, and be sure to
recycle old ink and toner cartridges. ❙❙

Answers To Users’ Most Common Questions About Green Computing
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In February 2008, my warranty expired on my HP
Pavilion ZD8000 notebook. I purchased a renewal
warranty on HP’s Web site, only to find out later that
it was the wrong one. After several calls, I made a
second purchase. I was able to speak with a super-
visor who apologized for all of my trouble and set me
up with the correct warranty; he assured me that it
covered absolutely everything. Several months later,
my battery didn’t seem to hold a charge and my key-
board was malfunctioning. After talking with an HP
technician, I sent my computer in for repair. I con-
firmed online that the shipment date would be June
9. When I looked online again, I was surprised to see
that the shipment date was no longer provided and I
had a service charge of $298. The HP representative
explained to me that they found a scratch on my
battery, and because this was cosmetic, my warranty
did not cover it. I told them it was important to get it
back ASAP because I am taking college classes. HP
has now had my computer since May 30, and today

is July 8. Please help!

Curtis Henderson
Clio, Mich.

Two days after receiving Curtis’
email, we asked him if HP had re-
turned his notebook. After hear-
ing it hadn’t been returned, we

contacted HP. On July 15, Les
Jacobs, a representative for the HP

Media Hotline, replied saying our inquiry
would be passed to their Customer Escalation

Team. Within two days, we received another email
from Bill Robbins from Porter Novelli, a PR con-
sumer service and support group for HP. He also
informed us that Curtis’ case was assigned to 
a member of the aforementioned Customer
Escalation Team. A few hours later, we received 
another email from Bill, which stated that an HP
agent left a message for Curtis and that the agent
would check back on the repair and the customer
on July 18. We checked in with Curtis who 
was happy to tell us that a senior case manager 

informed him that he would receive his laptop by
the 21st. When we called him on the 25th, he ex-
plained that he received his laptop with a new 
battery and repaired keyboard. Curtis was not
charged the $298 because he requested that HP 
fix only what was covered by his warranty. 

I purchased a laptop from Office Depot in March
2007 and submitted the requested material before
the end of March 2007 to obtain a $150 rebate. The
Office Depot Web site showed they received all my
rebate forms and there was no error, but they didn’t
process my rebate further. I called seven months
later, and a representative said I would receive my
$150 in four weeks. I didn’t. I called again, and I was
told the check was mailed on Dec. 13, 2007 and
would arrive in five to seven business days. The
check never came. The customer support representa-
tive told me they couldn’t reissue another check
within 30 days. I called back at the end of January
2008; the rep said that I called too late. Office Depot
delayed the rebate process for eight months for no
reason and they refuse to issue a new check. 

Yingyan Shao
Spokane, Wash.

After an extensive online search for the appro-
priate Office Depot representative, we contacted
Office Depot Public Relations Manager Jason
Shockley. He promptly passed our request on to
the Customer Relations Team. Within one hour of
this email exchange, we were contacted by Casey
Ahlbum, senior customer relations manager. Casey
relayed that Yingyan’s rebate was inadvertently de-
layed due to a processing error, but the problem
was corrected via a telephone call to the Rebate
Center. The original check, which was never
cashed, was issued a stop payment, replaced, and
mailed to Yingyan. Additionally, Office Depot sent
her a $100 gift card. We contacted Yingyan via
email, and she confirmed that she received both
the check and the gift card. ❙❙

Are you having trouble
finding a product or 
getting adequate service
from a manufacturer? If
so, we want to help solve
your problem. Send us a
description of the product
you’re seeking or the
problem you’re having
with customer service. In
billing disputes, include
relevant information
(such as account numbers
or screen names for online
services) and photocopies
of checks. Include your
phone number in case we
need to contact you. 

Letters may be edited 
for length and clarity; 
volume prohibits 
individual replies.

Write to: 
Action Editor
P.O. Box 85380 
Lincoln, NE 68501-5380

Or send an email to:
actioneditor@smart
computing.com

Or fax us at:
(402) 479-2104

ACTION EDITOR

A Late Laptop & 
A Forgotten Rebate 
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T a l e s  F r o m  T h e  T r e n c h e s

Gregory Anderson is a regular contributor to Smart Computing
and several other technology publications. He keeps a sharp eye (with
the help of thick glasses) on computing trends and enjoys working
with geeks of all stripes—most of the time. Share your experiences of
seeing double at gregory-anderson@smartcomputing.com.

T
his month, we’ll talk about problems you probably
don’t have—yet. If you take my advice, though,
you’ll soon be dealing with the issues I’m describing.

Why would I recommend changes likely to introduce chal-
lenges to your computing life? I like job security, but I’m
usually much more discreet than that. The truth is that I can
tell you from experience that working with a dual-monitor
setup is worth any tech support complications it introduces.
I deal with them every day, at home and at work, but
wouldn’t dream of going back.

In case you’re getting ahead
of me, let’s be clear. I’m not re-
ferring to widescreen or big-
screen monitors (which may
have twice the screen real estate
of modest models), but two ac-
tual separate monitors. Regard-
less of their size, dual monitors
automatically double your work
space by creating two Windows
Desktops. Mine are meager 15-
inch LCDs, but I can work in
Excel on one screen while
keeping an eye on Outlook in
another. Or, as I’m doing now,
I can watch online baseball on
the left while “working” on the
right. Setup details are beyond
the scope of this column, but there are plenty of online re-
sources to guide you through the process, including an ar-
ticle titled “Set Up A Second Monitor On Your PC” in
Smart Computing’s February 2008 issue. Don’t be intimi-
dated—the hardware steps are simple and there are no spe-
cial software requirements. Windows automatically
provides support for multiple monitors.

That’s where the first challenge comes into play. Win-
dows controls the settings for each display separately, in-
cluding screen resolution and left-right placement. This
takes place in Display Properties, available from the Win-
dows Control Panel or by right-clicking an empty portion
of the Desktop and selecting Properties. Perhaps the most
confusing aspect of working with two monitors is the way
Windows identifies them as numbers one and two. At first,
and occasionally thereafter, you will experience confusion
about which screen is which. Either can be on the left or
right, and either can have a large or small screen resolution.
Either can also contain the Taskbar, where the Start button
and all your open applications are docked. Any time you
move the monitors around for cleaning or repositioning,
they can get switched around. And unless you’re disciplined

about labeling (a topic for another column), any time you
disconnect the display cables from the video card on your
PC, you risk switching them up when you reconnect.
Display Properties’ Settings tab is where you get everything
straight again, and it’s surprisingly intuitive. Drag each
screen’s icon to where its corresponding monitor sits and
then set the resolution for each depending on your moni-
tors’ and video card’s capabilities.

Notebooks deserve their own place in this discussion, not
only because they’re so much
more useful with a second
screen but also because things
get a little trickier when you’re
constantly disconnecting and re-
connecting the second display.
The good news for notebook
owners is that the hardware is
already taken care of. The same
video output to which you con-
nect projectors also connects a
monitor, which can sit alongside
your open notebook screen. By
default, though, your notebook
will probably treat the extra
monitor as another output to
use in place of the built-in
screen. Don’t use the display
toggle option on most note-

books to switch between displays, as you would a projector.
Instead use the Display Properties described above to select
the second monitor. Check the box titled Extend The
Windows Desktop Onto This Monitor and set it to what-
ever screen resolution the display supports. In this case, it’s
not likely to be the same as the built-in screen, as you’ll
probably have a monitor significantly larger than the note-
book’s screen. Placement can be more confusing, as well,
because the notebook may not always be set up in the 
same place relative to the monitor. Each time you connect
and disconnect, you’ll have to spend a couple minutes 
reconfiguring everything. It will be worth it every time,
though, for the hours of improved productivity you’ll
achieve. Depending, of course, on how you actually use that 
second monitor. ❙❙

BY GREGORY ANDERSON

Seeing Double
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T
echnology can be
easy to use and un-
derstand, but some-

times the language is a bit
difficult to decipher. Because
computers and technology
have become such a huge
part of our everyday lives,
the noncomputer-program-
mers among us need to be
able to speak the same lan-
guage. So, if you’re not quite
sure what a zombie or a pe-
ripheral is, you can search
SmartComputing .com’s
Dictionary/Encyclopedia and
find out. This online dictionary
provides plain-English defini-
tions to hundreds of terms, 
abbreviations, and acronyms.
The encyclopedia offers in-
depth descriptions of com-
puting terms and individuals
who have impacted the com-
puting world.

1. Log on to SmartComputing.com and click the Computing Dictionary &
Encyclopedia link on the blue menu on the left and start expanding your vocab-
ulary today. 

2. Search the alphabet for the term you’re looking for or use the Search box to find
words that contain, begin with, or exactly match the term you’re searching for.

Smart Computing’s Tip Of The Day (Aug. 1, 2008)

System Requirements
When looking at specifications for new software, be aware that manufacturers will
often list minimum system requirements, as well as recommended ones. Though the
software may work with the minimum requirements, it’s probably a good idea to
make sure that your system has the recommended ones because the programs you
install will generally run a lot more smoothly and crash less if your system doesn’t
have to use every bit of its resources just to load them.

May I Have 
The Definition Please?

Get In Touch

Scroll through our up-
dated Manufacturer
Index at Smart
Computing.com to
find up-to-date con-
tact info for top tech-
nology companies.

Free Tech Support

For those times when you just
can’t find a solution to a tech-

nical problem,
subscribers can
talk it over with
one of our Tech
Support experts
free of charge. 

Call (800) 368-8304 or visit
www.smartcomputing.com
/smartpeople to get started.
Nonsubscribers get one free call.

Back Up

You’ve likely
heard it a thou-
sand times, but
it bears re-
peating. Back
up your impor-
tant data. Visit
the Backups & Data Recovery
section of our Tech Support
Center for tips about securing
your information.
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O V A T I O N Each month, the Smart Computing staff gets to work with all kinds of new computing and con-
sumer electronics products. Here are some of the favorite items that recently crossed our desks. 

VelociRaptor
$299 l Western Digital l

www.westerndigital.com 

The fastest hard drive for consumer desktops used to be
WD’s Raptor, but the line has evolved. The new king

of the jungle is smaller, faster, and at the same time,
more spacious. 

Although this 10,000rpm (revolutions per
minute) drive is a 2.5-inch model, it comes at-

tached to a finned metal heatsink that not
only helps to keep the drive cool but also

lets it fit a standard 3.5-inch drive bay. The
300GB (gigabyte) VelociRaptor is pricey,

but the next step up in hard drive
speed—an SSD (solid-state disk)—is
vastly more expensive (per GB). 

by Marty Sems

Instinct SPH-M800
$499.99 before discounts 
and Sprint contract l
Samsung l www.instinctthephone.com

As one of the many iPhone com-
petitors out there, the Samsung
Instinct holds its own. This phone
uses some of the same types of
finger controls as the iPhone, such
as finger scrolling and sliding but-
tons. I also liked that it has haptic
feedback, which means the phone
vibrates when you press a button
or tap an icon on screen with your
f ingernai l  or the pad of your
finger. This is nice—it makes the
soft buttons feel more like hard-
ware buttons. The Instinct is one

of the few phones available today with visual voicemail,
which lets you see and check messages similarly to the way
in which you check email. As an added bonus, the phone in-
cludes a 2GB microSD (Secure Digital) memory card and
two standard Li-Ion (lithium-ion) batteries. 

by Jennifer Johnson

Zivio Boom
$129.95 l Joby l www.myzivio.com

When it comes to choosing a Bluetooth headset, I’ve found that you
often need to sacrifice design or functionality. The Zivio Boom, which
features a retractable microphone and sharp-looking silver accents,
does a good job integrating form and function. On a personal level, I
like that the thumbdrive-sized headset is large enough that others
can see it, so fewer people think that I’m talking to myself.

In terms of sound quality, those I called told me that my voice came
through more clearly than other headsets I’ve tested, which I attribute
to the long, retractable microphone. Joby packages the headset with a
number of interchangeable ear pieces and optional ear loops, so I can
custom-fit the device.

by Nathan Lake
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